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Using

critical

discourse analysis, seven "problematic moments" that occurred

during a two week educational event
fourteen students

Each moment
ideology.

A

at

in the conversations

of a multinational group of

an international development education institution are analyzed.

illustrates

relationship

some
is

aspect of "silence" which

I

define as an consequence of

established between the micro meanings of those

interpersonal and group silences with the macro level meanings of changes occurring

at the international level.

Contradictions in the discourse of international development

education are revealed through this analysis and the dilemmas these contradictions

pose for an international

Changes which

institution

embedded

are having an impact

in that

discourse are explored.

on international development education

programs include U.S. foreign policy since the end of the cold war, the increased
integration and dependence of less developed countries on the international market

economy, and the reduction

in the

amount of "public space"

governmental organizations can operate. As the

VI

institution is

in

which non-

drawn

into the

new

int6mational market economy,
based.

Its

program

is

it

is

changing

result

become more academic and

being developed to train graduates

governmental and private organizations

One

to

of these changes

is

that

work

for an

to

manage

expert

the non-

agenda of globalization.

confusion about the concept of identity as old

theories of the self are no longer meaningful in the new-world

(i.e.

USA

led) order.

Current international changes, rather than creating order, are creating a disorder that

is

painful and difficult to articulate in "normal" group interactions in the context of

unquestioned institutional practices.

meaning of
language

silences in

its

It is

suggested that by paying attention to the

discourse, the institution can discover

to counteract the silencing

ways of using

of alternative worlds, and can learn

how

to design

participatory peer learning events that allow for a medley of voices and silences in

international and intercultural contexts.
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CHAPTER

1

THE WORLD AS A STRUCTURED IMAGE
OF THE WEST
.

.

.

ivingstone the

silencer, as

m

man

presented himself to

the European

me

who goes

as the

symbol of silence the

overseas or to North America to
South
America, to Australia, to Africa and finds
a world there, but then imposes
his
silence on the peoples forcing his
tongue, literally on them

M.

NOURBESE

PHILIP, The Raft o/the Medusa

Figure

The

1.1:

picture

[Photograph by Lee Hennigen]

1

The

A

Institution

picture of intercultural relations

Consider the picture on page

of a group of people

sitting

At

first

glance,

table.

We

might wonder about the form of the

1.

around a

looks like an ordinary scene

it

group: club meeting, discussion group, academic class? And,
together: to

people

make

in this

college?

decisions, share information, learn a

members of an

group:

The questions

We

to

proliferate the

more we

Perhaps the group

is

intently.

What

is

young

room and

adults, both

left is

are the

who

is

she speaking?

took this photograph.

on the

the glasses of water

males and

speaking and the others

she saying and what language

posing for the photographer

the high ceiling of the

Who

come

look.

notice that the people in the picture are

be listening

subject?

they

organization, citizens of a town, students at a

females, whites and blacks. The white female on the

seem

new

why have

We

notice

These things are

table.

usually associated with a hot climate. Further inspection reveals other details: the

billowing curtains, the blackboard, and the metal tables put together to form an
oblong. There

is

a portrait of a black

man on

the wall. Is he a school principal, a

governor, a president, a king?

We

wonder where, when, and why

government office

in a

southern

taken. In a

an African country; a college

in

which

person

in the

US

state;

Caribbean? What

this discussion is taking place,

and what

is

the photograph

was

an agricultural research station in

is

the social

and cultural context

the nature of the authority of the

in the portrait.

The group

is

heterogenous. There appear to be five females and four males,

five people of color and four white people.

The men

2

are

all sitting

together: a pair of

black

men and

a pair of white

men forming

widely spaced out and not paired according

to the color

in this

group are probably complex

in

We

above

There

is

affect

communication

in the

guess that the

in

class, ethnic

what ways do

all

the

group?

accompanying the photograph which

a text

more

shape of

in the

terms of gender, race,

and national relationships. Does the group have a leader?
And,
issues raised

are sitting,

of their skin,

another "L" which makes up the oblong shape
of the group.

dynamics

women

an L-shape. The

us that the group

tells

consists of students participating in a program designed for
international development

workers and leaders from both Africa and the United
based

in

Bulawayo

The group

in the

in

Zimbabwe. This

photo

is

is

States.

The program

where the photograph was taken

Given

field trip to gather data

this information,

the right of the picture

is

we

more conservative

There appears

to

can

make

their experiences

other inferences.

dresses of the other

The woman of

We

women

The photograph

this

color on

notice her bare arms in

of color

in the

group.

have an impact on the process of learning?

represents one international group of people at one specific

time meeting to share their knowledge and to

learn.

We

can imagine

other groups like this meeting in other contexts for similar purposes. And,

think historically,

villages.

be an age difference between the undergraduates and the African

development professionals. Does

in

in 1993.

on the impact of drought on

probably a student from the U.S.

contrast to the

moment

new and

a pilot class consisting of five U.S. undergraduate students

and four African development professionals. They are discussing

upon returning from a

is

many hundreds and thousands of meetings must have

3

many

when we

taken place

in

the past

few decades, each event contributing and constructing

m

some way how we

think about and practice our international
development work.

Let us

The

now

stand back from the photograph and try to see

it

in a social context.

picture in a social context

The

was published

picture

governmental organization active
anonymity,

I

in a

in

semi-annual tabloid distributed by a large non-

many

international fields.

will call this organization the "Institution"

containing this photo was sent to 5,163 alumni,
institution;

was mostly

The

729 of these people
for the

now

from

staff, students,

live in countries outside

consumption of readers who

For reasons of
on.

The

issue

and friends of the

of the USA. So, the tabloid

live in the

USA

picture illustrates one of the programs the Institution has in partnership

with another organizations. That program was founded
village groups in Southern Africa.

as construction of

dams and

It

in

1981 and includes over 800

assists with small-scale

community

projects such

weirs, boreholes, wells and irrigation schemes,

preservation of indigenous seed and trees, and economic and educational activities and
training. Recently, the

A

program won the prestigious Right Livelihood Award.

description of the Institution

The information

in this section

promotional materials that

The

Institution

organization.

It

is

it

about the Institution has been taken from

publishes on

its

history

and programs.

a private, nonprofit, international educational services

was founded

in 1932. It started

by arranging homestay exchanges with

the purpose of enabling participants to learn the culture and language of another

country by living as a

member of one of

its

4

families.

As one

early participant said.

Once you

live inside

really hard to

somebody

else's culture, intensively,

hang onto the mindset

workways and

lifestyles, are to

not of relations between

The study of

cultures.

business was

The
to

human

states,

that other people's principles

how

be judged by

things are done in your culture."

even for a few weeks,

The founder saw

well they

I

new

international relations

was not

the concern of the Institution;

enable participants

to

is:

develop the knowledge,

shall call the "School");

skills,

its

its

and

accredited college, established in 1964

and exchange

traditional international education

in

1977, dedicated

training services.

Institution operates over

program services

to

260 programs

more than 317,000

in

about 100 countries, providing

participants. It

of which about 20 percent are dispersed throughout

in the U.S.;

to

by providing development management, human resource

management, and development

staff,

needed

emergence of a more peaceful world through improved economic and

social conditions

direct

attitudes

and global development.

programs; and a private voluntary organization (PVO), established

The

its

relations.

Institution's mission

to support the

kind of study:

but of relations between individuals of different

divided into three operating divisions:

(which

and practices,

compare with the way

the need for a

contribute effectively to international understanding

It is

it is

and about 80 percent are dispersed among

its

its

employs more than 1,600
headquarters and offices

field offices

around the

world.

Programs run by the
such as

AIDS

Institution include projects in international

development,

education in Uganda; the teaching of American corporate language and

5

culture to foreign executives; an au pair program
that combines citizen exchange and

U

child care for

S. families;

and college semester abroad programs

around the world. In the coming years, the

in

institution's global plan includes

establishing regional centers throughout the world, which will
offer a

worldwide curriculum dealing with

43 countries

intercultural relations, peace

common

and conflict

resolution.

The School

When
in

the

U

S.

Peace Corps was

and lead homestay exchanges

training for

its

volunteers.

for

more than

direct

in the 1930s,

From 1961

of Peace Corps volunteers going

started,

Sargent Shriver,

who had

approached the Institution

participated

to provide

to 1971, the Institution trained forty eight

to thirty four countries;

forty groups; and developed

methods

groups

produced teaching materials

to teach fifty languages.

As

a

outgrowth of that close association with the Peace Corps, the Institution

established the School in 1964.

The School now

offers a bachelor's degree

program

in international studies, a

master's degree program in intercultural management, a master's degree program in the

teaching of languages, academic study abroad programs

in

more than 40

countries, and

management development programs.
The Students
According

to the

1994 School brochure, the School appeals

to

more mature,

experienced learners because their programs assume that students take responsibility
for their

own

learning and that their experiences are a critical part of the learning

resources to be shared. Thus, professional experience, intercultural background, and the

6

potential contributions of a student to the
group are carefully considered in the

selection process.

A

collective profile of degree students produced in
1992 found that they

represented twenty countries from six continents. They
have lived and worked
countries and speak over thirty languages.

The undergraduate students had a median

age of 24 and the graduate students an average age of 32.
They brought

programs backgrounds

in

in fifty

to the

language teaching, refugee assistance, international

development, population planning, cross-cultural

training, international student

exchange, foreign student advising, and appropriate technology.

The Program
The

master's degree program in intercultural management, which

Program from now
development, and

change

training. It is designed for people

and intercultural

settings.

who want

goals,

common themes

to effect constructive

Graduates work

intercultural service agencies, educational institutions,

effectively in

will call the

on, prepares managers in the fields of international education,

in international

Certain

I

in international

and

and development organizations.

are developed throughout the degree program:

working

and with diverse groups; integrating theory and practice; establishing

and reflecting upon and assessing learning; and examining one's

organizational context.

The program emphasizes small group work and

role in an

specific course

assignments, such as proposal writing, team presentations, and case studies. This

structure

is

designed to provide students with the practical application of similar tasks

they will face as working professionals.

7

The Program's curriculum
The program has

three phases: (1)

on-campus study (minimum of 24

credits),

(2) the professional practicum (6 credits), and
(3) the synthesis-and-evaluation capstone

(6 credits).

The

three phases include required courses, elective
courses, and

independent projects during the period of

initial

on-campus study; learning contracts

and reports during the professional practicum; and a professional
paper and
presentation at the culminating synthesis-and-evaluation capstone.

The on-campus program has
Development, Training and
Education. Core courses

Human

three areas of concentration: Sustainable

Resource Development, and International

are: intercultural

communication, organizational behavior

(multicultural team development), organizational behavior

II

organizations), and societal change. Elective courses include:

I

(leadership and

campus and community

internationalization, cross-cultural counseling, current issues in sustainable

development, development administration, economic development, financial

management, human resource management,
international student services,

managing

international

programs abroad,

diversity in organizations, policy advocacy,

project design and planning, research methods and evaluation techniques, strategic

management,
of trainer

I

(introduction to experiential learning), and training

II (intercultural aspects).

To
Program,

training of trainers

I

get another perspective on the curriculum of the on-campus phase of the

asked a professional researcher

of the authors of required
curriculum really

is

texts as

one way

to use the

to

gauge of a demographic

analyze

how

international this

and what other observations she may have. Her report

8

profile

is

shown

in

Appendix A.

will

I

draw on

this analysis in the conclusions. In
this section,

I

am

presenting a description of the Institution, the
School, the Program, and the curriculum
largely

from the perspective of the

Institution as the information is taken

from

their

promotional materials.

The

professional practicum, which lasts a

participants with the opportunity to apply the

on-campus phase

in a professional setting.

minimum of

knowledge and

Many

participants

six

months, provides

skills

acquired during the

assume full-time

professional positions which serve as their practicum. During
the practicum, each
participant keeps in contact with a practicum supervisor, as well
as with an on-site

supervisor, and

required to write several reports.

is

Phasg_3 of the Program: Svnthesis-and-Evaluation

The Synthesis-and-Evaluation Capstone
Program. With the
return to the

start

campus

the practicum.

of the

for a

new Program

two week session

Each participant brings

1993, participants are

on-campus phase

now

a professional paper, demonstrating significant

The

theories and skills introduced in

are reassessed in light of the participants' application in

professional settings. Participants present and discuss their papers during

engage

in critical evaluation

reflect personally

expected to

as soon as possible after completion of

learning resulting from the practicum experiences.

the

Capstone

the culminating phase of the

is

in

'

about their peers' work.

It

S&E

and

also includes opportunities to

on the professional growth and learning

that has taken place

throughout the program.

'

It is

probable that the

taxonomy of educational

name

objectives.

for this part of the

The highest

and evaluation.
9

Program

is

taken from Bloom's

level in that hierarchy

is

synthesis

The Program

prior to 1993

had an on-campus phase

that lasted six

months

instead of nine, and students were required to write a thesis or a project
which

was

usually completed after the Synthesis and Evaluation phase (then, called
"Synthesis

and Evaluation" before

its

name was changed

At Synthesis and Evaluation, which

was

the

same

as above.

However,

I

will call

participants

to "Synthesis-and-Evaluation Capstone."

S«&E from

now

on, the learning purpose

were not required

to bring professional

papers to S&E. They were expected to make presentations based on an analysis of
their internship experiences

My

research data

developed through reports submitted

was collected

Evaluation Capstones had yet

S&E

started.

in

1994 and none of the

The implications of my

to a faculty adviser.

new

Synthesis-and-

collecting data from an

design different from the design currently used in the curriculum are discussed

in

the conclusions.

The

researcher's point of

view

This dissertation has ended up encapsulating issues
for the past thirty years. For example:

years ago, as soon as

democratic processes,

I

I

Why was

it,

I

have been struggling with

that as an engineering student thirty

started taking an interest in issues of language, values

was

told

I

was doing sociology and had

to give

up

doctoral studies in safety in a mechanical engineering department? Then,

moved

into teaching job specific English language in international

projects,

whose

interests did

content in that work?

it

in

1973 when the

oppressive relationship between labor and capital

it

my

when

I

development

serve to so rigidly separate language and culture from

What happened

palpable you could feel

and

in the air?

And what

10

in the

shift to

United

an even more

Kingdom was

so

has happened since 1989, with the so

called end of the cold

war when

there

seems

that another seismic shift in the "structure

of feeling" of our society going on? And, what kind
of stance can a professional take
today, in a world seemingly gone mad, which does
not contribute to the automatic
replication our increasingly efficient structures of
oppression?

During the past twenty years,

have been working

I

in international

development

contexts to design and implement job-specific English language programs.
In a jointly
written paper with a colleague,

approach

to education

we

and training whereby participants draw on the context and

technical specialty areas to learn

1993).

We

outlined the values and assumptions of our

how

to

communicate

point out in that article that the work

in

English

is difficult

(Gumming

&

their

Storer,

because the technical

training provided by advisors often takes an expert, lecture-based approach which does

not allow for meaningful participation

in the

usually split off from other forms of training.

that

enhances participation and

learning process; and language training

We

is

conclude by advocating an approach

that contributes to a practice

of egalitarian relations

across cultures.

However,

my

attempts to integrate language, participatory educational methods,

technical content, and the social context of development project, together with a

theoretical

view

that

language mediates our social

supported by the international agencies
oversight that language

approach

is

I

realities,

have worked

have not

for. It is

in

general been

no accident or

not an integral part of technical training, as the dominant

in technical assistance sees

language as a transparent medium through which

11

information

is

conveyed.^ But.

I

was not

the theoretical and practical levels

why

understanding of

me

to

this issue

has led

this

to

should be

language use

in

processes. This point will be elaborated in Chapter
2

At

My

so.

the article at both

quest for greater

undertake this particular research project and

look for theory which can link changes

this dissertation

we wrote

clear at the time

when

to

wider social and cultural

I

discuss the theory used in

and make the connection between language and power.

this point

I

want

acknowledge

to

that

am

I

a

member of

certain groups that

are privileged in the present U.S. and international
contexts. These groups are white,

male, heterosexual.

First

World" or "North", Anglo-Saxon, able bodied, and

professional class. Obviously, membership of those groups has implications
for the
subjectivities available to me.

But

I

am

committed

also

international organizations that are politically just

economically just

(all

own and

are entitled to

its

(all

to

working

to

develop

govern the organization),

proceeds), and socially just

(all

the

different social groups have access to and a say about the other two).

I

mentioned

earlier

my

interest in breaking

down

the boundaries between

disciplines (mechanical engineering and sociology) and in bringing together language

and culture with technical content. These are

strategies that help to challenge the

reproduction of certain relations of domination

^

There are innumerable references

I

in

which we

could give

in

all

play a part.

As

a result

support of this statement. In

general, poststructurist theories, which are a minority perspective, do take language

and power into account. They attempt to look at the work that language does to limit
and make possible one kind of world or another and have challenged the dominant
approach in many fields of technical assistance. See, for example, Escobar (1995) for a
poststructural analysis of the field of international development, and Holvino (1993)
for a poststructuralist analysis of the field of organization development.
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of

this study,

and

how
I

I

wish

S&Es

to start saying

it

in 1988. So,

to study.

I

am

I

me

to ignore the silences in

discourse

thought was unsayable.

I

enrolled in the

I

my own

Program

at the

School

in

1984 and

a graduate of the linguistic, cultural, and social
system

have also worked

as adjunct faculty

and have participated

in

nine

prior to this research project: first as a participant
in 1986, then as a faculty

facilitator

over the past few years, and more recently as a researcher

methodology
environment
to offer.

for this dissertation.

in

However,

When
Program

as

I

will

will discuss in great detail the

show

It is

later,

it

hoped

is

Capstone can be improved.
of: (1)

medley of voices and

how

My

research

wish

is

S&E

up

my

learning

much

also deeply problematic.

the research

my

to help set

a complex educational model that has

was undertaken

negotiating for access to undertake

said that he

understanding

I

subsequent chapters.

Why

the

for

what previously

should also point out that

completed
I

need

now

not so easy

it is

my

would

that this

research project, the Director of

offer

work

new

will

insights into

make

how S&E

a contribution to our

to design participatory peer learning events that

allow for a

silences in international and intercultural contexts; (2)

how

people from different social and cultural groups can find new and convivial ways of

having conversations while acknowledging the complex relations of power

that prevail;

and (3) how, out of those conversations, can come a greater sense of mutuality and

commitment

to act for social

change and

justice.
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C onstructin g

the Institution as part of a system of
discourses

Educational "producer", "prnHnrt"

The 1992 annual

student "ron'inmrr"

report of the Institution

organizational affiliations. For example,
service

member

it is

a

lists

co-Darticipant<s

a bewildering range of

member of

associations working to

organizations in the following areas: international education,

intercultural education, international development, cultural
exchange, education

exchange, education and higher education, youth education, language
teaching, adult
learning, experiential learning, educational travel, area studies,
student services,

development research, and non-government organizations (NGOs) and private
voluntary organizations (PVOs). Using stakeholder analysis,

we can

say that the

Institution has a 'stake' in each of these fields (Burgoyne, 1994:189).

stake (a metaphor for a

territory)

makes

A

wooden pole

driven in the ground to

The holder of a

mark a piece of

a claim to the exploitation of that territory.

'corporate image' can be seen as the mental pictures that clients, employees

and others associate with a particular organization

Those images of

(Mills, 1995:245).

the organization arise out of the relationships between organization

members and

the

relatedness^ they have with other people and organizations as they pursue their 'claims'

^

From

the Tavistock tradition of group relations

"relatedness" and "relationship."

From

the set of pictures that each individual

this perspective,

member

I

take the notion of

an institution

is

created out of

brings to the organization. Each set of

pictures consists of a construct plus an unconscious component.

We

each bring a

picture of the self, the other, and the nature of the kinds of relationships

with others

in

others in the organization and
relatedness even

explore

we

can have

an organization. These pictures enable us to have a "relatedness" with

if

we do

its

environment. Note that

not have any relationships.

in this dissertation, is

how

the change in

we

are affected by that

An example

of

this,

which

I

will

"international relationships" (which

from the Tavistock perspective would perhaps be renamed "international relatedness")
assumed to have been brought about by the so-called "end of the cold war" has had an
14

in

each territory (Miller, 1993). The picture on
page

among

is

one example of an image

a multitude of images and text produced
by the Institution. In this case

to construct the Institution as

and

1

NGO

management"

having a stake

that will

contribution to the global

NGO

in

programs

produce leaders

movement,

who

in "grassroots

will

to participatory

make

it

helps

development

"a critical and lasting

democracy, and

sustainable development" (quotations taken from an internal
Institution

and

to just

memo

dated

February 25, 1995).
Part of the business of the Institution

images.

It is

a

way of

the construction of these kinds of

publicly presenting persons, organizations, and commodities,

and the construction of

As Kuhn has pointed

is

identities or personalities for

them (Fairclough, 1992:210-211).

out, "Representations are productive: photographs, far

from

merely reproducing a pre-existing world, constitute a highly coded discourse which,

among

other things, constructs whatever

consumption by looking, as well
picture offers

members of

is in

the image as object of consumption

as often quite literally

by purchase" (1985:19). The

the Institution and potential consumers, such as students, a

physical and social world they can imaginatively insert themselves into.

image

for

one of

its

'products,' that

potential U.S. student,

it

-

is,

It

projects an

a diploma and certificate program. For the

may evoke some of

the language used in the School brochure

of creating a "multicultural learning environment," of providing a "space

to reflect

on

the issues confronting our emerging global community," for developing a person

"ready to effect constructive change

in international

and intercultural

settings," so that

impact on the relationships, and therefore the interactions, between the members of the
institution I am studying (from my notes of the comments Eric Miller made in his role
as director at the Leicester Tavistock

Group Relations Conference,
15

1996).

they are ready to work in "international and
intercultural service agencies, educational

and development organizations."

institutions,

me
T he

to the

It

was

the kind of

image

that attracted

School as a student.

naturalization and denaturalization of our "mental maps"

However,
picture?

Would

I

wonder how a

that differ

African-American student would view

potential

from the way a white person views

conscious of that fact that by studying the picture's caption
the person on the right of the picture

that analysis

people

was based on

in the picture are

a

whole

is

set

I

For example,

it?

was able

to

I

this

am

work out

that

probably an African American student. But

of unconscious assumptions: (1) that the white

from the United States although

I

know

that there are

many

white Zimbabweans; (2) that there are probably very few white Zimbabweans working
in the field

of grassroots development; (3)

that white

Zimbabweans would probably

not enter into an educational process of this kind where they

younger U.S. undergraduate
In

summary,

may be

students; and so on.

the essential assumption

I

made was

that First

World

normally represented by white people. Socially available assumptions

make

it

difficult for U.S.

paired with

people of color

to imaginatively insert

like that

it

already

is.

experience of a U.S. student of color

asked by a

member of

An

interactional

at the

School

the board of the Institution

Our unconscious assumptions

may

themselves into

organizational images of this kind, as the subjectivity of their nationality

even more unstable than

countries are

may become

example of the same kind

who

recently told

me

is

that she

the

was

which country she was from.

are the social resources that

we draw upon

in the

production and interpretation of meaning. (Fairclough, 1992:80) They are effectively
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internalized social structures, norms, and conventions
which produce a mental
the social order, that as

many

authors have

shown

is

raced, gendered,

and classed

(Escobar, 1995; Holvmo, 1993). In subsequent chapters
of this dissertation,

micro-analysis of
their mental

how

maps.

I

participants in

will also

S&E

The macro analyses
structures

I

will

do a

produce and interpret texts on the basis of

complement each micro-analysis with

and say something about the nature of these mental maps
order to produce and interpret

map of

a macro-analysis

that are being

drawn upon

in

texts.

will also

pay attention to ideology which

is

located in the

which constitute the outcome of past events and the conditions for current

events, and in events themselves as they reproduce and transform their conditioning
structures. Ideology

is

the accumulated and naturalized orientation which

norms and conventions,

as well as an ongoing

work

to naturalize

built into

is

and denaturalize such

orientations in discursive events (Fairclough, 1992:89)

For example, the interaction described above between a U.S. person of color

and a board member implies a particular ideological assumptions about the
identities of,

Institution.

and the social relationships between students and management of the

The board,

the

management

School are predominantly white.

We

difficult to

may be more

comprehend

investments.

The

intent

at

the headquarters, and the faculty of the

should not assume, however, that people are

aware of the ideological dimensions of
conventions

social

their

own

practice. Ideologies built into

or less naturalized and automatized, and people

that their

may

find

it

normal practice may have specific ideological

and process of

this dissertation is to try to elucidate naturalized
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conventions

in the

discourse of the Program, and to denaturalize them
through

critical

discourse analysis.

A

"Western"

The

critique.s the

publication and distribution of the tabloid in which the
picture appeared

can be seen as a discourse
identity of the

numbers,

it

"West"

is

that discourse

in

consumers of

which the
its

Institution constructs its identity

products. However, as

we

and the

can see from the circulation

a discourse which circulates primarily in the "West." Given this
context,

may end up

operating by representing the people of other nations and

cultures in Western cultural terms.

I

face this

institution, the

discursive

make

same problem

as a graduate student at a

Western educational

Center for International Education, which occupies a position of

power of which

be a

this dissertation will

part. I

a contribution towards social justice, and do not want

want

it

my

to support the currently

unjust technologies of existing international power relations. That

compounded by

the fact that

I

am

I

is

my

proposed work,

this is a serious

study which perhaps can be mitigated somewhat by trying to be

reflexively aware of the irony of the situation, and trying to be vigilant that

does not help

further

can only write adequately in the English

language. Given the international scope of

my

dilemma

limited to discourses which have been produced by

primarily Western academics because

limitation of

dissertation to

my work

to naturalize other ideological practices.

Another, perhaps more effective strategy

relies

on the fact

that

we

live in time

of dramatic international changes commonly thought of as being brought about by the

end of the cold war. Many of the assumptions,
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theories,

and concepts

that

make up

the

discourse of international development education

may have now become

by the changing international context. By studying how
changes are linked

we

development,

to these changes.

changes

to

language use

in

can get some idea of

We

can

produced and reproduced

listen to

in the

how

how

social,

in the field

economic, and cultural

of international

the discourse has

become problematic due

new and on-going power

these

discourse of professionals

defamiliarized

who work

struggles get

in international

settings.

Some

opinions about the Institution

I

have found

it

somewhat

difficult to

go beyond the view that the Institution

presents of itself to do an assessment of the organization's governance, culture, key
financial supporters, and the composition of

faculty

member

way. As

me

that there is a certain

members and

organizational

that

told

far as

I

its

that

it

may be

have been able

members

in

One

terms of diversity.

vagueness about these things among

a preference

to find out,

among

its

leaders to keep

no studies have been done

it

that

publicly present critical analyses of the Institution.

From my knowledge of
Institution

and

categorize

it

(1988).

The

my

studying and working

at the

headquarters of the

continuing relationships with organizational members,

I

will

using a typology of values-based organizations developed by Leach

five

forms he describes are 'normative autocracy', 'normative bureaucracy',

'representative hierarchy', 'egalitarian organization', and 'dynamic network'.

The

Institution

Leach would
is

call a

is

a typical, large U.S. non-profit organization of the type that

normative bureaucracy.

an instrument for performing

its

Its

underlying logic

is

that the organization

values-based function. Influence
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is

rooted

in

a dual

system of bureaucratic control and normative power. The
organization imposes
different standards, rules, and regulations for

members

in

various roles and recognizes

adequate performance through a combination of normative
and remunerative rewards.
Authority

is

in position

based mainly on expert power or tenure, either of which

may be

reflected

power.

The normative bureaucracy combines
integration with large size and rigidity,

stable environments.

Dilemmas such

respond quickly enough

to

changes

maintain two control systems

-

a high degree of differentiation and

making

it

most suitable for complex tasks

organizations typically face include

in the

environment, and

how

to

how

in

to

simultaneously

a predominantly normative system for the existing and

emerging core group and a predominantly bureaucratic system for the mass of
functionaries and non-core staff

Ideological conflict within the normative bureaucracy

structural differentiation

is

dealt with by basing

on ideology and segregating ideological

outliers. Institutes

serve this purpose for universities; the School serves this purpose for the Institution.

Power
power
do

know

its

centralized near the top of the hierarchy.

I

do not

know how much

the board of directors have relative to the core group of managers. However,

professor

of

is

the board

at

is

composed

largely of

U

S.

white males and the chair

is

I

a

a business school. But, the question of where the organization gets most

resources

is

According

of most

interest

to resource

from an international perspective.

dependence theory, actual control of an organization

largely determined by the external resources on which they are dependent.

The

is

private

voluntary organization division of the Institution, which organizes economic and social
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development

initiatives, is

Development (USAID and

mainly funded by the

U

the

U

S.

alumni who,

disputed. Other support

is

like Sargent Shriver,

like to support the Institution.

for International

Information Service (USIS). The

S.

a major sustamer of the organization bringing in
as

although that figure

Agency

much

as

50%

of

PVO
total

is

that

revenues,

comes from wealthy, mainly white,

had a good international exchange experience and

The School

is

supported by fees paid by students, with

the college semester abroad program by far the major financial
sustainer.

impression

claims to be

most students from the U.S. pay

their

own

My

fees for the Program,

while most international students receive financial support.

More

recently, the Institution has received substantial funds

and financial support from the "Far
an International Center. Part of
that

company who

East'"' division

this facility is

from an alumnus

of a Fortune 500 company to build

used for accommodation for people from

attend corporate language training programs which were initiated to

address the needs of international business executives, managers, and companies.

The

Institution thrived in the stable U.S.

the end of that

the ones

I

war bring more

have

listed

above? If

the flexibility to respond to the

for

USAID

environment during the cold war. Will

significant changes to the organization in addition to

so,

what kinds of changes? Will the organization have

new

international environment?

Government funding

has been reduced, so has that already affected the Institution? If so, what

The "Far

and the "Near East" were terms coined to locate places
geographically with reference to the "center" of the empire, namely Britain. While it
may seem tedious to be constantly pointing out how structures of power relations are

embedded

in

East,"

language,

it is

a major theme of
21

my

dissertation.

other funding sources can be found and

how

will they affect

how

the organization

is

run? Will there be, for example, more corporate funding
for programs'^

The School and
changes

will

about, which

Program do not

the

is

the subject of

In Chapter 2,

my

I

state

my

The framework

I

use

is

of

text, the level

consumption of

text),

talked

the dissertation

research question and outline the theoretical framework
in the interactions

of an

based on Norman Fairclough's theory of

discourse analysis where a three-dimensional conception of discourse
level

is

dissertation.

use to analyze a few "problematic moments"

1994.

from these questions. Any

have effects on the way international development education

Overview of

I

exist in isolation

is

S&E

held in

critical

taken; the

of discursive practice (the production, distribution, and

and the

level

of social practice. Discourse

is

viewed as having

constitutive effects in the construction of social identities, social relationships, and

systems of knowledge and belief
In chapters 3 to 7,

I

analyze the problematic moments

in

depth and try to

the link between what happened during those moments, the Institution, and what

happening

in the international

*

3

Chapter

capitalist

is in

*

makes

cultural

danger of being used

is

environment:

the case that globalization

hegemony. The

make

is

knowledge of

in the service

part of the continuing strategy for

international participants at the School

of globalization.

Chapter 4 presents the School as reproducing unequal gender relations

international educational contexts.
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in

*

Chapter

5

argues that the identity of a manager

constructed and privileged

in

in a

U

S.

NGO

opposition to a "Third World"

Somalia gets

in

way of managing

in

international contexts.

Chapter 6

re-visits the School's theoretical roots to ascertain
to

what extent

the grip of assumptions derived from out-of-date theories
such as
*

Chapter 7 shows

that

how

identity groups "naturally"

dynamic and how they reproduce

groups use

their privileged position to allow

them

Maslow.

form when no attention

current patterns of

power

in

it is

relations.

to use the strategy

is

paid to

Dominant

of silence

to

maintain that power differential.
In Chapter 8,

how

draw some conclusions based on

the analysis of

my

data.

the Institution will respond to the challenges of the future and what role

take in the

Program

some

I

"New-World Dis-Order."

relies

on

setting

I

make

ask

will

the claim that the discourse of the

up the world as a picture so that the whole can be grasped

orderly fashion as forming a "coherent" structure or system.

world and

it

I

we

tries to position us so that

way. From an analysis of problems

can only look

in the use

at that

of language,

I

It

in

objectifies the

global picture in one

say something about the

constitutive force of the interaction between social structures, language and individuals

in their social

and

historical context.

I

in a particular context to limit, shape,

as a structured

image of the West.

I

investigate the kind of

work

that language does

and make possible one kind of world

will also

-

the world

show how language could be used

create alternative worlds by de-naturalizing that world, and

how

that

to

approach could

help us design participatory peer learning events that allow for a medley of voices and

silences in international and intercultural contexts.
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CHAPTER

2

THEORIES AND STRATEGIES OF SILENCE;
INVESTIGATING THE UNSPOKEN
.... the silence and silencing of people begins with the
dominating
enforcement of linguistic conventions, the resistance to relational

dialogues, as
well as the disenablement of peoples by outlawing their
forms of speech

ALARCON, Making face,
There

is

not one but

making soul-Haciendo cams

many

strategies that underlie

silences, and they are an integral part of the
and permeate discourses.

FOUCAULT,

History of Sexuality

Macro and micro
It is

my

silences

claim that the Program has a particular historical opportunity to study

the theories, concepts, practices, and language that

make up

discourse because of

its

putative changes in the international context associated with the phrase "the end of the

cold war." This term occurs with considerable frequency

and journal

articles indicating that its

how

it

changes

and are partly constituted by

in discourse,

an example of

(Fairclough, 1992:5-8). In this chapter

to link

changes

newspaper

articles

meaning probably has considerable ideological

significance. For me,

is

in recent

I try to

in international relations to

changes

in social structure are linked to

new

discourse practices

develop the theory that will enable

changes

in

how

the

Program discourse

me
is

"talked."

Fairclough largely derives his theory from the work of Foucault, Bakhtin,
Halliday, and Gramsci, and shows

how

the constitutive

work of discourse takes place

within the constraints of the dialectical determination of discourse by social structures,

and within particular power

relations

and struggles (1992:66).
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He emphasizes

the

dialectical relationship

between discourse and

event are seen as contradictory and

social structure; "discursive practice

in struggle,

and

with a complex and variable

relationship to structures which themselves manifest only
a temporary, partial, and

contradictory fixity" (;66). So, the relationship
as exemplified

by Pecheux, who

is

not the same as the structuralist view,

treats discursive practice

and discursive event as just

concrete examples of discursive structures, which are themselves
represented as unitary

and fixed (1982). Nor

The
political

is

social practice reducible to discourse alone.

investigation of issues of

and ideological practice

is

power and "unspoken" discourse

of particular importance for

Fairclough explains that the work of discourse as a
primarily

1.

mode of

this dissertation.

political practice is

to:

Establish, sustain, and change collective bodies which are in certain kinds of

relations of power.

By

nations, and blocs, for

2.

mode of

as a

Draw upon

discourse a

collective bodies, he

means such

example the Eastern bloc and the Western bloc of the cold war.

conventions which naturalize particular power relations. For not only

site

of power struggle, but

it

is

also a stake in

Because of the constitutive and naturalizing
articulate in

effect of discourse,

in the

Our unconscious assumptions

is

power struggle (1992:67).

what ways the Program discourse may have been and

ideologically invested.

draw upon

things as groups, communities

is

it

is difficult to

being

are the social resources that

we

production and interpretation of meaning. They are effectively

internalized social structures, norms, and conventions which produce a mental

the social order. This

macro

level process is a
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way of

map of

objectifying the world and a

way of

positioning

members

so that one

way of seeing

the world

is

Once

privileged.

happens, other ways of seeing the world are
silenced.

this

The

field consisting

are not privileged

World War

II

is

what

I

of

all

these other possible

call "silence".'

ways of seeing

the world that

For example, Escobar shows that the post

discourse of international development created
a domain of thought and

action that established certain subjectivities through
which people

come

to

themselves as developed or underdeveloped (1995:10).
The imposition of
discourse tended to silence the

come

together and discussed

many

how

to

other

ways

in

recognize

this

which various peoples could have

develop their societies and economies

at the

national level.

Note

that as

subjectification

is

we move

micro level of social interactions, the process of

to the

also dialectical. For, "[T]he

human psyche

no longer seen

is

as

being determined by the structures of language, or of social structure, or of the brain,
but as a being in process, as capable of multiple possibilities as

positioned

now one way

and

now

another in relation to

its

own

it

finds itself

history and context,

spoken into existence through multiple and contradictory discourse" (Davies, 1993:38-

The

39).

dialectical process entails a tension

am

between simultaneously becoming a

not making the claim here that there

only one way of defining
For example, Heifetz makes the point that Nixon viewed public debate as a
threat - he preferred "silent" majorities (Heifetz, 1994:174). In other words, Nixon's
strategy was a macro level application of the view that silence is consent. Or, as
'

I

is

"silence."

Jaworski puts

it:

"A kind of macro

dictatorships" (1993:115).

phrase.

He

silence

However,

is

the desired state for

Gitlin has another

way of

most

political

interpreting that

famous

says that the "silent majority" reaction was a response to the clamor for

change put out by an amalgam of minorities

that

made up

the 1960

left.

This response,

an active rather than passive response, helped resurrect the Republicans and convert

them

into the majority party under

Nixon (1995:495).
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speaking agentic subject and the co-requisite for

being subjected to the meanings

this,

inherent in the discourse through which one becomes
a subject (Davies, 1993:22)

Silence at the micro level can be seen as those

new

subjectivities

moments of

and thoughts could have been spoken

tension when, for example,

into existence..

The cold war
Escobar claims that "[T]he cold war was undoubtedly one of the single most
important factors
historical roots of

at

play in the conformation of the strategy of development.

development and those of East-West

process: the political rearrangements that occurred after

The

politics lie in

one and the same

World War

(1995:33-34).

11"

So, the statement that the "West" has "won" the "cold war" (each of the terms are
ideologically invested), indicates that there has been a major change in international
political arrangements.

And, for individuals too there have also been changes,

end the cold war

make myriad

"is to

ways people

transformations in the

as to

live their

ordinary lives" (Enloe, 1993:3).

Escobar also shows

how

other historical discourses influenced particular

representations of development: the discourse of capitalism, for instance, privileged

privatization and the role of the individual in society. Similarly, patriarchy and

ethnocentrism influenced the form development took, so that forms of power

of

class, gender, race,

and nationality found

their

way

into

in

terms

development theory and

practice (1995:43). For example, Enloe argues that the cold

war depended on deeply

militarized notions about masculinity (1993:3).

At the macro

level,

Francisco Sagasti, Chief of the Strategic Planning Division

of the World Bank, described the present post-bipolar world as a "newly emerging
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fractured global order"^ (1991).

happening; (1) changes

in the

He

world

claims that three major groups of changes
are
political

world economic interdependence; and
explosive growth

in social

level, Pierre Sane, the

was

(3) those

in the

patterns of

changes brought about by the

developing regions. Whereas,

head of Amnesty International, said

at the

that during the cold

micro

war

Now

that has disappeared as all

moving toward democracy,

obviously, he says, "[Tjhere

It

where there
and the

is

indicating

governments are claiming they

a liberal economy, and respect for

that the

we

are

world has

now

in

in

some

may now be

may be

power and

it

of looking

at the

study the process

trying to

world. If this

at

work, and

is

way changed

significant

The discourse of

the

Program

draw upon
is so,

then

to learn

power

different conventions to privilege

we have

new ways

a transitional space in which to

something about
relations in the

how we have

previously

Program.

there that there have been changes in the Institution since

the end of the cold war?

^

This change has also been called the

of an

article

in

a stake in a struggle to naturalize different relations of

established and sustained certain

But, what evidence

But

rights.

an era of unstable sociocultural practices

a "big gap between rhetoric and reality."

Institution

human

a big gap between rhetoric and reality."

is

seems beyond dispute

few years

the last

title

it

easier to identify individual prisoners of conscience
in countries run by

dictatorships (1993).

are

demands

m

environment, (2) changes

by Deng that

I

get the

title
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"New World
of

Dis-order."

It is

this dissertation (1993).

from the

Changes

jn_ the Institution since the

Since 1989, there have been major changes
likelihood are linked in

some way

following: the Institution changed

investment banking;

it

to a larger

its

name;

1989

Program changed

moved from

it

name

its

r>f

^y;,r

at the Institution

which

in all

changing context. They include the
brought

in a

new CEO from

began the construction of new buildings; with

decreasing, the international development
(just before

it

pnH

PVO

USAID

has started to diversify

headquarters to a location

in

the field of

its

Washington

funding

funding base

D

C.); the

with the integration of the faculty of the Program and the

undergraduate program; the Program changed from starting two programs a year

on-campus program a year of nine month
teaching of languages changed
greater

which

commitment
is

largely

attempting to

its

name;

to addressing their

duration; the master's degree

1996 the School has developed a much

own

issues of social differences; the board,

representation

its

and new programs have been

more

started with

male,

summer abroad alumni

international

USAID

and bring

funding

in the

in

one

in the

in

made up of middle-aged, white

make

program

to

is

more women;

former Eastern bloc

countries.

All these events indicate that the Institution

significant shift in the

its

way

it

does

its

may be undergoing

another

business comparable to two other major shifts

in

history.

Major

The published
equal periods.

The

shifts in the history

of the Institution

history of the Institution divides the last sixty years into three

first

twenty period lasted from 1932-1952 and

it

is

called the

"pioneering" phase. The next twenty period lasted from 1953-1972 and
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is

called an era

of "growth and professionalism." This
was the time when the School was established

and the

movement had

air charter

as previously students

1973

to

1992 and

is

an enormous impact on student exchange
programs

had traveled by

ship.

The

third twenty year period lasted

called the era of "diversity." During this
period

programs were developed

to

meet needs,

as a

document on

explains, "by experiencing global events and
placing

mission and values." This analysis establishes that a

them

new

from

many new

the Institution's history

into the context

of our

era, as yet unlabeled,

began

for the Institution in 1992.

The

three major shifts the Institution has experienced

developments

in the

may have had something

beginning of the active intervention of
in the 1950s; the shift

may have had something
that

began

signal a

in the

move

parallel

discourse of development (Escobar, 1995:58).

pioneering phase to the growth phase

"Third World"

may

to

First

World countries

from the growth phase

do with the planning,

to

The

shift

do with the

in the

economies of the

to the diversity

stabilization,

phase

and adjustment policies

1970s; the shift from the diversity phase to the next phase

to participating in the anti-interventionist

from the

may

"market friendly development"

policies of the 1990s.

Some members
Institution's

development

partnerships. But

World

of the School

is

that a

as a focus

new

I

talked to recently see the next phase of the

on the implementation of North-South

discourse?

By

the early 1950s, the notions of a First

(the so-called "free" industrialized nations), a

industrialized nations), and a Third

World

Second World

(the

Communist

(the poor, nonindustrialized nations)

were

firmly in place (Escobar, 1995:31). However, even after the demise of the Second
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World (one of

the meanings of "the end of the cold war"),
the notions of First and

Third worlds (now called North and South) continue

to articulate a

regime of

geopolitical representation: the world as a structured
image of the West.

we

So, what can

this post cold

international

war era? Does

power

And,

work of discourse

how

in the Institution in

the Institution participate in efforts to sustain the kinds
of

relations established during the cold

transitional phase in

relations?

say about the present

war? Or,

is

the Institution in a

which there are many competing discourses and uncertain power
can

my

research questions be phrased so as to offer

some hope of

meaningful answers?

The focus of my

The focus of my
occurred

at

investigation will be on the language and interactions that

an educational event

international

investigation

in the recent history

of an institution that teaches

development education. Through a detailed analysis of language

interactions at particular "problematic

moments"

in that event,

I

establish a relationship

between the micro meanings of those interpersonal and group moments with the macro
level

meanings of changes occurring

at the international level.

For each moment,

I

ask:

What does an analysis of language interactions at this particular problematic
moment reveal about contradictions in the discourse of international
development education? And, what dilemmas do these contradictions pose
an institution embedded

in that

for

discourse?

Significance of study

There
states that the

is

text in the tabloid

which contains the picture shown on page

aim of the professional program

generation of development workers with:
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in

Bulawayo

is

to

educate a

1

which

new

the competencies needed to mobilize
grassroots action for culturally
appropriate, sustainable, social and economic

new and more

development, and

to establish

equal relations in South-North development
cooperation.

But, given the current changes in international
relations, do educators working in
international contexts really

know what

the "competencies needed to mobilize

grassroots action" are in different cultural contexts?

competencies?
facilitate the

Do we

really

know how

World"? And, could

it

for the

organizations

new and more
likely to

who

now

Is the

somehow

phrase "South-North"

discredited terms "First World-Third

be a framework for establishing the "South" as a structured

image of the "North"? And, once

Those

these

develop education programs that

development of these competencies?

development cooperation a code

ever establish

to

Can we describe

that

image

is

created as a framework,

equal relations within

be interested

in the results

how

can

we

it?

of

this

work, then, are people and

see a need to re-examine their practices of international knowledge

development because of the changed and changing

international context.

They include

educational institutions that organize learning events which have international

membership, non-government organizations working

internationally to establish North-

South partnerships, multilateral implementing agencies such as certain branches of the
United Nations, multinational corporations, and transnational corporations.

A

three-dimensional theory of discourse and social change

The three-dimensions of

text, discursive practice,

and social practice

Fairclough brings together language analysis and social theory by combining
the social-theoretical approach of discourse with the text-and-interaction approach of

linguistically-oriented discourse analysis. His concept of discourse and discourse
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analysis

three-dimensional.

is

simultaneously a piece of

Any

text,

instance of discourse

is

seen as being

an instance of discursive practice, and an
instance of

social practice.

The

text

dimension attends

to the

language analysis of

written or spoken product of the process of text production.^

focus on spoken discourse
missing, but also

The

its

at

an

S&E,

texts.

My

Text

is

any

analysis will mainly

not just the content spoken and the content

form and organization.

discursive practice' dimension specifies the nature of the processes of
text

production, distribution, and consumption. Discursive practice

conventional and creative ways.

systems of knowledge and

It

belief,

constitutive in both

contributes to reproducing social relationships,

and social

identities.

For example,

the identities of the faculty and students at the School. And,

relationships between

is

them by contributing

it

it

helps construct

also enables

production of stable patterns of

to the

speech. However, these patterns are open to transformation.

The

'social practice'

dimension attends

to

an analysis of discursive events as

instances of sociocultural practice. For example, international development has

economic,

political, cultural,

and ideological dimensions and discourse may be,

varying degrees, a part of any of these dimensions. There

^

is

a discourse

to

component

to

In cultural analysis, any cultural artefact can be seen as a text. Fairclough has

previously restricted the use of the word

'text' to

written or spoken language (1992).

combine language with other semiotic forms, such
photographs, diagrams, and so on, he is moving to a position, which I follow, of
seeking ways to analyze other semiotic forms co-present with language (1995:4).

However,

as texts increasingly

attempted to do that kind of analysis

in

chapter
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1.

as

I

the

economic practice of road

reduced

building, for example, but road building
cannot be

to discourse only. Education, though,

is

basically a discursive activity.

Social change

As

I

have discussed, power relations constrain and control
productivity and

creativity in discourse practice.

"diversity" years),

I

For the twenty year phase between 1973 and 1992 (the

am assuming

that

one effect of the cold war was

to lock the local

order of discourse of the School into a relatively stabilized
configuration of discourse
practices that has constituted one

domain of hegemony.

investigate possible changes in that

In the next five chapters

I

will

domain by mapping the above three forms of

analysis (text, discursive practice, and social practice) onto one another.

The

heterogeneities found in the texts through this analysis are indicators of sociocultural

contradictions and unstable practices. Contradictions and practices where

may be

in the

new domains

process of being constructed will be elucidated, for example "market

friendly development" and "North-South partnerships."

Textual, discursive, and social change

The following

section

is

a

summary of

Fairclough's theory of discursive change

(1992:96-99).

The immediate

origins and motivation of change in the discursive event

lie in

the problematization of conventions for producers or interpreters. This can happen in a

variety of ways. For example, the problematization of conventions for interaction

between men and

between

women

traditional

in

various institutions has their bases in contradictions

gendered subject positions and new gender

resolve these dilemmas by being creative

in the
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relations.

language they produce.

People

try to

Along

the textual dimension of discourse, change
leaves traces in the form of

the co-occurrence of contradictory or inconsistent
elements. For example, these could

be mixtures of technical and non-technical vocabularies

Another example can be seen

in the creation

impose gender symmetry. The term was
title

for

men. However, the attempt

their marital status has only

retained in everyday use.

been

The

to

in the text signifying change.'’

of the term "Ms" originally intended

to parallel the

have a

for

title

way

the term

women

partially successful as the

result

interpreted as a political act, which

is

lead to the user

is

used as a

does not indicate

term "Mrs" has been

of the term "Ms"

that the use

may

that

"Mr"

to

may now be

becoming marginalized

(Fairclough, 1992:207). So, this particular discursive change did not 'catch on' and

become

naturalized in the

asymmetries

way

it

was intended. Many such examples of gender

have been denaturalized and problematized by feminists

in discourse

challenging existing hegemonies.

Change

in

orders of discourse happens as producers and interpreters combine

discursive conventions, codes, and elements in

events.

The sum of such events cumulatively produces

discourse.

Such

institution, or

it

structural

may

changes may affect only the

of contestation and struggle.

Examples of
development.

I

in

innovatory discursive

structural

'local'

changes

in orders

of

order of discourse of an

transcend institutions and affect the societal order of discourse.

The boundaries between

are

new ways

this

distinct orders

of discourse

If contradictions exist

kind are very familiar to

have often been asked

having problems educating

language of the host country.

to help

may

also

become

the focus

between orders of discourse, then

me from my work

in international

with a situation where technical advisors

their counterparts in a technical field using the

When

the technology

is

new

for the country, the

technical language does not yet exist in the counterpart's language.
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there are likely to be struggles to redefine
those boundaries and relationships.

outcomes of such struggles

An
mailing

list

Program. However,

occurring

in

list.

all

in the past

they want to do

that.

few days

it is

planning to set up

As one person

to bring the

said, "I

It is

A

called

complementary and non-overlapping

own

program

to

independent

people are questioning

thought part of the basic philosophy

world together, not

interaction between the three

Some

its

split

My

it

sense

up into small groups"

is

that in the past there has

main programs of the school (two master's and

one undergraduate). Their orders of discourse have been experienced

may be

write.

the part of the School that has a

(Extract from a message on the alumnet, 8/9/96).

little

I

alumni of the School.

This has prompted a discussion on Alumnet.

of (the School) was

been

at the Institution as

operation for several months. Users are primarily
from the

language teachers has announced that

mailing

why

this is

has been set up on the Internet for

Alumnet and has been

train

are rearticulations of orders of discourse.

example of

interesting

The

relationship. This

as being in

may now be changing and

there

struggles between them in the future. If there are struggles between the

boundaries of the programs, then

this

may change

the order of discourse of the

School.^

The fact that the program that deals with "language" is separate from the
Program which focuses on intercultural communication in the social context of
international development (but does not deal with issues of language) has become of
considerable significance to me in writing this dissertation. It makes we wonder what
would happen to the local order of discourse of the School if the two programs were
^

put together.
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Orders, of discourse of the Institution

An

order of discourse

and relations between them."

the totality of discursive practices of an
institution,

is

A

discursive practice

dimension of discourse which contributes
identities, social relationships,

identifying and describing

follow. In this section,

one analytically distinguishable

reproducing society, such as social

and systems of knowledge and belief

some of

want

I

to

is

I

will

be

these discursive practices in the chapters that

to say

something about the order of discourse of the

Institution in general.

There

is

evidence that the order of discourse of the Institution

least three local orders

division

may be

the process

in

is

made up of

at

of discourse: a different one for each major division. Each

?aid to "correspond" with a particular industry and to participate in

of constituting, naturalizing, and sustaining them. The School

is

a player

such "culture making" industries as international development education, language

PVO

training,

and world

industry.

The exchange program

issues.

The

is

is

a player in the international development

a player in the cultural exchange industry. Each of

these local orders of discourse are relatively independent, although there

overlap.

It is

beyond the scope of

from the perspectives of

all

this dissertation to assess

"

going on

in the

See Appendix

H

what changes are going on

this dissertation is the recent

discourse of the Program in the School,

is

some

three divisions.

However, while the focus of

argues

is

it

is

changes

interesting to note the

change

in the

that

Cazdyn

order of discourse of the cultural exchange industry

for a glossary of terms used in critical discourse analysis.
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(1995; 140). Cultural exchange programs, such
as those run by the Peace Corps,
claim
to

of

m

be organized

their reputations

West

the service of philanthropy.

However, during the cold war the

was tarnished because they organized

in ideological opposition to the

USSR. Future

their

programs alongside

results

of their

activities

the

post cold war programs will

probably be run by agencies viewed as not-for-profit,
neutral, and

end

purity

altruistic.

could be the penetration of local areas

in

But the

order to

disseminate a consumer ideology with an agenda of worldwide
containment and
control.

For

this reason,

Cazdyn expects

transnational corporations^ as

Program

trains people

in cultural

analyzed

exchange,

in the

who

we

some

that

money from

often end up

future programs will be financed by

national

governments declines. As the

managing organizations or programs involved

can look for evidence of this change in the discourse

following chapters.

Discourses

Discourse (count noun)*

is

a

in

way of

perspective. In 1994, the discourses that

the

Program

signifying experience from a particular

made up

the available courses for students in

Cazdyn uses the term "transnational" corporation to refer to a new kind of
organization that serves different purposes than a "multinational" corporation. Miyoshi
’

explains the difference as follows:
a "multinational corporation

is

one

that

is

centrally headquartered in a nation,

operating in a multiple number of countries from

it.

Its

high-echelon personnel

largely consists of the national of the country of origin, and the corporate
loyalty

A

is,

though increasingly autonomous,

truly "transnational" corporation,

nation of origin, but

closely tied to

its

anywhere and

exploit any state including

serves

its

own

finally tied with the

home

nation.

on the other hand, might no longer be
is

adrift
its

and mobile, ready

own, as long as the

to settle

affiliation

interest (1993:727).

English recognizes a basic distinction of things into two semantic categories:
(1) discrete, and therefore countable, realized as "count nouns;" (2) continuous and
therefore uncountable, realized as "mass nouns."
*
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the

Program were

cross-cultural counseling, international student
services, intercultural

communication, training of

human

trainers,

resource management, international

economic development,

financial

management, managing

diversity in organizations, project design and
planning, social

management, organization behavior,

strategic

change, policy advocacy, and research methods and
evaluation. The putting together of

such a diverse range of discourses
reflects the attempt of the

such organizations as

is

Program

NGOs

perhaps unique

to this particular

to offer students the training they

engaged

in international

School.

need

my

international

have

argument;

development

During the 1940s and 1950s, theories of modernization
debate in the study of development. The need

it

I

development and international development education.

The discourse of

that

for

development work, or domestic

given synopses below of the two discourses most relevant to

cultural

work

to

educational institutions which offer special services to international students.

international

It

norms of

to transfer the

industrialized to poor countries

would stimulate equivalent

the concept of modernization

levels of

set the

terms for future

economic,

was emphasized with

economic growth. However,

was denounced

as a

euphemism

political,

and

the expectation

in the 1960s,

that concealed

relationships of inequality between industrialized and less-developed countries. In

response to theories of modernization, dependency theory followed Marxist logic

in

rejecting the idea of underdevelopment as a primal stage. Instead, underdevelopment

was characterized

as an

developed nations. Also

outcome of unequal exchanges between advanced and
in that

less-

decade an alternative World System perspective was

forged.
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More

recently, scholars have been looking at the discourse
of international

development from a

poststructuralist perspective (Escobar, 1995). Apter,
taking a

postmodern view, suggests

that

it is

science, romanticism, teleology,

no single forthcoming

its

time to take a fresh look
gothic as well as

theoretical approach

development,

"its

promising sides," and that as

its

likely to

is

at

be satisfactory,

this is a

time for

"tentativeness rather than conclusions" (1987:10).

The discourse of

international

development education

International development education

is

an academic discipline which has

focused on the relationships between education (both formal and nonformal), society,

and international development (Paige, 1988).

It

came

to

1960s with the emergence of many newly independent

from a variety of

prominence

states.

Scholars

came

together

disciplines (especially economics, sociology, anthropology,

psychology, and political science)

to assess the role

of education

in national

development. The major theories of the discipline, which developed

development

1950s and

in the

theories, are

human

capital theory,

in parallel to

modernization theory, and dependency

theory (Fagerlind and Saha, 1983).

Major concerns

for the field are the relevance of

development models, the relevance of

Western

industrial

specific technologies in different sociocultural

contexts, the relevance of concepts and theories forged in the Western experience to

home-country circumstances, and the relevance of an overseas educational experience
to

home-country circumstances. Given

cultural contexts,

in their

this

need

to

develop and

academics and professionals attempt

research and field work.
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test theories in specific

to integrate theory

and practice

my

In

changing

view, the discourse of international development education

in relation to

views

have been naturalized by

that

literature.

its

may be

Some

these texts reflect an ideal of what a qualified development worker
needs to
practice their profession.

relations in general,

I

However, given the current uncertainties about

am assuming

that there has not yet

may

happening

not

now

in the field.

know

been time for those views

a result, they

may

to

era. So, the

help practitioners to provide satisfactory accounts of what

As

to

international

have been significantly affected by the new dynamics of the post cold war
discourse

of

is

experience contradictions which this

study tries to identify and analyze.

Limitations

The purpose of

this

work

is

not to try and give a comprehensive description of

the social changes that have occurred since the end of the cold

war and the influence

they have had on the discourse of international development education.

select for analysis a

group of people,
to interpret

few incidents

in the

language interactions

at a particular location, that

among

It is,

rather, to

a particular

occurred over a short period of time, and

what happened and what they mean.

My

may

analysis

indicate

new

contradictions in the order of discourse or discourses of the Program and the

Institution

which may open up the

that certain contradictions exist.

going on, and offer a process

It

possibility for change.

My

study will not "prove"

will offer possible explanations

that the

Program could use
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to

draw

of what

its

own

may

be

conclusions.

Design of study
Selection of the site

The

site

was

particularly suitable for the proposed research. First,
as described

above, the Institution

a large international organization, a major player in the

is

exchange industry, and a major

cultural

site for the

production and reproduction of

discourse about international development education. Second, because

of the Program and have continued
ways,

undue

it

was easy

for

me

attention. It could

to

work

be that

in well

I fit

be "invisible." Third, because the Program
to

is

with

its

and

to

observe

cultural

am

a graduate

number of

for the Institution in a

to gain access to the event

I

different

without causing

it

norms and can therefore

experientially based, participants are used

being observed and video taped, and to analyzing each others behavior. Therefore,

my

presence with a video camera was not something that caused undue tension or

attention. Fourth,

S&E

took place during the relatively short period of two weeks, but

which nevertheless generated a

select for analysis. Also, because

amount of data
Setting up

my

I

I

it

is

bounded by those two weeks,

I

how

participated in

video taped

thirty hours.

it

to

also limited the

research

best to attempt the discourse analysis process in this

two S&Es.

In October 1993,

of the event and analyzed one significant language

^

from which

potential interactions

could collect to manageable proportions.^

In order to learn

context,

number of

large

From

all

this

I

audiotaped one and a half days

interaction.

Then

the scheduled presentation sessions of an

corpus of data

I

in

February 1994,

S&E: approximately

selected sections for detailed analysis and have

produced transcripts of about one hour of the corpus which
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is

shown

in

Appendix

C.

I

videotaped the whole two weeks of an

develop the

criteria for the selection

Criteria for selecting

S&E

which moments

He

to

to

analyze

to select discourse

suggests the researcher focus on

discourse which he calls

and

of significant language interactions to analyze.

Fairclough recommends a strategy
analysis (1992:230).

to practice collecting data,

samples for detailed

moments of

crisis in the

problematic moments." These are moments where there

is

evidence that things are going wrong, for example: a misunderstanding which requires
participants to 'repair' a communicative problem; hesitations or repetitions; sudden
shifts

of

style;

and

silences.

Such problematic moments make

practices

which might normally be

moments

also

show change

visible aspects of

naturalized, and therefore difficult to notice.

in process: the actual

ways

in

These

which people deal with the

problematization of practices.

The

criteria

I

developed during the setting up process for the selection of

problematic moments are as follows:

(1)

Based on Fairclough's description of a problematic moment above,

I

would

select for analysis interruptions along the dimensions of text and discursive practice

which may be indicative of problems along
(2) In addition, in order to reduce

"triangulate" problematic

immediately
involved

in

moments

after each session.

I

any interaction that

in the

would

the dimension of social practice.

somewhat my own

discourse by interviewing

at first listen

as

I

am

I

would

S&E

try to

participants

especially try to interview those participants

seems problematic. This

particularly useful for the purposes of reducing the

manageable proportions. Also,

biases,

criteria

number of moments

to

would be

analyze to

taking a problematic moment, in the context
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I

am

investigating here, to be group level phenomena, the

something happened"

at

the level of the group, the

have identified a key moment

of

in the life

more people who notice

more confident

this particular

that the triangulation approach gets participants involved
in

their help,

I

am

less likely to

be seen as a detached

A

S&E.

my

will

I

that

be that

I

further advantage

study.

By

is

asking for

observer.'*^

Problems with problematic moments

My

experience

in setting

up and carrying out the research process was

problematic moments are easily noticed
to explain the

concept

problematic

itself,

However,

I

found

It

very difficult

could be that the notion of "problematic moments"

which may indicate

that this concept is an

disciplines to see if there are comparable

phenomena

is

undeveloped part of the

theory. So, to expand and perhaps clarify the concept somewhat,

learn

it

group members even though they often intuitively knew

to

when one had happened.

intuitively.

that

investigated other

I

in other fields

and what can we

from them.

In 1995,

human

I

used Fairclough's discourse analysis approach to

assist the

board of a

become more sensitive and effective at managing cultural and
among its members. The meetings of the board were conducted in

services agency

language differences

English and simultaneously interpreted into three other languages

-

Portuguese,

We videotaped one board meeting and asked members to identity
moments
during the meeting. Four problematic moments were edited to
problematic
make a ten minute video tape and, together with other information collected, was fedSpanish, and Khmer.

back to the board

at

a one-day retreat. At this retreat, the board accomplished a

sophisticated analysis of what was happening during those

recommendations for improvement
that analysis.

My

point

is

in the

way

moments and made

they conduct their meetings based on

that this research process can

be used

in a

more

participatory

way than I have done here by going further to involve people in the analysis of the
data and, as such, contains the basis for a powerful tool for organization assessment
and interventions.
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In the field of ethnomethodology, Garfinkel
talks about points of "reality

disjuncture,"

reality,

which are moments where there

and "deviant

procedure or form

not implemented (1984). In the field of ethnography".
Agar talks

about a "rich points" which

and become

a contest over accounts of experiential

which are moments where some regular conversational

cases,"

is

is

when you experience another

is

aware of something about your own

cultural

frame of reference

identity that used to lurk

on the

edges of consciousness as the natural order of things" (1994:128). Davies, coming

from a postructuralist perspective,

talks about "contradictions"

"fascinating points of tension between different

existence (1993).

Cohen uses

ways of speaking the world

demand

is

made of

writers talk about a "plot point"

story and "spins"

when

it

which

makes choices

"moments." Vulliamy says

is

is

I

And

which an
finally, screenplay

an incident, or event, that "hooks" into the

that

drama

that create the

moments

is

are not like snapshots without a past or

composed of counterpoint between

also benefited enormously

from a

class

past, present,

at

Amherst.

It

moment

and future (1996).

It

that takes us out of

on the Social Uses of Language

Communication Department of the
was from him that I learnt the potential of

taught by the ethnographer Donal Carbaugh
University of Massachusetts

that follows.

that they are all talking about

as though something happens during a problematic

"

silence in

the group leader (1976:114).

possible link between these ideas

future: they are

into

around into another direction (Field, 1982:9). These are moments

a character(s)

The

as

the term "critical incident" in group theory, examples of

which are a confrontation among members, or a period of
expectation or

which she sees

at the

bringing a theoretical perspective to bear on a short piece of conversation.
Field claims that most movies have two plot points which serve to divide the
story into three acts.
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linear, horizontal

time (chronos) and into a vertical experience of time
(kyros), where

memory

intrudes and disrupts the flow of chronological time.
Bergson calls this

moment

"duree,"

moments of

silence that prepare the

way

discourse, and with that the possibility of change (1926).
the

phenomena

seem worthy of

that

I

am

for discourse, possibly

As problematic moments

investigating, a deeper conception of

are

what they are would

further investigation.'^

That topic seems worthy of another dissertation so for now,
content with perhaps a better understanding of
to investigate

new

how

I

have

will

to

be

the Fairclough's theory can be used

change by the analysis of just one moment of discourse by using a three-

dimensional conception of discourse. This contrasts with many other research

methodologies which typically use a chronological before-and-after analysis
that

change has happened, while assuming

that "space

was

to

show

treated as the dead, the

fixed, the undialectical, the immobile" (Foucault, 1984:70)..

The discourse

My
1994.

I

analysis process

research data

video taped

For example,

all

it

was

S&E

collected at an

which ran from 18

to

29 April,

the presentations of that event to create a corpus of data from

seems

that an important link could

be made with postmodern

theories about the experience of space and time. Harvey points out that social theories

have typically privileged time over space

in their

formulations, in contrast to aesthetic

is concerned with the spatialization of time (1994:205). This may be
because social theory has focussed on processes of social change which emphasize
temporality, the process of becoming rather than being in space and time. This

theory which

opposition between being and becoming has been central to modernism's history

(Harvey, 1994:283).

From

another cultural tradition, Chopra

experience of a problematic

moment when

that opposition

being so fixated on the outcome of our actions,
choice interrupt the steady flow of bliss. A gap

judgement" (1994).
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we would
is

may be

is

talking about the

undone: "If

perceive that

created, and in that

we

ever stop

moments of

gap

is

which

to select

Appendix

B.

problematic moments

On

the

first

day,

I

join them. During each session,

on

my

lap with

which

pointed the camera
group.

session

I

I

sat with the

many

I

used a wide angle lens and

I

would normally look when participating

I

moments

as they occurred

participants as possible to identify

were problematic moments. When

moments,

in

group and held a small video camcorder

video taped what was going on.

in the direction

interviewed as

I

shown

is

negotiated access with the group and was invited
to

tried to note possible problematic

I

The schedule of sessions

to analyze.

I

needed

to

and

in a

after each

what they thought

enhance the data surrounding those

followed up with brief interviews of the participants involved usually

catching them for a few minutes before or after a session.
Transcripts were

shown

in

Appendix B

made of each of

in the

order

presentations. In the transcripts,

moment

I

in

the selected problematic

which they occurred

in the

moments and

are

schedule of

have used pseudonyms. Although each problematic

usually happened over a period of a

few seconds,

considerable amount of text before and after the

moment

I

have transcribed a

as this text creates the

context for what occurred. Reading the fuller transcripts will also give the reader a
better sense of the kinds of conversations that

reader, the transcripts of only the

in the text

The

Appendix B

in this

S&E. To help

few seconds of each problematic moment

of the chapters. Reference

transcripts in

went on

will also

to specific lines in the text

be necessary to follow

analysis of each problematic

moment

are placed

of the fuller

arguments.

follows a progression from

interpretation to description and back to interpretation,
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my

the

i.e.

from interpretation of the

discourse practices, to description of the
light

of the social practice

Ihe.^,E_ group and

S&E

The
assistant,

in

text, to interpretation

which the discourse

is

of both these

in the

embedded.

the schedule of presentations

group consisted of 14 students, 2 faculty

and a researcher (myself). The United

facilitators,

Statesian'"* student

1

teaching

group consisted of

seven white females and two white males. The international student group consisted
of
five people of color; a Haitian female, a Sierra Lionese female, a Japanese
male, a

Pakistani male, and a Nepalese male.

Statesians:

The

faculty group consisted of

one female and the other male. The male faculty was one of the

graduate's of the Program.

The teaching

assistant, a

white female, was also

process of completing her Program degree. The researcher

and United Statesian

British

The
back as

came from

students

far as 1988.

it

had been

campus program

in

is

a white

early

in the

male with both

nationalities.

a variety of different

on-campus programs, one going

For many students, particularly the international ones,

very difficult to find the time and money

Nepal,

two white United

six years since

1993-94, five

he was

in

to

make

last

the

trip.

it

can be

So, for the student from

on campus. Four participants did the on-

1992-93, one

in

1992, one in 1991-92, one

in

1991, and one in 1990-91 (note there were two six-month on-campus programs a year

until 1994).

I

am

using the term "United Statesian" instead of "American" because using the

term "American"
a

title

to refer to only citizens

of the United States arrogates to

that belongs equally to the inhabitants of

However, the term

is

many

US

citizens

other nations on two continents.

not very satisfactory. Bryson says that one of the reasons early

Congresses contemplated renaming the country was because the United States of
America allowed no convenient adjectival form (1994:72).
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The
review of

reviewed

S&E

S&E

started

on Monday April

objectives, and so on

their personal learning path

expectations of

S&E. They

m

18,

1994 with welcomes, opening remarks,

the morning. In the afternoon, participants

and talked about

their

own

goals and

also discussed their initial ideas for presentation topics
and

caucussed around the themes that were emerging. The next day they reviewed
the
guidelines for making presentations, discussed the evaluation criteria that
faculty

would

use,

reviewed the norms for giving effective feedback, and committed

themselves to making presentations on particular

topics.

Participants had also formed groups, called "clusters," so that each of their

presentations contributed to a particular theme. In this

themes: Communications; Management/leadership

S&E

there

were four

styles; Institutional

cluster

development

-

advocating institutional collaboration for sustainability; and Ensuring sustainability

through empowering the population. The four clusters were made up of a

The schedule of

a pair of white United Statesian females.

weeks of S&E, including

the schedule of presentations,

have also marked on

schedule

occurred and

in

this

in

is

shown

in

the

whole two

Appendix

C.

I

which presentations the problematic moments

which chapter they have been analyzed.

On Wednesday
academic advisors

to

participants had individual meetings with their

review learning progress and

remaining requirements of the degree. They paid

whether

of

Twelve presentations were made by individuals and one was

thirteen presentations.

made by

total

to attend an optional training tutorial
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on

to discuss plans for

on-campus
meeting the

their bill for

S&E

how

an effective presentation.

to give

and decided

So, during the

first

three days, the group had established the norms,
structure,

and content of the course within
first

first

presentation of

S&E

was

certain overall guidelines.

given.

On Thursday morning

As two problematic moments occurred

presentation, these are the subject of the next chapter.
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the

in that

CHAPTER

CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS

3

INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING

IN

If corporations are

they

work on

world managers today, they are not good ones because
the basis of an almost complete separation of
trade from politics.

WOOLLACOTT,

Guardian Weekly

Introduction to the presentation

The

first

presentation of

S&E

was by Laura and her

topic

was "Cultural

considerations in international advertising." Laura did her internship
with an
mtercultural communication service

center."

They do language

She worked with a team

company

that calls itself a "full service

training, cultural training,

that did the translation

and translation and

work

for a client

language

interpreting.

who was

creating an

advertising campaign for a product. Her job was to pay attention to the cultural

considerations in the translation of the advertisements.

Laura began by going through the objectives of her session;
awareness of the impact of culture on international advertising;
in

how

to create an advertising

of the role

campaign

much

develop an

develop some

skills

for a specific market; to develop awareness

"interculturalists" can play in international advertising; and, to understand

the interplay between intercultural theory and practice and

advertising.

to

to

She then pointed out

that

we

how

it

relates to

tend not to notice advertising because

a part of our lives. She also said that

it

it

is

can be used for not just advertising

products, but also for such social causes as the efforts to eliminate AIDS. She then

gave some examples assembled by Dennis Rodkin
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in

an article

in the

magazine

so

Overseas Business" of

Two
*

how

cultural

nuances have caused havoc for

U

S.

promotions.

of the examples given were:

When Coca-Cola

first

entered China the bottles were branded with Chinese

characters that represented the sounds of the words
"Coca-Cola." However, those

Chinese characters also represented the words "Bite the wax tadpole."
* Pepsi-Cola's

slogan

"Come

alive with Pepsi

was

translated into

German

as

"Come

out of the grave with Pepsi."

Laura said

that the cultural information given in an advertisement also

culturally accurate

Kellog

s

pop

The

to

be

and relevant. One example was the advertising campaign for

tart toaster pastries. It

their toast in an

had

oven and not a

was not

a success in Britain because people cook

toaster.'

presenter then gave a brief overview of two models she

was using

to help

understand cross-cultural communication. One was the sender-receiver model of

communication, and the other was Schram's theory of communication where there
source, a shared field of experience, and a feedback mechanism. There

response from the group when she asked

if

there

is

a

was no

were any questions about these

models.

Laura then asked participants
considerations affect

how

task she gave the group

to

do a case study exercise on

how

cultural

advertising campaigns are run in different countries.

was

to decide

The

on the outlines of an advertising campaign

for a

do not use toasters unless we go
back some forty or fifty years. I decided that it was better for me to keep silent about
this challenge to the veracity of her story rather than run the risk of coming out of my
'

It is

not

my

experience that people

in Britain

role as a researcher.
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dietary supplement for mothers paying
attention to the cultural expectations of
a

geographical area,
using a person

would work
expert she

in the

in a

is

city, or cultural

group. Cultural information

was

be gained by

to

group as a cultural consultant. She gave an example of

how

that

group by naming an international student as the kind of
cultural

thinking

of:

Abad, you are from Pakistan,
expert and the other

is

that right?

members of

the group

So you could be the consultant
would be from the advertising (.

.)

.

creative team. So, they are trying to find out the specific
information they need
to create the campaign.

She then passed out

When

I

thought

the handout

did this [handout]
it

would be

shown
I

Figure 3.1 and said:

in

planned

to

do the exact thing we

better to personalize

it

to

did, but then

your specialty because you

I

all

have expertise in specific countries, and the countries we worked with were
South East Asia.

in

Their client was an advertising agency which was trying to win a bid on a contract for
an advertising campaign

in

South East Asia. And, they had a particular market

in

mind:

It

to

will

be marketed towards middle

be looking

spend on

to

upper class women. So,

poor women. These are

at

women who

we

are not going

have some money

to

this product.

Laura then gave instructions

for breaking out into small groups (see the first page of

the transcript).

Identification of the problematic

moments

After Laura gave the instructions for breaking out into small groups,

participants

seemed

to

be "stuck" for a period of 15 seconds. Nobody made a move

form small groups. Most members of

the group
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were

silent.

On

the tape

it

sounds

to

like

Your

client is an advertising

agency that is trying to win a bid on a project
with a
major pharmaceutical company. The pharmaceutical
company will be marketing a
nutritional supplement to expectant mothers
throughout South East Asia. The product
will be marketed to both mothers-to-be
(through the doctor's office) and doctors. The
target is middle to upper-class women. The
advertising will be done mostly through
posters, brochures, pamphlets, and video (for
the doctors only).

You

are

You

should put together a summary of the following:

asked to put together some general information on
culture, demographics, and
socio-economic trends for one of the five countries selected
(Indonesia, Malaysia,
Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand). You will receive a
"Culturegram" (see attached) for
your country to help you formulate your ideas.

*

*

Cultural trends (what's happening in the culture)
Advertising trends (use of media, types of media, "Western" vs.
"traditional"
look, etc.)

*

Things

to think

about when creating a campaign ("Do's and Taboos" to

advertising in x-country) including:

color (what colors to use and/or avoid)

numbers
style

(are there any

numbers

to

avoid? are

statistics

valued?)

the "look", in both graphics and lettering, should
cartoon-like, realistic, etc.?)
(i.e.

it

be sleek,

images (what feelings/impressions should the ad create? should the ads
portray "motherhood" or "modem science"/"medical advances"?)
photographs (should photographs or drawings be used?)
portrayal of women as well as the portrayal of a pregnant woman)
when using a testimonial is it better to have a male representing the
doctor) or a female (representing the mother) talking about the product

and

its

effectiveness?

any additional points

Our

client

to

keep

in

mind.

does not need in-depth information, but does need to be aware of major
on advertising. They hope that this information will make them

cultural influences

look "smarter" to the pharmaceutical company and they will win the contract as a
result.

We

need

to

provide them with the most pertinent information

in a brief

package. Please add any additional information that you think would be helpful.

Figure

3.1:

Intercultural Advertising
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Handout

one person

laughing quietly and two people are talking quietly. In
an interview with

is

the presenter immediately after the session, she identified
this point as a problematic

moment. She

said that she

were not moving

a loss to

know what

not meet the triangulation criteria

identification of problematic

moment when

problematic

at

do as people

to

into groups.

moment does

This

was momentarily

it

moments

chapter

in

2,

namely,

myself for the

I

set

I

did not identify

actually happened, and did not get confirmation

it

from two

other people. However, after viewing the videotape and producing a transcript,

come

to see

it

as an important

presenter as a problematic

problematic

moment

I

moment

moment and

that

it

I

need

to include. It

also helps to

was

as a

I

have

identified by the

make sense of

the second

discuss in this chapter.^

After Laura had answered a question and explained the task again, four small

groups formed, each with a cultural consultant. The cultural consultants selected by
each group were the international students from Japan, Sierra Leone, Pakistan, and
Nepal.

I

joined the group nearest

to

me

and video taped a group which included a

Pakistani male (in the role of cultural consultant), two white United Statesian males

(one was a faculty

facilitator),

small group discussion,

session,

I

I

and one white United Statesian female. During

noticed what

I

this

thought was a problematic moment. After the

interviewed the Pakistani male and the faculty facilitator

who

also identified

Perhaps a theory of the "problematic moment" can never be articulated. It
could be a phenomenon that has an infinite variety of forms and it is better to use the
term as a heuristic device that becomes clearer through the process of investigation.
^

There would be no problem doing

problems

I

am

this using

an action research approach. The

having could be associated with the dissertation format.
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that

same moment during

male was having trouble

the discussion as problematic
recalling the English

The
At

this point

process. Although

to record clearly

I

I

should like

a

-

transcription proces.s

to

said.

make two comments about

was not always possible

it

transcripts

was

enhance what was on the

transcripts for

that the

the spoken language that

indication of the

However,

equipment picked up what

moments

the

all

tape.

was

I

my

camcorder was

speak very indistinctly.

to

Consequently, some of what he said could not be transcribed.
to

the transcription

For example, the microphone on

about five feet away from Abad. However, he tended

technology

the Pakistani

word "mid-wife."

had high quality recording equipment,

what people

moment when

my

I

thought about using

sense from doing

all

actually heard in practice.

the

The

in this dissertation are therefore realistic portrayals

of

available to most listeners for interpretation, and an

amount of work of

interpretation

we do

in

conversations to

"fill in

the blanks."

My

second point

speech by the format

it

is

I

in

what

imposes an interpretation on

uses to represent the speech (Fairclough, 1992:229).

can show everything and

show and

that transcription necessarily

it is

No

a matter of judgement as to what sort of features to

detail.

have used the following minimal system for

all

the transcripts in the

dissertation:

marked by

*

Silence

*

For longer pauses the number of seconds

*

Overlap

is

fullstops, each stop representing

,

is

system

shown by square

brackets.
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in

one

fifth

round brackets

is

of a second.
noted.

*

Unclear speech

*

Where

is

shown by round

brackets.

necessary, the prolongation of syllables

The process of
In this

is

marked by colons.

analysis

and subsequent chapters analysis of the

text will

follow the same overall

three dimensional progression. First, discourse practices are analyzed,
then the text,

and

finally the social practice

of which the discourse

is

a part. Starting with discourse

practices helps to emphasize the process and change aspects of the discourse which

is

a major purpose of this dissertation.

The genre of an

S&E

is

S«S:E presentation

a structured format in which students take

it

in turns to

make

presentations about their internships, receive feedback, and are evaluated. Before

giving a presentation, participants were required to discuss a completed planning
outline with a faculty facilitator. Headings on the planning outline included the

goal and objectives of the presentation, and an outline of

time required. The

criteria

its

title,

content, methodology, and

used by the faculty facilitators for evaluating the

presentations are as follows: quality of analysis; quality of insight; organization, clarity

and effectiveness of communication; and demonstration of leaming^
It

has been

number of genres
student

^

who was

my
to

experience facilitating

make

to the

that students

their presentations in very creative

trained as a lawyer

According

S&Es

made

handout given

have drawn on a

ways. For example, one

his "case" before a "jury"; full scale

to participants, "learning"

means

the degree to

which the overall presentation integrates experience and theoretical perspective in a
convincing and enriching manner, and demonstrates a critical evaluation and
reassessment or reformulation of theory or theoretical frameworks, models and on-

campus course work.
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simulations have been run, and multimedia events have
been organized. However, the
majority of participants tend to model their presentations on
one of two broad genres:
the academic lecture with questions and answers, and the
training session.

Students during the on-campus part of the Program

number of
so

It

has always been somewhat surprising

difficult to take

on

this role

to

me

formal feedback from their peers

that

making an S«&E presentation has

For example, some participants complain

because they have not been adequately trained

presentation skills." Reasons for their difficulty

many

a considerable

presentations in their classes, either as an individual or as part of a group,

been problematic for many participants.
It is

make

at the

end of

may

the lecture

would tend

model could be problematic

on the "professor

role" with their peers.

required course, so those participants

having an advantage for making

for

in

include: participants receive

their presentation; they are presenting to

unfamiliar faces (not just their classmates); and, the presentation

faculty for credit. All these factors

is

evaluated by

to increase their anxiety. In addition,

some

participants because

it

involves taking

The Training of Trainers course was not

who

that

a

took that course on-campus are regarded as

their presentations,

because they have some

skills in

designing and managing learning activities that are participatory and experience based.

It is

difficult to specify the discourse type

of S&E. In

my

view,

it

draws

principally on discourse types associated with the academic defense of a dissertation

(students are evaluated for credit), with the T-group (participants receive "feedback");

and with the lecture and the training

session.
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Discourse practices of training

When
presented

in

I

was studying

at the

School, the theory and practice of training was

opposition to that of formal education. So for example, training
was

presented as short-term and specific rather than long-term and general,
focused on the
present rather than on the future, problem centered and individualized
rather than
subject centered and standardized, practical rather than academic, related
to a social

context rather than isolated from a social context, learner-centered rather than
teachercentered, building on the knowledge of learners rather than ignoring the learners

experience and knowledge, and democratic rather than hierarchical (Simkins, 1976:1213).

Training has

its

roots in a

number of

disciplines such as behavioral psychology,

adult learning, continuing education, group dynamics (particularly the T-group),

counseling, the

"human

potential"

movement, and so on (Rose, 1989).

leaders served not as instructors but as "facilitators"^

include

all

those

who

facilitated

group work

In the T-group,

Later the term "helper" began to

(Pfeiffer, 1988:3).

The T-Group approach

also placed great emphasis on the expression of feelings, learning by doing, and giving

"feedback" (Cohen, 1976:17). And, whereas the traditional classroom setting

emphasizes the cognitive aspect of human functioning and de-emphasizes

feelings,

small groups provide the opportunity to deal with such emotions as competition.

The term

is

defined in a book on training that was used in recent Program

courses as follows:
Facilitator

-

A

who functions in a way to allow participants to assume
their own learning. The term is in contrast to the more

trainer

responsibility for

didactic instructor, teacher, lecturer, presenter,

Here again, the concept of

the role of the trainer

teacher.
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is

etc. (Eitington,

1984:360).

contrasted to the role of the

and conflict as well as warmth and support when they

frustration,

life

arise in the group's

(Reddy, 87:4).
In the workplace, training

different

methods

for

is

now

m

seen as one method

a whole range of

employee development which include experiential

learning,

observation of practice, seminars and workshops, coaching, professional
conferences,

and degree programs. Each

is

aimed

individuals (Townley, 1994:120).
the field of

Human

With

More

recently, these

circles,

themselves as active agents

this shift in

extent at reconstituting the identity of

methods have been expanded

in

Resource Management with the development of range of schemes,

such as team building and quality
to constitute

some

to

emphasis

which are designed

in

to

encourage individuals

a productive role (Townley, 1994:127).

to the collective level,

more emphasis

is

placed on

constituting the identity of the worker as productive subject rather than as social being

(Townley, 1994:133).
Analysis of problematic
In this first session, Laura

facilitator in

managing

that

moment

had designed a learning environment and acted

environment

to give the participants the

experience something of what she experienced working

She presented a

list

1

in a

team

in

as a

opportunity to

her internship.

of her objectives (which were written as training objectives), used

flipcharts extensively, gave small groups a task to do, and

managed

the groups

when

they reported out. All these factors indicate that she based her presentation on the

genre of the training session.

As

I

have mentioned, problematic moment

gave the instructions for breaking out

into small
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1

occurred immediately after Laura

groups when participants seemed

to

::

be

stuck

for a period of 15 seconds.

which

transcript

39
40

Laura

41

Group
Laura
Ted

:

Laura
Ted

:

42
43

44
45
46
47
48
49
50

!

is

given

53

54
55
56
57
58
59

In lines

Appendix B:

39 and 40 Laura has come

to the

"And

let

some

sheets of newsprint that are pinned to

made

a

move

that

Ted

end of her instructions. As she

said,

give you some, ah, paper and markers," she turned to the wall to remove

to

it.

While she

is

was doing

follow her instructions and form small groups.

and saw what was happening, she
point

of the

Isn't our mark,
isn't the market already laid out here in
the middle of (...)...
Right but you, I mean
the specific geographical
geographical
Right,
Okay
What country or what city
Okay, I see
what
cultural group or groups
(7 second silence)
I'm just looking at the instructions again

Group
Tracy:

me

full text

[Woah

Ted
Laura
Ted
Laura
Ted
Laura
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an extract of the

is

questions. And let me give you some, ah,
paper and markers.
(The group is "stuck" for 15 seconds)
Everyone looks so (...)
How many, well, isn't
there any [specific market

Laura
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in

Here

said,

"Everyone looks so

(.

interrupted her to ask a question about the market.

Laura makes

in line

.

When
.)"

this,

nobody

she turned round

(line 42).

At which

The comment "Woah!"

45 was when she dropped the sheets of newsprint she was

holding.

Ted's question about the market

laid out here in the

He

in lines

47 and 48,

"isn't the

market already

middle of?" indicates one of the problems the group was having.

gestured to a copy of the handout shown
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in

Figure

1

showing

that he

had not

completely understood that Laura was asking them

on the handout. From
understood what

his

to do.

comment, "Okay,

to

see" (line 55),

I

clarification of the instructions.

after the

to

As Laura turned

form small groups. The

rest

to

who

appeared that he

moment

This problematic

in

(line 69).

is

called a "critical

defined as the confrontation of a group leader by

is

which the

wanted

of the group formed into small groups

can also be seen as what

incident" in training theory, which

said she

answer Tracy's question, half of the

end of the interaction between Laura and Tracy

one or more members,

it

However, there was another seven second silence from the

group. This silence was interrupted by Tracy (line
59)

group started

do something different than was

explicit opinion, decision, or action is

demanded

of the leader (Cohen, 1976:114). By

their silence, the

demanded

For a long time, she did not respond. Laura was,

in

her

how

that she take

own

words,

some

action.

"at a loss to

know what

group confronted Laura and

to do." Finally,

she

made

an observation on

the group looked.

The

silence of the group could have been a simple matter of not having

understood the instructions. However,

if that

was

the case,

I

would have expected one

of the group to have asked for clarification of the instructions

earlier so as not to

subject Laura to the embarrassment of a fifteen second silence. In

Program group members

my

experience.

are not shy about asking for clarification of instructions, and

they also tend to help one another in accomplishing learning tasks. These attitudes are

part of the learning ethos of the Program. So,

during this silence?
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what

else could

have been going on

To provide some

possible answers to that questions,

what Laura was asking the group

to do.

let

us look in detail at

She wanted the individuals

in the

group

to

take on the role of an "interculturist" in a case study in the creation of an advertising

campaign

supplement

The

company

for a pharmaceutical

middle

to

that will

to upper-class expectant

cultural information they

"most pertinent information
look "smarter" to their

were

to

in a brief

be marketing a nutritional

mothers

in

countries outside the

produce did not need

to

be in-depth

-

U

S.

just the

package" so that the advertising agency will

clients.

There were a number of possible dilemmas

for

Program members

in taking

on

this task;

1

.

While Laura

said in her introduction that advertising can be used for both products

and social causes, her case study was not about a

would have agreed
mothers. But,

it

that

was

it

was important

to

sell its

product

No

doubt everybody

be concerned about the health of expectant

clear that the advertising

U.S. client wanting to

social cause.

campaign was

in other countries.

really

about a corporate

The dilemma was

for

participants to shift from a value orientation towards "social causes" to a value

orientation that

2.

was

The use of such

corporate.

advertising jargon as "target" and the classed nature of the

discourse used in the handout was startlingly overt: "The target

class

women." The use of

participants as

it

this

language

may have been

is

a second

middle

to upper-

dilemma

for

contrasted so strongly with the typical rhetoric of the international

development discourse of

NGOs

which has typically claimed

standard of living of the poor.
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to

be about raising the

The group was asked

3.

consultant. Laura has

cities,

or cultural

as an

example of

to divide into four small

made

it

groups each with a cultural

clear that the case study

was

to deal

groups" outside of the U.S. She named the participant from
Pakistan
a cultural consultant. This

complicated task of forming with

group so they could each take the

at least

meant

that the four

groups had the

one of the five international students

role of cultural consultant. Their role

provide cultural information that could be used by the company to
in that country.

with "countries,

The dilemma was

such an exploitative

role,

one

that

was

sell their

in their

to

products

for participants to place the international students in

made such

a clear division between United Statesian

students and the international students, and one that, perhaps, the international students

might

resist.

The

participants

had about the

task and enthusiastically

were reported out
*

The

with a child

The woman
The

to the large

engaged

in

it.

The following scenarios which

group were the product of the work of the small groups:

advertising campaign in Nepal would use a poster showing a slim, post natal

woman

*

overcame whatever dilemmas and reservations they may have

in

her arms in her doctor's office. The doctor should be a man.

trusts the doctor to give her a

advertising campaign in Pakistan

should appear between 7:30 and 9 PM.
to her daughter-in-law.

good product.

would take place on
It

As

shown on

The advertisement would

television.

far as other advertising

No

The advert

would show a mother-in-law giving advice
portray this situation as serious

business in which the whole family needed to be involved.

not be

television.

references should be

methods are concerned,
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it

made
is

A

pregnant

woman

to the U.S. or to the

should

West.

not worth using billboards as

women

do not go out much. And, there

is

no point targeting male doctors as

women

use midwives or female doctors.

The

advertising campaign for Sierra Leone would use the radio and billboards
with

the text in the Creole language.

holding the child.
father. It

would

A

Any purchases

family setting would be portrayed with the father

the family

made would have

be approved by the

to

also be best to have professional endorsement of the product by a

doctor.

*

The

and

advertising campaign in Japan would use advertisements in

television.

Western
It

style

They would show a pregnant woman
house wearing a Western

should be clear that the

active career

woman

woman

sitting in a

style maternity dress to

women's magazines

rocking chair

symbolize her

in a

status.

has the traditional role of mother and housewife (an

should not be portrayed). The

woman

could be shown drinking

the nutritional supplement in herbal tea form in a small tea cup while gently

massaging her stomach.
Several observations can be

is

made about

these scenarios.

the extent to which they are gendered and classed.

which are taken

as already established)

is

is

being given here

to

first

The presupposition

that if a product is to sell then

offend the dominant norms of the culture into which

thought

The

it

is

observation

(positions

it

must not

being sold. Clearly, no

changing the social conditions so they have a positive

impact on the health of expectant women. The second point

is

that

it

is

impossible to

separate cultural issues from the production of the actual production of advertisements
for the campaign. Culture will be an integral part in any decisions as to

use and what images are chosen to present the product.
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My

point

is

what media

that the

to

!

interculturist

cannot claim to have a professional separation from the
advertising

agency. They are totally implicated

company

sell their

in the effort to

products. And, what about the role of the cultural experts,
are they

implicated too? For discussion on that issue,

I

now

Analysis of problematic

As

I

devise strategies that will help the

turn to problematic

moment

in the role

2.

2

have already mentioned, when small groups formed

included a Pakistani

moment

I

joined one which

of cultural consultant and three United Statesians. This

small group drew upon two main discourse types; the interview and the small learning
group.

The two men were most

remaining mostly
large group,

when,

at

it

silent.

was

one point

However, when

the female

who

interview/discussion.

An

role.

Problematic

Abad had problems

"cultural old

moment

the group had to report their learnings to the

took on that

in the discussion,

and substituted the phrase
Problematic

active in the interviewing process with the female

woman"

moment

recalling the

2 occurred

word "midwife"

instead.

2 occurred about halfway through the

extract of the full text of the transcript in

Appendix B

is

given here:
33

David:

34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Abad

:

41

David:
Ted

42

Abad

:

:

43

44
45

Ted

:

But
that would be the preference of most females
to have a (...) to be seen by a female
obstetrician, right?
It is but there are some
women
who have been
cultural, umm, old
dealing with (...)
Oh! Midwife!
Midwives
Midwives (...) then it
had to do with (...)
Shouldn't midwives be
getting this information?
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Abad took on
information on

how

the role he had been given as cultural consultant and
gave

best to

mount an

rather nebulous mtertextual chain

corresponding

works

was

to general opinions

in Pakistan.

These

"do not" statements

in

advertising campaign in Pakistan. In doing so, a
set up.

people

in his

were presented

texts

Abad drew on

his

knowledge of

country have about

to the small

group

response to the questions he was asked, e

how

health care

terms of "do" or

in

g.

texts

do not target the

male doctors. The statements contained a number of presuppositions concerning the
gendered nature of the health care system, the way

that products are

marketed

Pakistan, the access that foreign countries have to those markets, and so on.

of these statements was

in part

a response to the fact that they were aimed

useful for an advertising campaign.

distributed and

consumed provided

So we can see

the conditions for

Although, the speaker was fluent

in

Abad

term "midwife."

later,

He

felt the

need

a producer of text,

combination of words
the

to explain that

built

in relation to the

to bring his

member

at

was

being

to

be

was produced.
all

educated people

in his native tongue.

When

I

it

had been sometime since he had

bit "rusty."

Abad used

the strategy of creating a nominal group (a

up on the basis of a particular logical relation)

word he could not remember.

himself

it

the text

The form

he was embarrassed that he had had difficulty recalling the

spoken English and was therefore a

As

how

way

English (in Pakistan

speak English), he nevertheless was not speaking
interviewed

that the

in

people

In choosing to

in question.

word

As an

it

this

in place

of

way, he expressed

interpreter of text,

David was able

resources to bear to understand immediately that the nominal

group Abad produced referred

to the role

of "midwife." In other words, both he and
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Abad had
cultural

access to social and cultural processes that have constructed
midwives as

and

old.

What does

focussing on aspects of word meaning and

meanings was accomplished
obstetricians, the

tell

meaning of

taken on

new

that both

men were

radiants of

the wording of

us about this event? With the rise of professional

the term 'midwife'

meaning

able to

how

in

must have undergone changes and

both countries (U.S.A. and Pakistan^).

draw on images of old women

It

seems

skilled in traditional healing

practices based on cultural forms of knowledge, probably opposed to images of highly

trained male obstetricians skilled in the application of the universal laws of nature.®

Abad was
identities

trying to speak into existence a world of social relations and social

women

of doctors, midwives, mothers, men and

relationships of power.

One way of looking

that sustain particular

problematic moments

at

is to

see them as

contradictions in discourse "fascinating points of tension between different ways of

speaking the world into existence" (Davies, 1993:xv). However, what was fascinating

moment was how

about this

quickly any possible differences between those two

worlds was resolved when David supplied the term and the conversation quickly

moved

®

on.

The idea of "U.S.A." and

countries

use

I

hold to be the

and are not
®

the other

names of

cultures and

"United Statesians" and "Pakistanis." They are political terms

essential or preconstituted entities.

more complex

in

home of

all

geographical and discursive spaces that "we"

In fact, the situation in Pakistan regarding maternal and child care

of babies.

how

"Pakistan," and

in this dissertation, are

I

is

much

midwives deliver the majority
complexity in Appendix D. Note

as traditional birth attendants rather than

have

tried to

the oppositional

summarize some of

that

theme "traditional-modem"

Appendix D.
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is

represented in the language quoted

David had supplied

a space for a comparison of

But immediately
transforming

it

after

name of

the

how

David

the role under discussion, perhaps opening
up

those roles are taken up

said the

into the plural form.

in

the

USA

word "midwife," Ted repeated

Abad was

and Pakistan.

the

word

talking about a particular group of

people (midwives) and not the role (midwife), so Ted's comment worked as
a topic
control device which allowed

"Midwives

(...)" in

Let us
group.

Abad

to

pick up the topic again and continue with

line 42.

now examine

in general

how

The two white men introduced new

that these questions are not

floor, questions

nutritional

tight limits

on the context of the

proposition (e

are questions

g.

how

in Pakistan,"

questions, which require a

topics through their questions.

in the small

Note

also

'yes'

best to distribute information about this

but mostly closed questions which set relatively

cultural consultant's answers.

Some

are 'yes/no'

or 'no' answer confirming or disconfirming

'Shouldn't they have

which

was organized

open-ended questions, giving the cultural consultant the

such as "Tell us

supplement

the interaction

some

sort

elicit specific details (e g.

some

of pamphlet or something?'). Others

"Why

not?').

Usually the interviewers

begin their questions before the cultural consultant has finished speaking and there
overlap.

The impression

is

one of an interrogation

-

is

of trying to get specific

information out of the subject while maintaining control of the turn-taking system

in

the interaction.

Susan was excluded from the questioning process. To have participated she

would have had

to

compete with the men

to ask questions,

and

to

authoritative style of questioning or tried to change that style. She
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have joined

in

was silenced

an

until

just after problematic

moment

not target the male doctors

ended one indicating

that

and

when she asked Abad,

in the advertising

m

why

line 56-57,

men were

using.

this explanation

they should

campaign. The question was an open

Susan would have perhaps preferred another

questioning to the one the
cultural setting,

2

He

replied saying

was accepted by

it

style

of

was because of

the

the small learning group.

Indications of change in the Program discourse

So

far

I

have analyzed discourse practices and the

of social practice

at the

same time looking

text. I

for indications of

now move

change

in the

to the level

Program

discourse.

Immediately

after problematic

moment

1,

the small groups formed.

These

groups established a certain kind of social relationship between the United Statesian
students and the international students which helped manifest certain kinds of social

identities.

The United

desired to

sell its

Statesian students took on the interests of a

products

in other countries.

forces of

"modem," Western

sell their

product

They were

U

S.

company which

the voices of the powerful

(or Northern) market capitalism exploring

how

best to

in particular foreign countries. In contrast, the international students

took on the voice of the, mainly, "traditional" Third World (or Southern countries)

which are

interested in, or compelled to, increase their integration within and

dependence on the international market economy.’

’

The exception

is

Japan, however,

I

think the argument

still

holds. Although,

Japan has the world's second largest economy, it is integrated within and dependent on
maintaining the international market economy. Also, as the report from the group with
the Japanese student showed, in Japan images associated with the West imply middle

and upper class

status.
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In the 1980s, the

society.

market came

to

be viewed as the dominant way

to regulate

At the same time, a growing number of Third World
countries were no longer

able to engage in utilitarian exchanges with rich
countries (Sachs, 1992:70-87)

Economic development through

the market, then,

became

a selective process

where

only those countries which promised economic growth were
considered worthy of
investment. And, for this process to succeed, a universal middle-class
culture had to be
created through economic development. But, the creation of this
middle class was

regarded as incompatible with the maintenance of traditional customs and mores
(Sadie, 1960:302). In this opposition

modem, and
By

using the phrase "cultural old women,"

in

Abad

opposition to himself as a

This phrase occurred

in the

located the

member of

context of the interview of

two United Statesian men. As we have

Abad

market privileges the

vs. traditional," the

dislocates traditional practices.

category "traditional"

class.

"modem

as representative of a putative

midwives

modem

the

middle

him mainly conducted by

seen, they control a discourse

homogeneous

in the

culture and

which constitutes

who was asked

to

provide generalizations about the customs and mores of his country for the benefit of a
U.S. advertising agency.

traditional versus their

He

cooperated

modem.

in this task

but resisted being constructed as

Instead, he constructed an identity for himself as

universal middle class by positioning himself in opposition to the traditional midwives,

and

in opposition to a "cultural setting" (line 58)

Another theme which pervades the

incompatible with modernization.

text is the

way

that

it

example, for Laura there are two categories of women: "working

is

gendered. For

women

.

.

.

into

health and fitness" or "the traditional housewife and mother" (Appendix B, problematic
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moment

1.

lines 6-10). In the advertising scenarios,
only

family purchases have to be approved by fathers
out

much

in Pakistan,

and

women

member of

Japan. So, to be a

men

in Sierra

are doctors in Nepal,

women

Leone,

do not go

should not be portrayed as having active careers

the universal middle class

is to

also

in

have a certain kind

of masculinity.

To conclude
what was

some

silenced.

extent, there

this analysis,

While the

we were

first

was no attempt

theory and practice and
last report-out

I

how

now

look for what was missing in the session and

three of Laura's objectives

"to

were accomplished

to

understand the interplay between intercultural

The

session ended just after the

from the small group, so there was no time

for discussion. In addition,

it

relates to advertising."

not told what Laura learnt from her experience of her internship, one of the

main purposes of the

What was

presentation.

particularly striking about the

whole session was the degree of

application to the task and the complete absence of any processing of the here-and-

now, and any

real learning.

For example, problematic moment

for the facilitator to intervene and to process

old

the

meaning of the term "midwife"

women" became "midwife"

in a split

was an opportunity

what was happening

point. Similarly, with the occurrence of problematic

compare

1

in

moment

in the

2, the

group

at that

opportunity to

two languages was missed. "Cultural

second and the interview proceeded without

missing a beat.

There was no resistance
presentation, which

have become

may

to the classed

and gendered discourse of

indicate that the changes that have

uncritically accepted in the

Program discourse.
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happened

It

this

in the

1980s

could be that the group

showed
It

solidarity with a fellow student
and

was being evaluated

way

for credit.

was

However, even

reluctant to critique her

if that

the United Statesians dealt with the
"other" in a

were

manner

work because

true, did that justify the

that

seems

imperialist.*

Relations of domination were reproduced
without significant challenge which raises
the question as to whether the Program

then the Program needs to look

at

how

is

interested in addressing any of this. If so,

presenters can be given the freedom the create

the learning environment they need to
accomplish the goals of

S&E,

but at the same

time to have sufficient structure so that any discourses
of domination can be

analyzed and that students are empowered
penalty. In

my

view, the Program

is

to

engage

in critical analysis

accountable for the discourse

it

critically

without

produces.^

At some very basic level, imperialism means "thinking about, settling
on,
you do not possess, that is distant, that is lived on and owned by
others (Said, I993;7). "America" from the beginning was
founded on the idea of "an
imperii4m - a dominium, state or sovereignty that would expand in
population and
territory, and increase in strength and power" (Alstryne,
1974:1). Said links "American
attitudes to American 'greatness,' to hierarchies of race, and to the perils
of the other
revolutions (the American revolution being considered unique and somehow
unrepeatable anywhere else in the world)" to claim a direct connection between
imperial politics and culture in the U.S.A. (Said, 1993:8). While direct colonialism
has
*

controlling land that

largely ended, imperialism

is manifest in culture and language, as well as in specific
economic, and social practices. Said also makes the useful
distinction between anti-colonialism and anti-imperialism: "Liberal anti-colonists, in
other words, take the humane position that colonies and slaves ought not too severely

political, ideological,

to

be ruled or held— but

in the

case of the Enlightenment philosophers— do not dispute

the fundamental superiority of Western

(1993:240-41). For Said, the power

man

or, in

some

cases,

of the white race"

and cultures derives
from the power of an imperial society. So, the exchanges analyzed in this chapter are
then an example of an imperialistic discursive form of reshaping the data provided by
to represent other countries

the cultural experts into the local conventions of advertising so that a

can attempt to master and control markets

in

U S.

company

those countries.

Laura came with her materials already prepared which is why she volunteered
to give the first presentation. I am curious as to why she changed the design of her
presentation as outlined in her handout. One possible explanation is that the change
was an outcome of advice received (probably the day before) when checking her
^
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However,

it

may be

that the

Program

is

gooders" to a discourse of "market-smoothers."

moving from

A

a discourse of "do-

discourse which

is

produced by

service providing organizations that see themselves
a-political. In which case, the

Program joins

that side

civil society

(Amin, 1992; Ndegwa, 1996).

political

The

discourse that sees the 'market' as non

If this is true, then those

who

take a political

Program could be "punished."

position in the

at the

of the

presenter has taken the cross cultural skills and knowledge she
has learnt

Program

to a for-profit organization to help

advertising campaigns. This

may

develop culturally appropriate

indicate a possible shift in the kind of job

opportunities students and graduates of the Program have for their internships and
after
graduation.

may be

As government and

other funding sources reduce for

NGOs, more alumni

seeking jobs with transnational corporations. Cazdyn claims that the Peace

Corps has already made a conspicuous connection
class, for

managerial

example, InterPacific, an investment and management corporation that

develops tourist resorts and golf courses

alumni out of

With

its

in the Pacific basin,

this in

mind, the models of communication that Laura used

practices. In fact, they are

way engineering of
them out of

critical analysis

we

of communication

information impoverishes the experience of the 'receiver' and locks

design with a faculty

have

to introduce

models which support discourses of domination. The one-

text production. In fact, the reference she

facilitators can

has three Peace Corps

top five executives (1995:158).

her presentation are totally inadequate for any

discourse

to the transnational

facilitator. It is
in their role,

gave for her theory of

an example of the potential influence that faculty

and the intended and unintended effects of the

produce, including this dissertation.
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communication was from

To my dismay,
anthropology
the

in

Wehrmacht

the

a

book edited by Wilbur Schramm

book includes such

articles as "Psychiatry

as far

back ago as 1954.

and applied

psychological warfare against Japan", "Cohesion and
disintegration
in

World War

11",

in

"Goebbels* principles of propaganda", and

Problems of counteroffense against

international

communism." Of

course, in 1954

those topics were legitimate areas of concern. In the nineties,
however, the use of such
a text leaves Laura open to the challenge that by using such
a text she

supporting the regimes of domination

I

have outlined
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in this chapter.

is

unwittingly

CHAPTER

4

COMMUNICATIONS
The

of masculinity is that men have come to believe that the
between reason and desire, the intellect and the body, the masculine

real crisis

distinction

and the feminine, is not only real, but necessary as well. The tragedy is
have not really understood the connection between the personal and the
political, between sexuality and power.

BRITT AN,

In the previous chapter

will begin

by discussing

S&E

I

Masculinity and

we

that

Power

discussed the genre of a presentation. In this chapter,

as part of an educational system, so

I

I

can then specify

the genre of a synthesis session.

S&E
According
education that

is

to the

This approach
the

is

in the principles

opportunity

is

to

of experiential education, of learner

adult education (Dewey', 1916; Freire, 1970; Knowles, 1980).

reflected in the structure of the Program.

on-campus phase where strong emphasis

redistribution of

the

Program brochure, the School has developed an approach

grounded

empowerment, and of

as part of an educational system

knowledge among

provided to

is

It

has three main phases:

put on learning in small groups and the

peers; (b) the internship phase

utilize the

knowledge,

on-campus phase (students submit

(a)

skills

where an

and attitudes acquired during

reports to analyze their experience and to clarify

As Giroux points out, Dewey stressed the relationship between student
experience, critical reflection, and learning, whereas current calls for "relevance"
'

generally surrender the concept of systematic knowledge acquisition and uncritically
privilege an anti-intellectual concept of student experience (1988:233). Faculty

members

at the

School have for many years critiqued

its

anti-intellectual ethos

and

have tried to strengthen it academically. It seems that partly as a result of these
the on-campus part of the Program was extended and the intellectual content of
Capstone has been made more rigorous.
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efforts

S&E

their learnings); (c) the synthesis

and evaluation phase (S&E) where students

participate in a group experience designed to enable

them

to synthesize

and

articulate

their learning experience.

S&E,

then,

is

the third phase of the

Program where each participant makes a

presentation demonstrating significant learning resulting from
their practicum

experiences. Here the theories and skills introduced in the
on-campus phase are

reassessed in light of the participants' application

engage

in critical evaluation

and learning

The

in

professional settings. Participants

of their peers' work and reflect on the professional growth

that has taken place throughout the Program.

three major

assumptions about

how

components of an educational system are

its

goals,

its

learning takes place (and the educational methods used to

implement these assumptions), and who
(Dimock, 1987). For example,

as

is

Dimock

responsible for what in the learning process

explains, in the 1950s the goals of

human

service education and training were to transmit the culture and teach mental discipline,

learning

was assumed

to

with experts

in the field

process (op.

cit

be a cognitive

for

S&E

insights

and

is

to

curriculum rested

of study, and teachers were responsible for the learning

).

In contrast, the goal of

collective

activity, responsibility for

S&E

as presented

on the

first

day was

to reflect

on our

(Program) experience synthesizing theory and practice. Specific objectives

were

to share learning related to intercultural

on knowledge,

skills

and awareness,

modify theory and suggest areas

assumed

to

happen best when

it

is

management,

to evaluate

for research.

to gain

new

and critique shared learnings,

The Program claims

that learning

based on the principles of adult learning and
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experiential education. And, as

we have

seen, responsibility for the curriculum rests

with the participants. The Program administrators and faculty
facilitators are
responsible for creating the right overall environment so that
learning can take place.

However, from

S&E

the design of

complain

my

experience, the assumptions about learning behind

S&E

and

as a learning system are contested. For example, participants often

that the design

is

over structured and wonder

series of informal conversations

among themselves

why

they cannot organize a

to share their internship

experiences and learnings. Faculty often worry that the content of the presentations

and discussions

not academic enough

is

S&E

Basically,

is

structured as a collection of cluster sessions

which consist of

a series of "presentations" each followed by a synthesis session. In this

were four

And, from

clusters.

my

perspective, the design only

as an attempt to deal with the group

to the principles

S&E

is to

see

S&E,

makes sense

if

there

it

is

seen

dynamics of a learning event organized according

of adult education. So, one way of analyzing the overall structure of

how

it

attempts to deal with eight group dynamics that

may be

said to

characterize an experiential learning group (Burton, 1982). These group dynamics are

motivational processes,

norm formation,

leadership issues, conflict,

power

issues,

cohesiveness, self-disclosure, and feedback.

The way motivational processes were
group's inception that individual

members

aspirations for the group experience.

establish for their

beginning of

S&E

S&E. Some of

dealt with in this

was

to ask at the

state their personal goals, expectations,

The group

the group

were: to share ideas

S&E

also laid out the

and

norms they wanted

norms and expectations established

at the

and experiences with people who understand
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to

Program
feedback;

culture; to get re-energized; to be

it;

to get clear,

honest and useful

not have differences of opinion detract from the sense
of

to

community/group and

fragment

on time;

to reflect

and future work;
and

future work,

to

that differences will build

our sense of community rather than

on experiences and articulate learnings

build on internship experiences

to fulfill the

in

order

to

connect past

and use them as a barometer of

degree requirements.

After the group had established norms and expectations, participants shared
their ideas for presentation topics.

They then went through a process of forming

"clusters" of presentations under particular

participant had a

minimum of

themes such as "communications." Each

an hour plus fifteen minutes for feedback. If two people

present together then their times are added together, and so on. Rather than just take
the

minimum,

faculty encouraged participants to take the time they needed to

accomplish the objectives of

on the order

their presentations.

Then

which the presentations would take

in

the group

came

to an

agreement

place. Overall, the faculty

facilitators assisted the participants to create a highly structured democratic,

interdependent learning environment which reduced the need for the group to overtly

work

leadership, conflict and

power

on the overall

issues so they could concentrate

goal of reflecting and learning.

According

to Burton, a

that facilitates positive

cohesiveness

When

there

is

is

key function of the group

growth and/or change for

its

is

to

members

regarded as essential to a group's ability

provide an environment

(1982).

is

strong,

members

is

feel sufficient trust in the
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says that

to carry out this function.

a high degree of solidarity in the group, participation

defense of group norms

He

high, and the

group

to

be able

to share personal

concerns comfortably. This sharing (self-disclosure),

in turn, elicits

the feedback necessary for personal growth.

Feedback was a familiar group dynamic
large part of the

on-campus

part of the program.

receiving effective feedback were well

atmosphere of

from the

rest

to all the

known

to

at the

participants as

The conditions

it

was

a

for giving and

group members so as

trust in the group. Presenters receive

of the group

S&E

to create

an

feedback on their presentation

end of a session. In order

to participate effectively in

these sessions, participants are expected to take on certain subject positions to enable a
certain "tenor," or quality of the relationship between the participants. Generally

speaking, participants are expected to have a tenor that

is

open and non-confrontational

so as to allow for disclosure from the participants.

So

far,

I

have derived a theoretical conception of

of the Program, S&E, and claims

and experiential education. In
variety of

S&E.

ways according

So, for example,

try to stay in

it

that

it

is

own

was my

style,

touch with the group

on

their roles as facilitators in a

assumptions about the educational model of

when

at the

took on the role of faculty facilitator

I

group

level.

That meant

small group activities during a session and would say very

discussions so

I

could concentrate on staying

environment. The stance

which

is

in

Hence,

my

I

to

did not join in

during group

little

touch with the overall learning

took came from the Tavistock theory of group relations

a perspective few share in the Program. Other faculty

including the faculty

activities.

I

based on the stated aims

based on the principles of adult learning

practice, faculty take

to their

S&E

in this

S&E,

participated

interpretation of the

way
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more than

I

I

have observed,

would have done

in

group

they carried out their roles must be

viewed

A

in that light.

light that is

my

perhaps colored by

competition with fellow

professionals.

The genre of

The preparation guidelines
given to the participants (Figure
synthesis session

was

significant points that

had responsibility

the synthe<:i^

«;p!<;«;inn

for the synthesis session are

4.1).

As

shown

in the

the handout indicates, the purpose of the

to give the participants an opportunity to reflect

were raised during the

cluster of presentations.

for facilitating the synthesis session. Their job

role of "student facilitators," and they

handout

were evaluated

in this role

was

on the

The

presenters

to take

on the

by the "faculty

advisors" (sometimes called "faculty facilitators").

In

my

view, the genre of the synthesis session

is

a group discussion

organized according to the principles of adult education and experiential learning.

However, note

that

it

takes place in the context of an educational program where the

student facilitators are being evaluated on their performance by the faculty facilitators.
Facilitators of experiential learning groups help participants

activity, look

analysis,

describes

back

at the activity critically, abstract

and put the

it

in

result to work.

One

theoretical

some

engage

useful insight

in

some

from the

model of experiential learning

terms of a cycle where each experiential learning activity follows the

steps of; experiencing, sharing reactions and observations, discussion of patterns and

dynamics, inferring principles about the

"real world,"

and applying (planning more

effective behavior) (Kolb, 1984; Pfeiffer

&

from a joint meeting of the students and

faculty of the

Ballew, 1988). However,
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Program

in

it

became

clear

1995 that faculty

Following each cluster of student presentations, there will be
a synthesis discussion
session. The purpose of the synthesis session is to give
the participants an opportunity
to reflect on the significant points that are raised
during a cluster of
presentations.

Through follow-up

discussions,

is

it

hoped

that participants will

understanding of these points. These discussions

deepen

their

may

yield further exploration of
theoretical perspectives, professional skills, self realizations,
or other areas that emerge
from the creative energy of all those present.

During the synthesis discussions, the students who presented within the
cluster group
are responsible for facilitating the session. The student facilitators
are responsible for;
*

Establishing the format for the discussion session.

*

Managing time during

the session. Attend to introductions, discussion,

summation

and closure.
*

Demonstrating

The

facilitation skills.

faculty advisor will complete an evaluation form for the presenters in their role of

facilitators during the synthesis session.

according to the following

1.

The group of

facilitators will

be evaluated

criteria:

Quality of Synthesis: the extent

points their presentations have in

to

which the group

is

able to identify and discuss

common.

Organization, Clarity and Effectiveness of Communication: In order to
effectively prepare for your role as facilitators, members of each cluster group should
meet prior to their synthesis session to work out details related to design and delivery.
2.

Figure 4.1;

Preparation Guidelines for the Synthesis Session
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^

have a range of different understandings of experiential learning
and do not
the

all

share

same model.
The theory of

experiential learning assumption

participants are recognized to be

knowledge,

skills

to

assume

starting

different experiences

form generalizations.

that a "truth" can

of each

all

real

and attempts

I

to

discussed

from

make

those

in the

previous chapter

entitled "Cultural considerations in international

The second was given by Mary and was

quality family planning services."

The

Tracy and was entitled "Multicultural

women had

to use that as data

presenters in this cluster

presentation in this cluster, which

was given by Laura and was

four

member and

the people in the group.

The

advertising."

facilitator attempts to elicit

be presented independent of the knower, experiential

experiences meaningful for

first

The

in their

In contrast to deductive approaches to learning that

education takes the experience of people as

The

topic.

works best when

that learning

from different positions

and attitudes on a particular

from the group the
which

all

is

entitled

third presentation

societies:

"Medical barriers

to

was given by Susan and

Education and social change." These

clustered their presentations together under the general theme of

"Communications." They then came together

to run a

one hour, cluster synthesis

session to give participants an opportunity to reflect on significant points raised during

their presentations.

^

The

director of the

combined Program and undergraduate program

School could not be present

at this

meeting. Instead, he circulated a

views about experiential learning which

is

ambivalence he has about "experience."

I

this

ambivalence

Appendix

shown
comment on
in

will

later in this chapter.
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E.

memo

at the

on his

Note the

possible interpretations of

Theories presented to help integrate the cluster thempc;
In her introduction to the session, Tracy talked about the
difficulty of

making

presentations and mentioned the "Feeling like a fraud" articles by Peggy
Macintosh, an

academic writing on feminist themes (1985; 1989). Tracy said
point

is

that

some women have

a tendency to over apologize, but this speech act can

be interpreted two ways. One way
person does not

tendency of

feel

women

is

to see the

good about what they
to

speech act as a statement that the

more

are saying. In a

positive light, the

be apologetic can be seen as a "wise reluctance to be the

expert." Tracy linked this

theme on

the authority of

studied during the on-campus stage of the program.

Theory" by Albert,

main

that the author's

et al.,

makes

women

with a book which she

The book,

called "Liberating

the point that "to be liberatory, concepts need to

counter tendencies to ignore, devalue, or oversimplify important social dynamics such
as race, sex, class, or authority. This point cannot be emphasized enough; activist

theory must help

its

advocates overcome their

Tracy then presented two models from

own
this

oppressive socializations" (1986:5).

book which she wanted

help the group to integrate the themes from the three presentations.

called

"Complementary Holism";

pluralist conceptualization."

model

is

the other

is

to use to

One model

a diagrammatic representation of

Both these models are shown

in

Figure

4.2.

Note

an expansion on the other. For example, the four spheres of social

mentioned
sphere, the

in the

complementary

community

the other model.

holist conceptualization

is

rooted in two
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modem

"A
one

that

life

diagram are the economic

sphere, the political sphere, and the kinship sphere

The model

is

shown

in

scientific principles: "holism"

A PLURALIST CONCEPTUALIZATION

Material

Cultural

Organization

Gender

Realities

Realities

Realities

Realities
I'

t

I

I

Economic

Community

.1

T

Political

Kinship

Sphere

Sphere

A COMPLEMENTARY HOLIST CONCEPTUALIZATION

Economic,
Cultural,

Four

Gender

Spheres

^

and
Organizational Realities

Figure 4.2:

A

complementary

of
Social Life

holist conceptualization
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and a

pluralist conceptualization

(reality's

many

parts always act together to

complementary"

form an entwined whole) and

which compose wholes

(the parts

interrelate to help define

one

another, even though each appears to have an independent and even contrary
existence).

Identification of the problematic

moments

After the four facilitators presented and facilitated a discussion of the models,

Susan asked the group
applicability of the

to

model

be quiet for two minutes so they could think about the
to their

of silence will be analyzed

was able

to

interview six

problematic moments

The scene

situations.

in this chapter. It

series of inter-related problematic

I

own

was

rather a long scene

members of

the group to ask

incidents after the

David and Tracy. Three of

saw

the incident.

moments

moment of

and contains a

them

to identify

Five people were interviewed immediately after

the presentation and the sixth (Tracy) approached

not identify any problematic

moment

moments.

in the session.

had not interviewed her about

that followed the

silence

Two

me some

days

later

wondering why

of the five people interviewed could

in the session.

which they saw

Two

of the six mentioned

as a confrontation

the six mentioned incidents after the silence

between

which they

as a confrontation between Betty and Ted.

Analysis of problematic

The

full text

moment

I

problematic

moment

occurred

in the extract

3

of the interactions that took place just before and

problematic

shown

moment

have identified can be seen
in line 58.

A few

below:
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in

lines

Appendix

B.

The

after the

actual

of text around that moment are

I

.

::
:

Susan

36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43

44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Tracy:

Susan
Ted

:

Group
Susan

51

52
53

Group
Group
David:
Susan
David:

54
55

56
57
58
59

The

.

At this point I guess we (...) we wanted to
ask another question to the group. Urn, how,
how is this relevant to, to you all in your
own experiences? Ah, this model, ah, how can
you relate this to your own experience in
your work or institution or your own
experience in the bigger picture? And we
were thinking that we'd just take a couple
minutes of just silence to think about that.
And if you'd like to think by drawing or
writing (...)
Are we ready to (...)?
Are we
ready to what?
(Laughter)
The relevance of this
model to you and your own experience and
applications
(Laughter from 2 or 3 people)
(85 second silence)
May I ask a question?
Yes
Do you see this as a
predictive model or a descriptive one? ....

facilitators

asked the group

to

be silent for "a couple of minutes" to give

participants the opportunity to relate the models to their

that silence

question?"

was

As

own

interrupted by David, a faculty facilitator,

that statement

was already

in the

experience. However,

who

"May

said

form of a question,

it

I

ask a

probably had

another function. Without any hesitation Susan, one of the student facilitators of

gave David permission

cluster session,

Susan
to

to say

more about

the

model

answer one of Betty's questions

what she says
that she

in lines

99-102,

was not happy with

it is

the

to continue.

(lines 60-88).

(line 89).

clear

way

to a

"deeper level"

in

Then Tracy joined

Although,

from the tape

the conversation

these questions about the model, she explains that

have gone

Both Betty and David

if

it

is

tried to get

the conversation

hard to transcribe exactly

that Tracy's

manner indicated

was going. So,

there were

explaining the model. Perhaps
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this

more
in

in

response to

time, they

all

would

response to this

comment, Ted then
remarks
Tracy

felt

(lines 105-123),

tried to get

David

some remarks

are

made about

to link the question

thought you were having about your

group back

why he asked

the need to justify

own

to the task the facilitators

had

the question. After his

a noisy chair. In lines 133-145,

he made that broke the silence with "a

work." In other words, she tried to bring the
set.

In response,

specific information about his work. In line 162,

David did not give any

Ted prevented

further exchange

between David and Tracy by talking about how the model could be used
look

at issues

comment

of power

(line 184)

in his

by saying

address issues of power.

theme. Ted

.

.

on

.

felt

defensive

there

my

A

came

to take a

community organizing work. Betty responded
that because the

discussion between

in that

model

is

a systems

model

it

to that

cannot

Ted and Betty followed around

exchange; as he put

it

that

in a later interview;

a point where other people were trying to sort of, were sort of

was a sort of defensive thing going
was hard for me to try to, in that context, try to
understand what she was saying and not feel like I was being defensive with
trying to defend my own point of view and so there seemed to be a
communication breakdown right there and it would, it seemed that it sort of
faded away without really dealing with it.
side or her side and sort of there

back and forth and

Mary

then

made

a

it

comment

in line

274

that looks like an attempt to

calm things by

pointing out that people have different ways of conceptualizing things ("lenses"). After

that,

David made a long speech on

confronted David for talking too

the

theme of

certainty.

much which was

Tracy then indirectly

preventing the discussion from "not

getting very large."

Susan gave permission for David
hard for them to keep the group

to

break the silence and from then on

to the task they
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had

set,

although as

we have

it

was

seen

Tracy did

try. In

a later interview, Tracy identified her interaction with

David

as a

problematic moment:

I

guess what

say

I

looked

saw

I

that

was problematic

at in, in cultural

terms and

in

it

he's,

and
I

umm

I

look

at

went back

everything

to,

in

power terms and

cultural

he’s a teacher and he's a white male and there
were four of us facilitators and we said we want two minutes of quiet
and everybody was drawing and writing and thinking and about, I didn't
it, but maybe forty five seconds he said
(clicks fingers) and it was
within our realm as facilitators to say, "Can you hold the question until

time

we

And

get to this point."

processed

look back on

been a

thought

it I

woman

I

think

it's

I

it's all

dont

know how

my

kind to say

were

I

guess

thought

I
I

me

very disturbing to

understanding what was happening
class

We

not one of us did.

the four of us so

it,

in the

haven't really

the others felt but

OK

and so then

dynamic.

I

(nods head) If he'd

Two

I

started

thirds of the

and had been for twenty five minutes and then
tried to redirected it that way and everybody laughed. And I
should find a more, to do this more subtly, as I didn't for me
sitting quietly

how to manage them in such a way
umm, the, when he started speaking
again he pulled himself back sat back in his chair (she showed how he
folded his arms) for about fifteen minutes. He seemed to be OK with it
issue in facilitating

everybody

that

but

I

very difficult,

is

feels

OK

Cus

I felt,

thought that the entire group,

it

took about that long, fifteen to

twenty minutes

to start talking. Myself, I'd like to

how

that kind

to

manage

of situation so

it

know,

still

doesn't have that kind of

repercussion, stopped the whole conversation, went up to

could have handled that
In this interview she

facilitators

inability to

were able
do

that

to ask

David

to "hold the question."

was probably due

interacted with him. She

him

to say

I

better.

acknowledged her disappointment

and a "white male." She was

know

don't

to the

none of the student

She pointed out

that their

powerful position he holds as a "teacher"

also concerned that he

would have

that

liked to have

was offended by

known how

the

way

she had

she could have handled

the situation better.^

^

Note

that the faculty are participating in the discussion as well as evaluating
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it.

What occurred
interdiscursivity.

were "holding"

It

that the student facilitators

for the group, Susan, in her role as a facilitator, called for
a silence

David

it

was her

responsibility to bring

it

an end.

to

By

asking a

effectively challenged the right of the facilitators to hold that silence.

The purpose of

was

the silence

The expectation

experience.

exchanges was a conflict between two types of

began when David broke the silence

from the group, and
question,

in these

for participants to reflect

that follows

on

their

from the experiential learning model

they would then share their experiences with the group, and try to arrive

conclusions

disclosure.

own

at

lives

is

and

that

some

an non-confrontational atmosphere which was supportive of self

in

David disrupts the learning process

that the student facilitators

he took the group away from the student

to establish as

facilitator's task

were trying

and

started a

question and answer process about the theory the facilitators were using. Betty joined

in this

the

process and there seemed to be some competition between her and David for

'floor.'

This question and answer process

is

a familiar

one

in the traditional

academic contest where the teacher uses the Socratic approach

to help the student

clarify their conceptual thinking.

I

am

arguing that the occurrence of

intersection of

In the

problematic

two genres: the academic seminar and the

academic seminar, the

and students.

this

A

activity type sets

moment

illustrates an

experiential learning group.

up subject positions for a professor(s)

seminar involves the following sequential structure: a student makes a

statement about a topic which

lies

within the field of expertise of the professor, the

professor asks questions designed to promote deeper analysis of the topic, the student

responds.

The

rhetorical

mode

is

such that the professor
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is

constructed as the source of

knowledge and information
(Rudolph, 1994). The style

(the discourse), and the student as the recipient of

is

it

both abstract and theoretical (emotions are not seen as

data to be shared), and spoken and conversational.'^

When

the faculty facilitators (David and Betty) shifted the experiential learning

discourse to an academic one, they set up asymmetrical subject positions between

them and

the student facilitators and the rest of the group. Although their style

informal and conversational the student facilitators found

However, Tracy did make an attempt, with Ted's support,
to that

of an experiential learning group. There

some discomfit

in the

partially successful as

group] talking,"

i.e.

"it

all

to resist this shift.

to bring the discourse

evidence

is

group, for example, Mary's

general passivity of the rest of the group to

hard

it

in the text that this

comment

in line

these exchanges.

274 and

working on the

back

caused

in the

Her attempt was only

took about that long, fifteen to twenty minutes, to

to start

is

start [the

task.

For a cross-cultural comparison between the academic discourse and intellectual
styles of English and Polish writers, see Duszak (1994). For an analysis of how
differences in sociocultural background and discourse conventions contribute to a

negative cycle of socially created discrimination

in

an academic context

in

South

Africa, see Chick (1985).

For a description
studies

was

how the academic field of international
McCaughey (1984). He argues that responsibility for the

at the

constructed, see

macro

level of

pursuit of learning in international studies in the U.S.
intellectual

Two.

community

was

at large to the universities in the

In this process the field

became

relatively dense interaction of persons

institutionalized

who conduct

transferred from the

decades after World

which

is

War

defined as "the

the activity within a social

arrangement which has boundaries, endurance, and a name"

(op. cit.:xiv).

The change

had both positive and negative effects. One possible negative effect was that the
enclosure of international studies may have hindered the formulation of an enlightened
U.S. foreign policy and the education of an internationally informed electorate. As I
will discuss later, this point is relevant to the Program which, in my opinion, operates
on a boundary between wanting to be an institution that offers practical training to
people working m the field of international development education and an institution
that wants to institutionalize the field so as to have more academic respectability.
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The Program's ambivalence towards

the experiential learning cycle

The Program's ambivalence towards
implication, the role of student facilitators

the experiential learning cycle and, by

who

try to

in the preparation guidelines for the synthesis session

same guidelines have been used
I

have

facilitated),

it is

for a

probable that

model

put

it

into practice can be seen

shown

in

Figure

As

2.

number of previous S«&Es (including

it is

clear that the cluster

among

responsible for facilitating a discussion

S&Es

the

systemic problem.

this is a

In the first half of the guidelines

these

all

the participants.

group are

However, when we

refer to the first evaluation criteria, at first sight there appears to be an ambiguity in

the statement:

1.

Quality of Synthesis: the extent

and

which the group

is

discuss significant points their presentations have in

The ambiguity concerns
refers.

to

Does

it

refer to

the

word "group"

the participants which

all

group? If

it

that this is

common.

in the first line

means

common,

and

to

that the cluster

responsibility to facilitate an experiential process that helps the

significant points the presentations have in

able to identify

or does

it

whom

it

group has the

whole group find
refer only to the cluster

refers only to the cluster group, and a close reading of the text indicates

most

likely the case, then

it

is

their responsibility only to identify

and

discuss significant points in their presentations.

As
until

it

a faculty facilitator,

was pointed out

had always assumed
reading

is

to

that

it

me

I

had never noticed the ambivalence

by Mary McClintock

meant

probably a reflection of

the

my

who

in the text

before

read a draft of this chapter.

whole group and not

just the cluster group.

bias towards the experiential approach to
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My

I

learning.

had also never noticed

I

effectiveness of communication)

way

phrased

it is

may be

is

criteria (Organization, clarity,

really a direction for process

and not a

and

The

criteria.

another indication of the ambivalence the Program has

between experiential education and
it

second

that the

traditional education processes.

refers only to the cluster group, there

is

My

point

that if

is

no place for the members of the group

to

share their experiences of the presentations.

There
learning

m

is

also evidence of the ambivalence of the

the text of

some

is

experiential

notes on this theme by the director of the Program and the

undergraduate program which
there

Program towards

is

shown

in

Appendix

E.

As we have seen

in

Chapter

a tendency for participants in the Program to stay at just the level of

experience and consequently no learning takes place (Laura wanted participants
experience what she experienced

reflection

in

is

to

her internship and there was no time to get to

and generalization). However, the way

the director

I

read the text in Appendix

E

is

that

suggesting that the stages of the learning cycle can be

compartmentalized, and laid out

S&E

3,

of linear time.

in stretches

So, in

capstone, or just capstone, he says that the learning task

is

S&E, now

called

"reflection/abstract

conceptualization" with the implication that the experience part was completed in the

internship.

model

And, when he says

that,

"While

the status of a religious mandala,

I

I

worry

do think

that

it

is

we sometimes

very useful in giving us

terminology and concepts for thinking about the (School's) approach

seems

to

be separating the "language" of the approach from

could be extrapolated

to

afford this

its

to learning,"

substance

-

he

a view that

advocating the separation of theory from practice. And, once
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they are separated theory can be, and

in

Western universalist thought has been,

privileged (Galas, 1992).

Theory and

Based on Dewey's

practice: masculine

we

insights,

and feminine

can say that the intersection of the two

opposing discourses of academia and experiential learning described above represents
the

same dualism

objectivity,

and

as that of theory

practice, spirit

and matter, subjectivity and

mind and body, and masculine and feminine (Heldke, 1989:106-107).

Those dualisms,

as

many

authors have shown, are central to the masculinized ethos

(Brittan, 1989:201). In this ethos

we

subjectivity in the public world, the

are taught that there

body and

its

desires

is

no place for the body and

must be confined

to the

family (the private sphere); abstract reason reigns; and decisions are best made on the
basis of rational rules and procedures.

I

am

taking the view that male gender identity

is

a political construction which

enables the exercise of power by one group over another group. Then gender

of reflexive strategies which are brought
the line. Evidence that gender identity

into play

work

is

is

a set

whenever gender issues are put on

going on can be seen

in

signs of

discomfort, and attempts to defend a position.
In this session, gender issues are on the line

structure of the session

was such

facilitating the group. Secondly,

that there

from the beginning.

were four

women

First, the

taking on the role of

Tracy introduced the views of Peggy Macintosh

("wise reluctance to be the expert") and stated their intention to use "Liberating

Theory"

-

a theory which seeks to

that occur in the kinship sphere

overcome oppressive

which divides people
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socializations such as those

into

gender groups, just as

economic

relations divide people into classes (Albert, 1986.33). Thirdly, Susan
used

her authority as a facilitator to

a silence from the group so they could reflect.

call for

While much has been published on
voice,"

to

it

has become clear to

have the equivalent

me from

the value of marginal groups "having a

this incident that there is also a

right to "have a silence."

discomfort of that silence and he broke
faculty facilitator role. Betty joined

it.

In

David was unable

my

him out of

view,

need for them

to bear the

doing so he came out of the

in

role in the discussion

on the theory

that

subsequently followed and denied the theory the efficacy of dealing with issues of

power. As a consequence, further discussion of power issues was made more

And, David's extraordinary speech about "what we
the

amount of

certainty that

we have"

(lines

all

want

is to

difficult.

be able to increase

283-285) can be seen as an attempt

to

reinstate the certainties of western universalist thought in opposition to the feminist

project which wants to dismantle them (Goetz, 1991:147).

Contradictions in the Program discourse

However, there have always been contradictions
its

attempt to combine the experiential approach

in the

to learning

Program discourse with

and

to

have the

credentialing status to award master's degrees. Professors are expected to implement an

unclear practice of experiential education. But, few of them are trained as facilitators

of groups. In the academic tradition

that

most are trained

in,

the source of the

is

"motionless,

static,

compartmentalized, and predictable," and where professors

talk

and students

listen

the outstanding characteristic of this narrative education

"the sonority of words, not

authority of professors lies in their expertise of a reality that
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is

and

their transforming

power"

(Freire, 1970:57). This contradiction

problematic moments discussed

However,

On

constructed.

is

played out

in this chapter.

learners at this fee paying institution have also been contradictorily

the one hand, they have the active role of discerning customers

are aware of their needs and able to select courses which meet their needs.

other hand, they are constructed

processes targeted for training

in the

of national and international

in required

it is

in

NGOs

danger of losing

how

in

those institutions.

if

it

knows what

war era should

be.

As most of

to the

U

justice

the students are

freedom the School now has

agenda of trying

economic

it

does

U

S. citizens,

it

is

hard

to

to see

U S. NGOs

that

foreign policy environment. This raises interesting questions as to the

S.

actual degree of

if

School partly because they want

the School can avoid a strong bias in promoting the interests of

operate in a

For

the role

credibility as an institution that trains future

managers of NGOs. Also, students come

work

the

competencies with courses designed around

in the post cold

its

On

who

passive role of instruments in production

precise attainment targets. In other words, the School acts as

not, then

in the

to

if

it

should ever wish to take on a social

promote non oppressive

classes, ethnic groups, nations,

relations

between the sexes,

and so on.

Intercultural postscript

As

a postscript to this chapter,

I

want

language and culture, and Abad's response
(lines 1-36).

power

Abad gave

that could

to

mention Betty's comment about

at the

beginning of the discourse sample

and
a graphic description of the relationship between words

have led

to an interesting discussion about

created and maintained by "cultures"

how power

in international contexts.
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differences are

However, the

silence

that followed his

spoke rather

comment was probably

indistinctly

and

it

is

a result of incomprehension by the group.

likely that

I

was

understood some of his references which were a

the only person in the

result

He

room who

of him speaking a variety of

British English (the references to cricket, the cultural context of Australia, and the

pejorative use of the term "Paki" for immigrants from Pakistan in Britain).
that

we seem

to

have a long way

to

cultural differences that exist in the

go

in

USA

acknowledging and working the
before

we

point

is

intra-

can ever hope to hear, never mind

about working, inter-cultural issues of ethnic discrimination and abuse.
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My

CHAPTER

5

MAINTAINING AN EQUILIBRIUM BETWEEN PEOPLE ORIENTED VS
TASK ORIENTED MANAGEMENT STYLES IN DISASTER ASSISTANCE
These days help can usually only be accepted if accompanied with
whoever is threatened with it had better be on their guard.

GRONEMEYER,

The

fourth presentation

people oriented

was

vs. task oriented

the first presentation under a

cluster

that

theme of management and leadership

NGO

working

in

Somalia for a

styles.

UNHCR

relief project.

the presentation

help set the emotional context for the presentation,

Ruth was pulled out of the group during the

April) to answer an urgent phone

respond

was

styles in disaster assistance." This

The emotional context of

To

between

entitled "Maintaining an equilibrium

Ruth, the presenter, was a manager of an

funded disaster

and

The Development Dictionary

management

new

threats;

call.

Here

is

first

it

important to note

is

afternoon of

S&E (Monday

18th

her story about the situation she had to

to:

Somalia and it was his first day going into
Somalia and he was on a UN, United Nations plane and as soon as the plane
landed some Somalis started shooting on the plane and the person who was

I'd

hired a

new

sitting in front

I

field staff for

of him was

killed.

understand she arranged for counseling for the staff person

traumatic experience.

in

which she brought

I

it

do not know

if

who had had

such a

Ruth found a way, other than the indirect way

into her presentation, of dealing with her

concerns about mortality and her responsibilities as a manager

own

after

personal

such a situation.

However,
Outwardly, Ruth was very composed during her presentation.
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in the

and the analysis

transcript

we

that follows,

can read clear indications that the event

had an impact on the way she handled the group. For example, although she did not
share the story above with the group,

loaded the role play she chose
in a

way

that

was

first

someone

started her presentation

to

it

me

the stresses on individuals

outcomes

to

stress

I

meet the objective: the

level

working

in disaster situations.

to action-centered leadership"

have been unable

model, the leader must pay attention

be able

what happened emotionally

by reviewing two models of leadership and a

think she identified as Jon Bare but

I

that

difficult for her to process the

model was called the "Functional approach

citation. In this

needs

do making

to

to

models of leadership and one of

model she had developed on

The

seemed

useful for the group.'

Two
Ruth

it

to three levels

by

to identify the

of interdependent

of task or organizational needs, the

of group needs, and the level of individual needs.

level

The second model was
(1964). This

is

the Managerial Grid developed by Blake and

a two-dimensional schematic for examining and improving the

managerial practices of individual managers. One dimension underlying
questionnaire

The most

is

call

accomplishment

'

"concern for people;" the other dimension

effective

which they

Many

Mouton

"concern for production."

managers are those who score high on both these dimensions,

a 9.9 position.

is

is

this diagnostic

A

9.9

management

style

is

described as follows:

"Work

from committed people; interdependence through a 'common stake

times participants

come

to

S&E

after

having been through very intense

internship experiences in extremely challenging and often dangerous situations. The
Program may not yet have fully understood the special needs that some individual
participants have to process those experiences.

designing

S&E

More

attention could be paid to

process.
so that these experiences are integrated better into the learning
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in

organization purpose leads to relationships of trust and respect" (Blake,
1969.61).

For Ruth,

this

say that

am

I

was the management
a 9.9 but

I

style she

aimed

to have.

She said

that she, "cannot

be there."

strive to

In this introductory presentation, Ruth also described what she

functions of models; (1) to provide a systematic

an individual's capacity for direction, (3)
individual can aspire to reach. So,

it

to

seems

way of doing

saw

as the three

things, (2) to increase

provide a model of excellence that an

that

Managerial Grid was as a model of excellence

one of the ways

that

to evaluate herself

Ruth used the

and others as

managers. However, as Hersey and Blanchard point out, the dimensions of the

Managerial Grid are "concerns," or a predisposition towards something. In other
words, the Managerial Grid assesses attitudes

in contrast to the

behavioral dimensions

of Hersey and Blanchard's model of leadership (1982:90). The model, then, helps

to

assess a manager's attitudes towards production and people.

The

third

model detailed the

specific challenges that an individual disaster

assistance worker experiences. She called her model the "Stress Model." In the center

was a
to this

"helper" which

was depicted on

diagram when she called

problematic

moment

a "smiling face" in lines 231-2 of the transcript of

4 in Appendix B).

by her as a helper and
stresses

it

the newsprint as a "happy face" (Ruth referred

Anyone working

in

development was regarded

as part of the helping profession. Helpers

from professional

have

to deal with

factors such as achieving the project goal, reporting and

budgeting, aiming for project sustainability, making sure that the beneficiaries have

ownership and are involved, and keeping an eye on the
country.

They must

political stability

of the

such as
also deal with the stresses caused by such personal factors
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cultural differences, separation

from family and

friends,

communication

barriers,

and

individual needs and concerns. In disaster relief, a whole set of additional
stress factors

overlay the typical set a development worker experiences. According to her,
these
factors are nearly always political instability and

human

to say that in a context

to

everything

where the project goal

is

rights violations.

She went on

reduce morbidity and mortality,

an emergency. In such a context, workers often face such personal

is

security issues as land mines, aerial bombings, banditry and looting, personal threats,

and physical

assaults.

The question she wanted

How

is it

to

explore

in

her presentation was:

possible, as a manager, to keep the needs and goals of the

organization, group, and individual in focus in the disaster relief context?

Chronology of events

As an

in

Somalia

introduction to a structured experiential exercise which followed, she

gave a chronology of the security related events

that

happened

to her organization in

Somalia:

Sept 92

UNHCR
An

expatriate

March 93

Ruth's

May

Station

93

June 93

requests assistance for a project in Somalia.

NGO
is

Grenade

shot and killed.

is

is

given funding and a one year agreement.

fully operational with four expatriates.

is

thrown

The compound

into the

of the

NGO

compound of nearby
#2

is

July 93

Expatriate assaulted by a former employee in

Aug

Grenade thrown

93

into

compound of
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NGO

looted.

NGO

#3.

NGO

#3.

#2.

Sept 93

Good

Oct 93

Project expatriate assaulted by a trainee

Nov

Grenade thrown

93

Dec 93

project

work being done

into

training rural health workers.

compound of

Hospital employees strike

-

United Nations Operations

who

NGO

failed a test.

#3.

influences employees of

Somalia gives

in

NGOs.

month

six

retroactive pay

raises to employees.

Jan 94

Project expatriate assaulted by disgruntled staff member.

Feb 94

Expatriate

wounded by employee in NGO #4.
Agreement with village elders on what community support needed

for

the project to continue.

Project driver steals only project vehicle (a land cruiser).
Ruth evacuates the team to Nairobi and gives the village elders 5 days
to return the vehicle.

The

elders are not able to return the vehicle as

Problematic moments

Ruth then

set

it

has crossed clan

lines.

in the structured exercise

up what she called a "fishbowl" exercise. Based on the above

scenario, she asked for four volunteers from the group to perform a role play about

NGO

four

workers who have been evacuated from Somalia

Mary, and Abad volunteered and

to Nairobi. Bill, Udai,

sat in a semicircle facing the group. ^

They were

told

they were in Nairobi and had to assess the situation to see whether they should stay

Nairobi or go back to Somalia where there was considerable
safety.

seemed

to

have reached some

sort

Ruth for guidance. Ruth looked

^

risk to their personal

Role cards were distributed and the discussion began. The

participants observed the discussion. After a

as

few minutes of

of consensus as

it

rest

of the

discussion, the group

fell silent

and looked towards

though she had expected the discussion

These people volunteered with such

Ruth had asked these particular people

alacrity that

I

suspected

at the

to
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go on

time that

to volunteer before her presentation.

other data to support this view.

in

I

have no

.

longer.

However, she responded

in the role

this point

to their

.

non verbal behavior by asking Udai (who
was

of manager of the group) what the group had decided.
For

was a problematic moment. She

me and

for

Ruth

explained:

kind of put him on the spot because after I said, you know,
he as a manager,
did he consider the needs of the, you know, and later he kind
of backtracked,
so he may have seen that as a kind of put-down or being

I

mean

certainly didn't

I

and stuff

that could

to be, but with his culture

it

condescending which
and being kind of reserved

have been a problematic moment for him where he gotten

the need to justify himself

However, when interviewed

later,

He

how

however,

did,

I

talk

was thinking

situation.

It's

difficulty,

it

about

it

was

Udai said

easier because

for him.

was very different very different
that way it was easier and difficult. The

it

something happened very different the participants
different in the real situation and I was thinking, err, it was

there

would have been

was not a problematic moment

unrelated to reality he found the whole exercise:

not the real one. So, so

was

it

difficult for her to

is

make

the role play because the role play the people have not

We made the decision very easily, but, err but, err, I was
thinking are the role play useful to find the link with the real situation. Because
been

it

I

is

to the situation.

such a vast distance from the

will

do

that." But,

it

is

For Udai the role play was very
that,

it

must have been

real, like

here people say, "Oh

far

difficult for

from what would happen

him

to take

triangulation criteria for a problematic

1

fN

Udai
Ruth
Udai

:

Ruth

00

I

in reality.

strictly

have included

this,

Because of

it

to play.

meet the
as

it

provides the

that follow.

Have you reached

a

decision?
.

.

.

.

.

Yes,

(...)

Mm-hinm

:

a

Udai

moments

moment,

:

^

do

(...)

:

yes
wo

will

on the role he had been asked

Although the interaction between Ruth and Udai does not

context for the problematic

I

not easy to say or do in the real situation.

manager

[

.

.

[Yes

:
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So,

as

Ruth

9
10

can you tell us
what the decision is? Where are you qonna ao
from here?
The decision is that we stay
here and continue our work.
•

11

Udai

12
13

Ruth

14
15
16

you go ^
back to Somalia,
Nairobi right now.

.

So

,

The four people read
role

was

'

cus you are in

their role cards (see lines 76-1

that there are dangers everywhere, even

1 1

of the

of the project

was

112

was only

tired

the responsibilities

three

months

left

of Somalia; Mary's role

read her card last to which Ruth responded:

Ruth
S.

Mary
Ruth

121

122

that as there

all

to

afraid for her life and felt that the dangers of going back outweighed

Mary

113

114
115
116
117
118
119
120

was

was not worth going back, and he was

was

that she

the benefits.

it

to fulfill; Bill's role

Abad's

back home, and he was dedicated

continuing with the work; Udai had the role of the manager and

of having a contract

transcript):

And then you were coerced
into going back.
Yes she was.
Yeah, [(...)
[So Udai,
how are you going to feel if, if Mary goes
back and u:h
she's attacked
and u:h
maybe even dies?
She didn't wanna go back.

Udai

123

124
125
126
127
128
129
130

Ruth
Group
Ruth

[

[

(laughter)

how

are you gonna feel?

Udai
I'd feel

I

did my duty

..

to u:h convince her

to come

131

132
133
134
135

As a manager

Ruth

(...)

But i, as a manager is it
where, I mean this gets into
maintaining the equilibrium, because you have
to get the work done but (...) it's part of
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::

136
137
138
139

.

;

your job to convince your field staff
who wanna go home to the comforts of who
North
Carolina (said to Mary in a Southern
accent
(laughter)

Group

The discussion continued.

Later, a problematic

moment

that for

me

is

a

continuation of the same theme illustrated above occurred
between Ruth and Abad:

345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386

Ruth

:

OK,

Abad,

Abad
Ruth
Abad
Group
Ruth
Abad
Ruth

[you're
[So-

:

the manager,

:

laughter)

laughter

And I'm your worker

:

OK.

Umm,

:

[

[Mm-hmm.

:

OK?

:

me dying

[Mm-hmm.

:

or

:

dying,

and these

[

[Mm-hmm.

:

you would be OK
These are peo[ple

:

with that?

Abad
Ruth

[(...)

:

;

And

[

beneficiaries living

Abad
Ruth

and

these three

..

beneficiaries living

Abad
Ruth

OK?

:

it comes down t:o

Abad
Ruth

OK?

:

in the helping profession, remember that,
mean we've left our homes to come help in,

I

in

this situation.

Abad
Ruth

[Well

:

[As a

:

comfortable
risk
[

Abad
Ruth

Abad

:

.

putting your expatriate out

:

:

.

[Mm.

:

there

Abad
Ruth

.

[

[Mm-hmm.

because to save more than one
life i- is worth sacrificing your worker?
Umm,

:

this is my team.
Mm-hmm.
There are two ways of looking at it. I mean,
I know what's been going on in Somalia,
(...)I've been in (...) fighting with (...) I
know my- my, my friends (...) what happened
over there, every single person from my home.

not my worker.

Ruth
Abad

manager you would feel
with a high degree of

:

:

I
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mean,

.

387
388
389
390

I wanted to go live with
them (...) and uh,
we needed permission from the (...) But
the
important thing is the commitment, the basis
that you have
what I've been
hearing from A- from Americans (...) "How
many people are going to kill over there, and
(...) all these people? How many Americans
will be?" almost like that. But there are
Pakistani soldiers too over there.
Mm-hmm.
Do
you know how many people (...)
Mm- hmm
[(...) but
back home there was (...) but they were doing
something better for these Americans. They
did something, back home everybody (...) I
mean I think everybody (...) But the
important thing is that all that you're doing
i:s the life more important, or, I
niean
what exactly are you in, what
level are you in? What do you want to do? I
mean, do you want to be just, live for sixty
years and die and then
didn't do
anything for anybody else, you know? Is that
it? Is that what you (...) So I would say
it's a very critical decision in a sense,
that what are you going to do with your, with
your life and your team? It's a very
difficult decision, (...) and you have to
decide that. So either way it's going to
be OK but
but I'd say if, you have
to- I mean, if I would have been there,
because of my values, because of my values
that I have, back home, I would have gone to
save all those people. I mean, if I would
have said
I'm gonna say (...)
instead of (...) It's the different culture,
it's a different
values and (...)
That's (...) I mean that's, uh, that's, uh,
that s why I (...)

391

392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400

S.

:

Abad

:

,

S.

:

[

Abad:

401

402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411

412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421

422
423
424
425
426
427

'

Abad, Ruth, and myself

moment. Abad explained how

all

agreed that the incident above was a problematic

the incident

had been a moment of high tension

for

him;

It

whole group that actually
what they had in their
world,
and
of
the
segment
a very different

was something

belonged

to

I felt

that I'm the only person in the
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minds, something, a totally different thing, and
I found great
difficulty
explaining that what are my values and living
in a different
explain that to them?

So,

it

was
was

umm, my blood

like,

in

How

world.

can

I

circulating very high

and I felt very warm when I
talking and, err, but I think I
explained what
wanted to, and everybody understood that, and that
was the good
part of

Ruth thought

wanted

that the incident

had something

engage with him about

to

I

it.

do with Abad's religion and had not

to

that:

Well, the rationale behind the problematic moment,
as I think they, that his
decision is based on one of the pillars of Islam, that I
really

wanted

because, but

disagreement,

doesn
just

it

t

wasn't the time. So, no,

it

I

know

bother me.

that

like,

mean

it

sounds

didn’t, err,

like

pompous

I

would

like to get into

sacrificing expatriates for Somalis,

who

because

a lot of

I

to get into

respect

I

but truly that

fine for people to disagree with things,

It's

was something

sounds

I

umm,

don't think

but

it's

them don't want you

was

it

worth

there

anyway.

She came back

me

to

a

few minutes

later

and said

to

me:

Well, I've certainly made assumptions about what he said, and that's why I
want to talk to him because that's why I stopped it and didn't continue, because
if that

was

the correct assumption

religious difference there

so

I

just stopped

it,

it

has to do with his religion, and

was no way we could get

it

if

a

it's

in that situation,

and

but anyway.

Analysis of problematic

The

into

moment

4

overall genre

The
Chapter
parallel

3.

is

overall genre of the presentation

This presentation was similar
that both

were not very good

was

the training session as described in

to Laura's presentation in

in the training role.

two

respects.

One

Laura could not manage

her time boundaries, and Ruth set up a poorly defined role play with unclear
objectives which she processed poorly.

Maybe

both these people are fine

training role in other circumstances where they are not so emotionally
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in the

enmeshed

in the

The second

content.

own

outside of their

In fact,

parallel, then,

is

perhaps the presenters were not able to get

that

experience so they could relate to other experiences.

many of

S&E

the presenters in this

either

gave lectures describing

their

experiences or created some sort of "experiential" event that mirrored their
internships.
It

could be that they have been constrained by the educational genres they have

experienced

in the

on-campus

part of the

Program-one can

lecture about theory or one

can conduct experiential exercises or do both. But neither genre seems completely
appropriate to being able to meet the goals of synthesis and analysis. So, while

S&E

as a pedagogical structure appears to have the potential of enabling participants to

bring

in the

political,

Dramatic

it

emotional and the

intellectual, theory

was a long way from achieving those goals

skit or personal

would agree with Eitington

which addresses

in this session.

growth enactment?

Ruth called her structured exercise a
trainers

and practice, the personal and the

itself to a

"fish bowl."

However,

I

think most

that a fishbowl is an inner ring (a discussion

group

given subject) surrounded by an outer ring (a silent

observation group) (1989:39-42). In Ruth's exercise, the chairs where not arranged
concentric rings and specific roles where allocated to four volunteers

in front

of the

rest

who were

of the group. The exercise would be better categorized as a

in

seated

role

play (Eitington, 1989:67-93).

It is

Was

it

not clear to

me how

best to categorize

what type of

role play this was.

a "dramatic skit" where participants are asked to illustrate a problem based on

the roles provided by the trainer? In this type of role play since the role players are

usually only presenting a problem,

how

they behave in those roles as individuals
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is

not

usually subject to critique. However, the

immediately
indicates to

after the skit

me

was a

way Ruth engaged with

critique of

how

that the goals of the role play

the role players

they performed their roles. All this

had more

to

do with her personal goals

than with learning goals for the group.
If the exercise

where
this

was not

a dramatic skit,

was

it

a "personal growth enactment"

role players are asked to enact an interpersonal situation
of

some complexity?

In

type of role play, the role players are challenged to deal with a situation
that has

no single or

best

solution. In the course of their enactment, they demonstrate their

actual feelings, attitudes, and skill approaches. In effect, role players are
expected to

play the roles as they see them.

To

a certain extent, this

is

what happened

in the

structured exercise.

It

seems, then, that the exercise turned out as a combination of these two types

of role plays.

On one

hand,

it

was a dramatic

two months previously when she had
team back

to

Somalia or stay

that actual event.

how

On

skills in

managing

went against her prescribed

Abad

role

to take her

had role descriptions

that indicated

the other hand, the manager's role, played

by Udai, was more open. He had more freedom
and

manager, whether

The exercise she constructed was based on

role players

they should behave in the role play.

attitudes,

of the situation Ruth had faced just

to decide, as a

in Nairobi.

Three of the four

skit

the group to

demonstrate his actual feelings,

to

make

a decision.

when she was "coerced"

talked about his investment in his role with

just in his prescribed role) clearly believed that
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it

some
was

into

We

also

saw how Mary

going back. In addition,

passion.

He

personally (not

the right decision to go back.

In the dramatic skit

highlight certain principles,

it

is

easier for the trainer to control the
enactments to

skills,

or problem areas by structuring the situation
so that

certain desired behaviors are likely to ensue. In the
personal growth enactment, the

outcomes are

less predictable or not predictable at

all.

These two types of role plays

represent two ends of the spectrum in terms of trainer control.

One

type

is

more

in the

genre of training where the outcomes are highly structured and predictable,
the other
type

is

more

in the

genre of experiential learning where the outcomes require

processing to generate learnings that

may be

However,

unpredictable.

both types of

in

role play the trainer or facilitator maintains interactional control of the processing
of

experiences and learnings.
Interactional style of the trainer

If the role play as a dramatic skit

it

to highlight certain principles, skills, or

had gone

to plan, then

Ruth could have used

problem areas when managing

of disaster assistance. However, the role play turned more

enactment with individuals becoming invested

into personal

in their roles

in the context

growth

and ultimately deciding,

with perhaps more emotion than was expected, that the team would go back to

Somalia. This led to Ruth questioning three of the four volunteers about the basis of

their decision.

In line 2

moment of

Ruth asked Udai

confusion because

having their discussion

in

it

if

the team

seems

had reached a decision. There was a

that the

Somalia, where as

in fact

Nairobi. In lines 27-28 she asked Udai about

process, then immediately after she checked

team thought they were supposed

how

be

the team had already evacuated to

he

felt

how Abad,
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to

about the decision making

Bill

and Mary

felt.

In lines

57-70 Ruth addressed the observers (those
people who did not participate

in the role

play) to evaluate Udai's performance given
the facts that grenades were going
off and
the team did not even have a vehicle. She
checked herself in line 70 and asked the
role players to read out their role cards. After
asking whether

Mary

felt that

she had

been coerced

how

he would

feel if

Mary died

into

going back (lines 113-116), she asked Udai

as a result of his decision, "as a manager," to

which Udai replied

that

have puzzled a

he would

feel

go back

To

to Somalia.^

he did his "duty."" Later, Abad expressed his

about the meaning of Ruth's conversation with Udai at
point, particularly lines 135-138 where Ruth said "it's part of your
job to convince
I

your

field staff

lot

who, who wanna go home

to the

comforts oi North Carolina

"

this

Ruth

words "North Carolina" in a Southern accent while looking at Mary and the
group laughed. Was Ruth putting Mary down in some way for being a "wilting
Southern Lady" who could not resist the pressure from the group to go back to
Somalia? Or, perhaps Mary's role was based on a particular staff person who was from
North Carolina and with whom Ruth had some unresolved issues. Clearly, Ruth was
making some kind of indirect comment that brought in U S. North-South relations and
said the

invited interpretations about the use of the Southern accent. According to a private

communication from Mary McClintock, a Southern accent can connote class issues,
either portraying someone as "trash" or as "gentry." For it is the direct confrontation
between languages or language varieties that hegemony is understood. Bakhtin
maintains that

persons

in the

"accents"

it is the ideological sign, "the construct between socially organized
process of their interactions," that different class-oriented interests or

come

together (1973:21). That

is,

while individuals share a sign community

a language), their class position within that

(i.e.

existence, an existence that

community makes

for a differential

reflected and internalized in the sign— in the

meanings
and perspectives shaped by experience and mirrored in words. Each class has a
characteristic way of speaking which reflects similar values and a sense of shared
experiences, past and present (Walsh, 1991:44-45).
"

is

The meaning of "duty" would have been an

interesting cross-cultural track for

the group to have followed. For example, Udai might have been drawing on Hindu

Abad might have been
drawing on Muslim notions of duty (the five pillars of responsibility one of which is
the giving of alms). These notions could have been contrasted with Western ideas of
notions of duty (to ease suffering though compassion), and

duty.

For example, the rhetoric

world by the West

{la

that arose out

of the domination of the non-Westem

mission civilisatrice) contains the notion of a "duty" to natives

to establish colonies for their "benefit" or for the "prestige"

(Said, 1993, 108).

More

of the mother country

recently, the narcissistic notion of a "duty" to oneself has
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concern about the Somalis and was challenged by Ruth.
She asked Udai, as a

manager, whether he would be comfortable sacrificing
team members
particularly as the

team members were from the "helping profession"

Abad

most important thing

said that the

that there

were Pakistani

many United

soldiers in

A few

we mainly

in

relative

save Somalis,

(lines

He

344-377)

also pointed out

heard about

It

seems

how

that both

worth of the lives of United Statesians

else in the world.

seconds after the end of the

transcript,

Ruth closed the conversation. As

a later interview, she was concerned that she might get into a

conversation with

shocked

too, but

(line 388).

Statesian soldiers had been killed (lines 381-394).

and everyone

found out

commitment

Somalia

Ruth and Abad were talking about the

I

is

to

Abad about

into realizing that

religion.

Abad was

Perhaps

this

was

the point

where Ruth was

not behaving as an "American."

So, she

the assumption that the reason he thought differently to her about the situation

made
was

because of his religion, and that was something that could not be talked about. The
interaction describe here

constructed.

It is in

a conversation and

is

an example of one of the ways

situations of this kind

when

when

in

which "other" gets

social differences

developed

in the U.S..

in

those social differences cannot be discussed. Only Bill (a

white, male. United Statesian) was not challenged by Ruth for the

Maslow

become apparent

Hoffman

reports the following dialogue

way he behaved

from a workshop

in

that

led at Esalen, January 7, 1966 (1988:290):

"Take

'duty',"

Maslow

earnestly began.

"Now, how would you define duty

in a

nontraditional way, a psychological meaning that conveys self-actualization or

health?" There

was an embarrassing

silence.

Then Hobart Thomas,

a

psychology professor at California Sate College, suggested that duty can be
thought of as fulfilling one's personal destiny; that
"Right," replied Maslow, "that's a good example."
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is,

one's innate potential.

the role play. Although the genre
interactional style

was

was

that

of a training/experiential exercise, the

that of teacher judging

how one

should perform

in a disaster

assistance context "as a manager."

"Saving lives" "as a manager"

From

way Ruth

the

manager (Udai)

to

structured the situation,

guide the team

in a discussion

it

was

clear that she expected the

of their options. The theory she had

presented ensured that Udai's attitude would be evaluated by whether
he was able to

maintain an equilibrium between a strong concern
organization

s

most

back

rational

outcome was

for the

to Somalia. In other words, to

The

accomplish the task (the

need) and a strong concern for the team needs, while also paying

attention to the individual needs of the team

the

to

actual

members.

manager

make

the

It

also

seemed

to decide that the

same decision

team led by Ruth was a team of United

that

clear that for her

team should
Ruth did

n^

go

in reality.

Statesians. So, an unstated

presupposition of this role play was that participants in the role play would take on
their roles as if they

were interpreting subjects with particular United Statesian

experiences and assumptions. As a result of taking up these subject positions, role
players would then be inclined to continue the ideological position of the
relation to Somalia.

However, two of

the role players

U S.

in

were not United Statesian and

they did not take up their subject positions as expected. Consequently, there were

problems

in the interactions

and the language produced revealed some of the

ideological assumptions being

One

made about development by

ideological assumption revealed

was someone who engaged

in a rational,

was

that a

the presenter.

"good" development manager

unemotional decision making process— one
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that could be applied in any context
irrespective of the

background of the person

taking up the role "as a manager" (Escobar,
1995:52). Another ideological position

revealed was that disaster assistance

in the

context of the "helping" development

profession was about "saving lives:" an activity that

emotions (Edelman, 1974).

A

is

based on idealism and strong

third ideological position revealed

was

that the "helpers"

are usually associated with United Statesian
development workers with U.S. values.

The

role play

development

in the

and the discussion enacted the dilemma

U.S.

is

presently stuck.

On one hand

takes the missionary helping stance to help the starving,

in

which the discourse of

the development discourse

etc.,

while

at the

same time

advocating that the Third World modernize and take on rationality, modernity,
and a

whole range of

inputs," such as "universal" techniques of

World. And, the whole discourse
that

is

is

management, from

the First

located in a United Statesian centrist world view

increasingly market driven. Representatives of the "winners" of the cold war

feel justified in taking

on the role of "helping" those

lowest level of Maslow's hierarchy^, and

in so

doing

in

need, particularly those

set

up asymmetric power

at the

relations.

The
have

contradiction between these two positions (helper and modernizer)

their basis in the history of

development and the cold war. Gronemeyer brings

together the contradictory notions of helping and threat,

^

In Chapter 6,

Program

at

S&E may

I

discuss
still

consequences of Maslow's

be

how

the

also based

on survival

management

in the grip

when she

points out that

theories reproduced in the

of the unrecognized and unacknowledged

theories. In the role play, the

the level of mortality and morbidity.

was

may

Somalis were objectified

The decision by Ruth's team

issues, plus the idea that their lives

Somalis.
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to

at

leave Somalia

were worth more than

"elegant power" does not force,

gesture for

IS

someone

more guided by

needs of others.

A

it

helps (1992:53).

truly in need,

one's

and

in its

own advantage

Gone

place has

.s

the spontaneous, unplanned

come modem

assistance which

rather than a concerned consideration
for the

recent newspaper article entitled "There's

money

in disaster"

pointed out that three hundred million people
are hurt by war, earthquake, or famine

each year; the 1996 world budget for emergency
relief and rehabilitation

Western businesses dominate the market

for supplying

is

goods and services

$8 billion;

to help the

devastated; and the United States leads with
18 per cent of this business (Lacville,

1996:31).

Somalia and the

New World

Appendix

In

F,

I

OrHpr

have given a brief history of recent events

including operation Restore Hope, which shows just

how much

in

Somalia,

the cold

war

contributed to creating the conditions which then brought about the peculiar

combination of military and disaster aid

Somalia

is

important factors

For

seems

same

be the future of development.

at

was undoubtably one of

in the late 1940s, the real struggle

the single most

between East and West moved

time, the designs of industrial civilization.

United States and the Soviet Union thus

became an end

in itself

to

The confrontation between

Third

the

of

extend the sphere of political and

The system
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to the

for advancing such rivalry, and at

lent legitimacy to the enterprise

modernization and development and the effort
cultural influence

work during

play in the conformation of the strategy of development (1995:33-

World, and development became the grand strategy
the

to

a particularly illustrative example of development agenda at

the cold war. For Escobar, the cold war

34).

that

that generated conflict

and

instability

and the system

that generated

underdevelopment were inextricably bound.

Although the end of the cold war has changed the
configuration between world
powers, even the Third World wars that have taken place
since continue
reflection of the effects of the struggle for

power among

to

be a

the industrialized nations

(Escobar, 1995:213).

That struggle for power

is

now more

against another super power, and Somalia

is

of a commercial one for markets than
just

one example of a new world order

in

the process of being established:

as in the Sahelian famines, those affected cannot be accommodated within
the languages of the market, salvation (by U.S. marines or international troops),
If,

and semisecularized Christian hope, so much the worse for them. In these
examples, the clinical, military, and corporate gazes join their efforts to launch
allegedly beneficent and sanitized operations for the good of Mankind (with a
capital

M,

Grenada

that

of

Modem

Man). Restore Hope, Desert Storm, Panama, and
new world order (Escobar 1995:214).

are signs of a so-called
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CHAPTER

MASLOW AND

6

ISLAM; THE OTHER SPEAKS

BACK

Some of the more blatant voyeuristic and sexist stereotyping which
informed
the basis of Maslow's theorizing on motivation
and categorization of
self-

actualization, not only remained unnoticed, but
theorizing.

TOWNLEY,

Reframing human resource management

Locating the

Two

cluster

second one on
first

themes have

Management and

one was discussed

"Managing

in

in

formed the basis of future

moment

now

in the

S&E

program

been completed and a third one

theme, Aoki presented

leadership styles" contained two presentations; the

chapter 5 and this was followed by a presentation on

institutional collaboration for sustainability." In this cluster

first.

His topic was "Building institutional collaboration

cross-cultural setting; Case of U.S.

-

Marie whose topic was "Advocating

Japan

NGO

partnership." This

did not hear

Abad

give a

in

was followed by

institutional collaboration for sustainability."

Abad's presentation followed Marie's on Tuesday morning
I

The

times of transition." The third cluster theme was entitled "Institutional

development; Advocating

program.

started.

title

in the

second week of the

for this presentation.

Presentation theme

Abad
Pakistan.

located his talk in his internship experience working with

However, the majority of

actualization. Like

many

his talk

was about Maslow's theory of

other of the participants in this session,

relating to both the style and content of the presentation.

analyze a video of the presentation and reflect on

understanding of what

NGOs

may have been going

on.
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it

I

had

in

self-

difficulty

With the opportunity

to

over time has come a deeper

However,

at the

onset of this chapter

I

have

acknowledge

For example,

data.

that

to

I

I

my own

said to

struggle to get past

my judgements

one of the participants immediately

and work with the

after the presentation

thought the presentation was "one long problematic
moment."
Problematic

The

triangulated problematic

moment

moment which

5

I

will analyze in depth occurred

during the feedback session after the presentation.
However, for a better understanding

of the context of that moment,

moment which

I

I

will start with a brief analysis

identified during the presentation

itself.

Abad was applying Maslow's

theory at the level of society which seemed to be causing
group. At this point Aoki asked

where

in

Aoki

20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27
28
29
30

Abad

Aoki

32

36
37
38
39
40

Abad

Abad

42
43

Aoki

criteria

in the

can be used to identify

5

Abad! What,
what's the criteria to be used as to in which
stage the society is in now? What, how you,
how you, how you assess that the European
society is in self-esteem and that Somalia is
in survival? What's the criteria?
The criteria
for that is to see (...) eh, to go through it
step by step. See if the survival stage is
met in majority
Not like every single
person in society.
No. What kind of
measurement do you use to, to, to see that
survival needs are met? What's that, what's
the measure?
The major thing is ... if you
breathe, if you drink, you have food, you
have shelter, you have just survived.

Aoki

41

some uneasiness

located.

.

31

33
34
35

moment

what

to explain

Maslow's hierarchy a society can be

Transcript: problematic

19

Abad

of a problematic

.

.

So

that's the individual level, but what's the
societal [level?
[Societal level, I'm talking
[about (...)
[But how, how do you measure, how do you
measure that each [individual
118

Abad
Aoki
Abad

44
45
46

[Per capita income.

has

47

[survival

source to use that. Per capita incolf
United States is (...) thousand dollarsL^?he
as
compared to Switzerland which has the
hiqhest
per capita income of (...) thousand
dollars
person, per year, as compared
to the less developed countries like
Pakistan, 375 dollars. This tells you that
what survival is and how to (...) how to

48
49
50
51

52
53

54
55

The genre
The genre can be

characterized as the

S&E

which was punctuated by questions from the group. However,
that

was

illusive until I

saw

Abad gave

"presentation."

his style

a lecture

had a quality

a lecture on television several months later by the Indian

author and presenter Deepak Chapra. Both

Abad and Deepak Chapra

talked in vast

generalities about our societies, lives, and behaviors offering a
vision of getting in

touch with some greater

reality at a

more

spiritual level;

both used the linguistic

devices of rhetorical questions, metaphors and parables; the presentation was
organized
in a

way

that

seemed unstructured so

the second person (you)

was used a

that

it

was hard

and ask questions;

to interrupt

great deal which tended to give the presentation a

directive quality; the presenter relied on his charisma to develop rapport with the

audience; and there were hints of "other causes" indicating that

we

should not just

direct our gaze at the surface level of things.

Analysis of text

Let us look

Aoki was

means

now

trying, with

in

more

detail at

some impatience,

problematic

to get

Abad,

moment
to

5.

In lines 19 to 59,

be more specific about what

for a certain society to be at a stage in Maslow's hierarchy.
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He wanted some

it

criteria,

because, as he revealed

theory should be applied
capita

at the level

income measures where a
I

an interview

in

I

discuss below, he did not believe
the

of society. Abad responded

society

in line

44 that per

on the hierarchy.

is

interviewed Aoki about this incident immediately after
the presentation.

identified the following reasons

why he and perhaps

He

other people in the group were

uncomfortable with Abad's use of Maslow's theory: the issues he
was dealing with

were

"totally controversial"; the theory

outdated; the theory

is

designed for

is

application at the individual level and should not be applied at the
societal level; and

Maslow

is

inferiority

part of the discourse of domination used by the

to justify the

of the developing countries. His question was designed

point of view but he did not succeed

I

West

was wondering how

of multiple

Aoki also commented

Kind of

I

think

it

you know, theory, chose
didn't work (laughs).

really

the criteria

Abad's presentation style was:

that

Trying

directive.

having the discussion he wanted:

in

to rebut against his,

but

criteria,

to challenge Abad's

to

impose

his belief onto others

which

I

think

is

really bad.

The day

after the presentation

passion for Maslow. The

full text

how

difficulty in

in

the text

showed my

Maslow stemmed from

example,

I

was located

Maslow's theory of

interviewed

Abad

comprehending

United

States.

Appendix G. Note

to

of Abad's

interest

Harvard Business School. For

check that the place he was

Abad saw

a connection between

self-actualization and the fifth part of Islam
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in

that the source

at the

word "Harvard" and had

in the

to investigate the roots of his

of the interview can be seen

a course his father took

did not hear the

talking about

I

which he said

is

"the

psyche, the spiritual thing." According to Abad,
self actualization meant you
became
a part of God." In addition, "brain

washed

were endlessly searching

spirits

satisfaction, through sex, material possessions,
etc., but

were never

for

The

satisfied."

only end to this suffering was when you self-actualized
and found God.
Intertextuality

Bakhtin's concept of intertextuality helps us to analyze
Abad's production of
text;

how

his text transformed prior texts and restructured existing
conventions of

discourse to generate a

new

one. This concept of intertextuality gives us the

image of

a chain of horizontal intertextual relations of the dialogical sort between
a text and that

which proceed and follow

We

it.

shall see that there

were a number of interesting

things going on in Abad's presentation, for example, a particularly strong mismatch

between the production and consumption of

his text.

Horizontally, Maslow's text, as produced at the Harvard Business School, was

consumed by

a Pakistani business

man

Pakistan. His son used the theory as

and he also used

it

as a

son then came to study

it

in the

USA who

USA

to his

it

son

in

helped him understand the behaviors of others

framework within which
in the

taught

and took the

to locate his

S&E

own

development. The

opportunity to lecture his peers

on his application of Maslow's theory.
Following the "chain," we also know
to other texts.

For example,

acknowledges

in his journal that his

in

that

Maslow's theory

1968, towards the end of his

work towards

was:
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life,

itself is a

response

Maslow

a "psychology for the peace table"

shaped (unconsciously) by the Jewish passion for
ethics, utopianism
Messianism, the prophetic thundering. My whole
value-laden philosophy
of science could be called Jewish-at least by my
personal definition.

I

certainly wasn't

aware of it then. And maybe all of these trends are
responses coping with anti-Semitism, trying to
(1) understand it & (2)
cure it by making universal brotherhood, etc." (The
Journals of
A.H.

Maslow, 1979:91
It IS

hard to grasp the

1).

full intertextual

complexity of Problematic

Moment

5.

A

text

formed by anti-Semitic discourse was transformed by Islamic
discourse and then
presented in the contest of international education program where
a Japanese

man

educated

However,

in the

was challenged by

it

USA.

as Fairclough points out, the concept of a horizontal chain of texts

is

not sufficient to fully comprehend the process by which discourse are transformed
(1992.102). The theory needs to be combined with a hegemonic theory of power
relations and

how

they shape, and are shaped by, social structures and practices; in

other words, a vertical relationship of

Maslow's

text, as

presented

texts.

at the

a Pakistani business man. At Harvard,

it

Harvard Business School, was consumed by
took probably on

presented in that context. In Pakistan, the business

of self-actualization according

to the fifth part

man

all

the authority of a text

then transformed the concept

of Islam and taught

it

to his son in a

country where the social structures and practices of Islam are hegemonic. From the
interview above,
instructions on

we know

how

that

Abad

receives a lot of books from his father and

they relate to religion.

We

also

know

that the son respected the

father both as a father and a teacher, so that probably gave the transformed text a

power and
about

certainty for Abad. For example, in his

Maslow

for an hour without using any notes.
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S&E

presentation

However,

as

is

Abad

talked

indicated by the

transcript, his talk did not

audience

in

extended dialogue. In

Looking
that a

have the power

at the full text

fact, the result

We

to challenge

who

was suspect

5 in

Appendix

how Abad was

statistically

his

(lines 19 to 59).

Then Betty pointed out

we

2,

can see

applying Maslow's

tried to indicate that in certain respects the

the level of safety (lines 63 to 131).

engage

to

quite the opposite.

have already discussed Aoki’s intervention

followed by Susan

figure

was

of problematic moment

number of people attempted

theory.

convince his audience or

to

This was

U S.

was

still

that the per capita

at

income

because there were so many people "on the periphery"

earning minimal wages. Also, because so many people
were on the periphery, the

QL

(Quality of Life) index would also be similarly invalid as an
alternative measure.

Abad's response

to these challenges

(lines 175 to 191)

was

that

United Statesian's

concerns about safety was not an indication that the U.S. was going back
survival stage. Rather, these concerns were due to other societal causes.

asked

if the

various stages could co-exist (lines 192 to 193).

case and continued with his

talk.

For the

to the

Mary

Abad agreed

then

was

this

the

of the talk there was no follow through

rest

with any of the issues raised above.

Problematic

The

moment

6

analysis above helps "set the scene" of the presentation which provides the

context for problematic

moment

during the feedback session

6,

at the

a triangulated problematic

moment which

occurred

end of Abad's presentation. The feedback session

occurs immediately after a presentation when participants have fifteen minutes

feedback

to

each presenter. To receive his feedback Abad

quarter circle of three rows of chairs.
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sat

on a chair

to give

in front

of a

:

.

Transcript: prohlematir

39
40

Ted

41

Group
Betty

42

)

that I, that, you know, I
thought there was not a continuity to
it and
I, and I think that, you know,
I'm not, eh
looking back from that and I can't tell,
because I didn't know your topic nor your
goals and so I, l didn't feel, I didn't
feel
a connectedness through the different
phases
of the program and, I feel that, you know,
even though you put Maslow's model up there
and, and, and tried to justify it, I think
that Maslow s model, and the way you tried
to
use it is inadequate for the goals, and I
think that it comes out of, of a certain
historical, cultural thinking of the time of.
of, you know, it's a little bit like, ah,
like, ah, Rostow's, ah, five stages to
modernization. I think that at one time it
was a useful model to make sense out of
things and I'm not sure that it still fits
today, except maybe at the individual level
and I'm not even positive about that, but I,
umm, was very uncomfortable with it, and I, I
felt myself holding back because I, I really
wanted to argue with you because I think I
could disprove it and, and you know, I also
feel that I probably have a little bit more
knowledge to do it with and so I, I really
was holding back,
^

'

51

52
53

54
55
56

57
58
59

60
61

62
63

64
65
66
67
68
69
70

Abad

71

Betty:

:

Uhuh
and

I

don't think it's an adequate

model

72
73

Jane

74
75
76
77
78
79
80

Betty:

:

81

84
85

^

wanted to know what your family
business^is?
(15 seconds of silence

43

82

mnm^nt

:

44
45
46
47
48
49
50

83

.

Jane

I don't want to rebut that but I
see the flip side of that because I actually,
I did see the way it fit in,
so it worked for
me in that.
No, I saw how he was presenting it
but I think that what I am saying I, if we
had had more time and really gotten into a
discussion that I think that I could have
I saw what he was presenting.
(...)

But,

:

I

guess what I, I'm going on with that in that
I did see the flow maybe because I know what
your title was.
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The genre
The

interpersonal skill of giving and receiving feedback

communication theory and practice of

known

well

to all participants.

Lewin, assumes

we

that

relations

and others

that

growth groups

in

texts constructed

were so

part of the

part of the program, and

initially

was

developed by Kurt

can learn to "see ourselves as others see us" and that the

The theory formed

movement

on-campus

Feedback theory, which was

primary motivation of membership
(Hanson, 1975).

the

was

is

to help

oneself and others grow

part of the anti-totalitarian

and democratic human

by Abraham Maslow, Kurt Lewin,

influential after the

Carl Rogers,

second world war.

Guidelines have been developed for using feedback to help minimize a person's
defensiveness

in

receiving feedback and to help maximize that person's ability to use

for personal growth.

after the event,

These guidelines include such things as responding immediately

"owning" your own thoughts and feelings by making

observing and describing the behavior

behavior without judging

its

to

worth or value, and being

in laboratory education, the role

of

"I" statements,

which you are reacting, commenting on

feedback formed part of the overall genre of

make

facilitators

S&E
was

specific.

These norms of

presentations.

to

manage

And,

as

is

common

the process and to try to

sure that participants kept to the agreed norms.

In addition to helping govern interactions in the presentations themselves,

formal feedback sessions followed each presentation. The intention of these sessions

was

to

critical

provide some structure so that participants can have the opportunity

comments on

it

to

make

the content and style of the presentations, and for presenters to

receive a critical evaluation of their work from their peers.
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It

was not a place

to

continue discussions on the content.

was

that the faculty facilitators

that time

was

worked

I

would make

their

as a facilitator, an informal

comments

after

most of the important feedback had been given. The

to give as

somewhat

As

much emphasis

as possible to peer evaluation,

everybody

to

by

else as

intention of this

and hence

norm

norm

mute

faculty evaluation.

presenters were usually in

presentation,

sat

When

it

was

my

also

somewhat of

experience of

S&E

a vulnerable state after giving their

that

with the presenter(s) during the feedback session

to facilitate the process

one of faculty
to offer

of giving feedback. In essence, the

facilitators usually

support

facilitator

when needed and
functioned as a

mediator between the group and the presenter(s), and so helped the presenter(s)
"hear" the feedback

the presenters to

comments made.

manage

In this

S&E, however,
Abad

the process for themselves.

to

the faculty facilitators

sat in front

left

of the group

alone.

Analysis of text

Problematic
after the other.

moment

Ted made

6 seemed to consist of three problematic

a statement (line 39) that

was more

moments one

like a question.

As Abad

did not respond there was a problematic silence. This silence was broken by Betty

(line 42)

who was

extremely

critical

of the presentation (most of the people

I

interviewed saw her comments as the problematic moment). Then Betty was
interrupted by Jane (line 73)

who seemed

to

come

to

Abad's support and there was an

exchange between Jane and Betty which created an additional tension

in the

group.

In the normative context of this feedback session, Ted's statement in line 39

sounded more

like a

complaint than an attempt
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to give useful feedback.

He

started

with a dismissive "yeah" and then said,

The verb of

IS."'

that sentence

was

wanted

to

in the past tense

presentation the fact that he did not

him from

"I

know

know what your
which indicated

that during the

of Abad’s family business prevented

details

comprehending the presentation. The statement acted

fully

family business

aspect of Abad's identity and background the position

Abad seemed

as a text producer: an Islamic interpreter of

theories.

Maslow's

foreground that

to

to

want

to

occupy

Ted's comment, which could also be interpreted as a question
to which a reply

might be expected, was followed by
to the

norms of

silence.

the feedback session,

Now

Abad was

whose

silence

was

this?

According

required to listen to the feedback

given and not to respond or justify his actions. So, quite correctly, he said nothing. In

Ted had reminded Abad

fact,

a

few

lines earlier

of

this

norm when he

said "as

feedback, ah, you don't have to explain that" (lines 28 to 29). So the silence belonged
to the group.

This silence was broken by Betty

In lines

42

to

in line 42.

69 Betty gave Abad the feedback that (1) the presentation was

unconnected and the audience did not know the topic and the goals,

(2)

Maslow's

theory was inadequate for the goals of the presentation, (3) the theory was historically
out of date, (4) the model does not work

at

any other level except maybe

at the

individual level, (5) she could disprove the theory given the chance, and (6) she had

more knowledge than Abad.

All these statements

worked

to

foreground Abad's identity

as a student in relation to Betty in the role of an evaluating faculty facilitator.

'

In an interview

I

did with

Ted

later,

he claimed to

know Abad

well as they

studied together in the same on-campus part of the Program. However, he clearly did

not
that

know him

well enough to

know

the nature of Abad's family business.

he was bored by the presentation because he had heard Abad give

class

on making presentations.
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it

He

also said

before in a

Jane's feedback (lines 73 to 104), which

was

that (1) there

was a flow

was prompted by

to the presentation, that (2) she

Betty's

comments,

connected with the

environmental content of the presentation, (3) that she was not sure
about the

esteem

part,

and

that (4) the connection

could have been more

explicit.

"rebut" Betty's feedback, that

between NGOs, the

Although Jane said

profits

(line 73) that

and non-profits

she did not want

meant

that she often

mediated on behalf of students

with faculty. Her comments came over as a statement of support for

the presentation.

Abad

I

response

in

comments. However, two of her four comments were

When

to

was exactly what she was doing. This may be because

Jane's role as a teaching assistant

to Betty's rather harsh

self

critical

interviewed Jane about this incident afterwards she said

of

this

about Abad's presentation:

For

me

model and everything did fit, whereas I felt like she [Betty]
was giving, you know, most like, 'you screwed up and do this over' and
I

the

didn't feel that

She experienced

Betty's

on the power she had
So, by

coming

way

to

at all so.

comment of

Abad's defense, Jane's statement acted to foreground Abad's

identity

the coherence of a text depends on the interplay between the member's

participants have internalized and bring with

is

over').

TA.

resources (the interactional social structures, norms and conventions,

itself.

comment

give them an incomplete ('do this

to fail a presenter or to

as a student in relation to her as a

Now

'you screwed up and do this over' as a

These processes generally proceed

an important factor

in

in

them

to text processing)

etc.

which

and the

an unconscious and automatic

text

way which

determining their ideological effectiveness. So text production
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and interpretation are
and the nature of the

socially constrained by the resources

social practice of

which they are

members have

available

part.

So, for example, participants of this professional
training were provided

on-campus

part of the

would process

Program with the categories and concepts

their internship experience.

As

a consequence,

Abad was

how

they

Other categories of experience, such as

Islam, were buried in the matrix that organizes the
operates.

that dictated

in the

way

the

development profession

not allowed the possibility of having

new

categories of experience to present, but was seen as advocating the
out-of-date and

suspect views of a discredited Maslow.
All three feedback statements

Abad s

made one

after the other acted to challenge

position as a producer of text drawing on a particular cultural form of speech

making and

to

remind him either of

business. In chapter 3

his identity as a student, or as a junior in a family

Abad was used

as an cultural informant.

Here we hear him

being drawn into the hegemony of Western production of knowledge that does not
allow that his application of Maslow

produced other

Once

I

in the

context of an Islamic country

may have

"truths."

was able

to get past

my

judgments about the idiosyncracies of Abad

as

an individual presenter and to focus on the production and consumption of text by the
group,

I

was

able to notice a hegemonic discourse in operation which prevented

from engaging with members of the group across
particular contradictions in the discourse.
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their differences,

and

Abad

to identify

Contradictions

The
of

is set

egalitarian context.

up

in

which the "other" can "speak back"'

may have

learnt

been "disproved" (a
process

is

in a

supposedly

However, when the other speaks back, the dominant groups
says

that the discourse has changed.

"other"

discourse

interactions described above point to contradictions
in the discourse First

a situation

all,

in this

They say

when studying

positivistic

that old theories, such as

Maslow, which

the

no longer powerful, or have

in the west, are

and universalistic assumption).

A

linear educational

established. First, categories of experience are provided for the
"other" to

report on their experience. But, at a later time,

when

the other uses these categories to

report on their experience, the content of what they say

is

group because somehow those categories are deemed

be no longer valid or are out

of date. In

this

way

to

invalidated by the dominant

the creators of the categories of experience, the theory builders,

maintain a hegemonic relationship with the other.

However,

in this post cold

no new hegemonic theory of

war

era,

international

we may be

in a transitional

produced are critiques of old discourse which gives the
is

Program

GNP

and the

'

I

What

is

which

to

being

illusion that theoretical

being made. This may help explain Betty's outburst (lines 42-69). She may

have been frustrated
to the

in

development has yet been produced

replace the older discourse of cold war international development.

progress

space

am

that there

no new discourse and

that

Abad was

reflecting back

the repugnant fact that self-actualized individuals, economic growth,

are

still

the key categories in use.

"Can the Subaltern speak?' where she
production is, in many ways, complicit with Western

referring here to Spivak's article

argues that Western intellectual
international

is

economic

interests (1988).
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However,
this dissertation

new

a

discourse cannot

come

has been to point to ways

in

conversations are prevented from happening

out of thin

air.

One of

the purposes of

which productive, category breaking
in

S&E,

the kind that could lead to a

new

discourse. These examples of resistance to change also indicate what
kinds of

ideological investments the Program, School, and Institution have made.

educators have pointed out, the
structures of

power

be doing more
congruent with

's

is

its

to

my

make

explicit hidden

opinion, the Program should

current educational processes so that

it is

more

espoused values and so that students are more empowered

one an/other across

Maslow

change

step to

(Freire, 1985; Giroux, 1988). In

to redesign

its

first

As many

to talk to

their differences.

discourse has been very influential on the discourse of management,

and international development. The way

his theories

have been used supports

certain

kinds of ideological investments that would be challenged by any change towards a
discourse that pays more attention to the social construction of differences.

to the

It is

question of what kinds of ideological investments that the Program might have by

continuing to reproduce his discourse while

date that

I

now

at the

same time maintaining

it is

out of

turn.

Maslow and

the discourse of needs

Maslow's work has gone out of

anyone claiming

to

fashion.

We

are

be a "self-actualizing person." For

are seeing the world as

it

truly is (as they

now

extremely suspicious of

"if these self-actualizing

must be because

persons

their perceptions are

undistorted by deficiency motivation), then the values that they 'perceive' must really

exist out there in the real

world of Being-in-itself (Lowry, 1973:
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66).

However,

the

Maslow provided were

categories

well in the

management and

his influence in

constitutive of a discourse that

international

development professions,

management and development theory making

interests the discourse

seems

A

to

be alive and

brief

review of

will indicate in

whose

of needs operates.

Maslow and management
In the 1960s, the primary

economic image offered

the producer but of the consumer. People were
asked

to

in the

U.S.

was not

shape their lives through

consumption by the use of purchasing power. This new image of a
choosing
entailed a

new image

that of

self

of the productive subject. The worker was portrayed neither as

an economic actor, rationally pursuing financial advantage, not
as a social creature

seeking satisfaction of needs for solidarity and security. The worker was
an individual
in

search of meaning, responsibility, a sense of personal achievement, a maximized

'quality

of

life.'

In this context, the

manager took on the

provided the individual employee with a way

to

role

of a

facilitator

who

achieve self-fulfillment through work

(Rose, 1989:102-118).

This

new

conception of 'human nature' was derived from the writings of Kurt

Lewin, Abraham Maslow, Carl Rogers, and others (Rose, 1989).
that

would allow

liberal

(Hollway, 1991:73-76). In

new

was

a conception

a translation between the social and cultural values of advanced

democracy on the one hand, and

conceptualized

It

in

this

new

the

demands of

industry on the other

image, the subjectivity of the individual was

terms of motivation, self-direction, and responsibility.

Consequently,

conceptions of organizations and their management were developed that enabled

the techniques for

government of

the internal world of the enterprise to be
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made

consistent with, the one hand, prevailing United Statesian
cultural values and, on the
other, the personal projects of individual

workers came

to believe they

way of

the industrial

life

were

employees (Rose, 1989:109).

fulfilling

In this

way

themselves through working to promote

which serves the dominant economic

interests in the

United

States.

Maslow and

international

development

In the field of development, Maslow's theory of a needs hierarchy
influential in helping to incorporate the concept of needs in an

was very

economic argument.

In

the 1960s, in particular, "the notion of needs began to shine like a supernova in the

semantic sky"

(Illich,

1992:98). Illich goes on to say that this notion, together with

terms like 'population', 'development', 'poverty' or 'planning' helped shape a particular
global world view. Although this world view has currently lost credibility, the concept

of 'need'
for the

Today,

is still attractive.

management of

citizens

Illich argues, the

who have been

a population" (1992:99). Illich believes

political

now

used as a "euphemism

reconceptualized as subsystems within

are on the threshold of a transition from a

to a

new, yet

defined by controls which ensure a 'sustainable system' of

needs satisfaction. Given

Illich's critique

interesting to note that sustainability

its

is

consciousness based on progress, growth and development,

unnamed consciousness

of

we

word

was

of the concept of "sustainability,"

theme of

a

this cluster as a

it

is

whole plus two

presentations, and a theme of the next cluster.

A

critical

study of the needs discourse has been

(1992:53-69). Her critique

is

that needs, particularly

"scientific" criteria, permit a redefinition of

human
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made by Gronemeyer

when defined

in

terms of

nature according to the convenience

and

interests

become
of

of the professionals who administer and serve
these needs. Help has

institutionalized and professionalized as assistance
in

overcoming some kind

deficit.

Gronemeyer

also argues that help for self-help,

purpose of international development education,
entire

world

industrial

is in

way of

which

I

see as the major

does not reject the idea that the

still

need of development by the process of forcing societies
life.

Help for self-help

still

aims

to

transform

all

to join the

self-sufficient,

subsistence forms of existence by introducing them to 'progress',
which ends up

destroying the capacity of a community to shape and maintain

own

its

way of

life

by

its

forces.

In

summary,

societies are being transformed

by turning the poor into objects of

knowledge and management. The management of poverty then
in education, health, hygiene,

Poor countries are defined

and so on by a class of well paid professional "helpers."

in relation to the

standards of wealth of the

economically advantaged nations, particularly the United
conceptions of poverty are measured

measure of the world
international

^

in

development "help"

Gross national product

is

is

States.

more

Thus, economic

annual per capita income which

status of a society.^

Simon Kuznets who won

calls for interventions

And, as

I

mentioned

now more concerned

in

is

Chapter

used as a

5,

with the advantage

it

brings

an Americanism coined in 1946 by the economist

a Nobel Prize for his efforts (Bryson, 1995:400).
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to the provider, rather than a

concerned consideration for the needs of the

beneficiaries/*

Maslow and

S&E

is

the discourse of

the final stage of an educational process

produce, discover, and experience their selves.

of a particular conception of the
derived from

Maslow

"productive subject"

whereby participants can

educational model

workplace

in the

is

an application

an echo of the language of the

language of the 1993-94 School brochure:

the School recognizes that to round out the student's experience,

those interests and needs which

is

self as an immaterial, asocial, thing-like substance

(Geller, 1982).^ There

in the

Its

S&E

lie

beyond a

specific course of

it

must also attend

study— interests

to

that

may range beyond

the intellectual to the physical, emotional, and spiritual sides of the

learner," but at the

same time

the School "requires that students learn to

primary responsibility for directing

their

own

assume

learning." Following the productive

subject analogy, in this conception of education faculty are required to take on the role

of

facilitators

who provided

the individual student with a

fulfillment through study. But in so doing, they

“*

According

to aid

agency figures, Britain

way

to achieve self-

may be helping

is

to create a class of

receiving cash from the world's

poorest countries by demanding levels of debt payment which far out-weigh

new

loans

A

copy of the research, obtained by the Guardian, shows Britain has been a net
World since 1981. The paper shows that, of the
nations in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), only
or aid.

recipient of cash from the Third

the

US

has a longer record of taking more money from the developing world than

gives out (Richard Thompson, Guardian Weekly, September 29, 1996).
^

That view contrasts with the view of the self

emergent out interactions with other
symbolic, and

selves,

making a

social.
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that

I

am

proposing which

fabric that

is

conceptual,

is

it

NGOs

global managers of

U

dominated by the

However,

it

that

S. despite a rhetoric

is

shown

in the

of "saving

is

no longer being

problematic moments

I

life

which

is

lives."

clear that, for whatever reasons, the

outlined in the chapters so far
is

end up promoting the industrial way of

fully

model of

S&E

that

have

I

implemented. Evidence for

have discussed. For example, by the

this

difficulty

the faculty facilitators had in staying in role,
the difficulties that participants had in

engaging

in the learning process,

faculty and students.

It

seems

6 pushed the structure of

in

Maslows

I

replaced by

S&E

new

to its limits, possibility

because of

moments

and

theoretical basis

its

mentioned

S&E

in

chapter

Capstone.

I

1,

S&E

itself

have not participated

new model

is

come

has

in the

to

an end and has been

new model,

more academic than

but

I

have heard

the old. Participants

prepare a "professional paper" analyzing their internship experience which

submitted to a faculty advisor before they can attend
students

5

international context.

reports from faculty that the

now

that the events portrayed in problematic

fixed notion of identity that can no longer be sustained given
the

complexities of the

As

and the interactional problems that occurred between

worked on a

thesis after doing

S&E

is

Capstone (previously,

S&E). These papers are then presented

to their

peers following a similar process to the one described here for S&E.
Critical questions, then, that

seem worthy of

include the following; If the Program

mean

in

going

in the direction

as a

is

further study by the

becoming more academic, then what does

terms of an agenda to promote dialogue across differences?

key term

in a

suggested by

new

Program

Illich

Is the

that

Program

and adopting the concept of "sustainability"

theory of development? If so, what results will that have
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in

terms of changes

For example,

in the

curriculum and

in the

ways

the

Program views

will administrators reconceptualize
students as a "market"

subsystems within a population." Will these
subsystems be viewed
terms as

is

currently fashionable in

age group and wealth)?
an

m dividuars

How

development

some marketing

will this discourse

in the

Does

new world of

chapter 4)? And, will

Maslow and

perhaps

in

global

demographic

strategies (particularly in terms of

will that

in international

the School use a discourse of "needs" to design

required for jobs in a

formed from

impact on a discourse of

Program? What

of international students given the reduction

in

NGOs

students?

its

its

which

mean

facilitating

for the recruitment

funding for scholarships?

"product" (the "competencies"

I

discussed

the discourse of needs live

on

at the

in the

end of

Program,

a different form?

Postscript

As evidence of
latest

the survival stamina of Maslow's discourse,

management book

quote from the

written by 'Britain's foremost business guru', Charles Handy:

Maslow was right when he postulated that there was a
when you had enough material goods you moved your
and then

I

to self-realization. Perhaps,

hierarchy of needs, that
sights to social prestige

however, his hierarchy did not reach

far

enough. There could be a stage beyond self-realization, a stage which we might
call idealization, the pursuit of an ideal or a cause which is more than oneself
It is

this extra stage

thesis which, for
bitter aftertaste.

all

which would redeem the self-centered tone of Maslow's
that

it

rings true of

Maslow himself was

to

his life (1995:262-3).

Abad would probably

not agree more.
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much of our

experience, has a rather

acknowledge

this

towards the end of

CHAPTER

7

INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT:

ADVOCATING INSTITUTIONAL COLLABORATION FOR
SUSTAINABILITY
The Lord

is in

his holy temple, let

all

the earth keep silent.

Habukkuk 2:20

Much

silence has a mighty noise.

Swahili proverb

Locating the
It

was Tuesday afternoon of

moment

in the

the second

S&E

week of

"problematic moment" occurred. The event happened
at the

at

program

S&E when

the next

the one hour synthesis session

end of the third cluster session.
Presentation theme

The

cluster

theme and the theme of

development: Advocating
in this cluster session

the synthesis session

were given

in the

following order: "Building institutional

NGO

partnership" (Aoki),

institutional collaboration for sustainability" (Marie),

on "Maslow and Islam which was discussed
international

NGOs

"Institutional

institutional collaboration for sustainability." Presentations,

collaboration in cross-cultural setting; Case of US-Japan

"Advocating

was

in the

Abad's presentation

previous chapter,

"How

can

enhance the work of grassroots organizations?" (Mimi), and

"Effectiveness and ineffectiveness of

NGOs"

Problematic

(Udai).

moment

7

Interviews after the event clearly pinpoint the "problematic moment" for

event as "the two or three moments

Words

.

.

.

when nobody's saying anything

that other people used to describe the
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-

same phenomenon included:

this

silences."

"It

seemed

really hard to get people going;”
"Conceptual lethargy!;" and,

just

dead and the

level

was dead

mmmmmntm,"

-

"Everybody here was

the interviewee

made

a high pitched

continuous sound while drawing a straight line
with his finger, "the monitor scope
you

know, a blank

line."

In this case, then,

when

a "problematic

it

is

moment" occurred

The problematic moment has
add up
chosen

difficult to triangulate

to

as

I

have been able

do

the session

is

to select

when

do

in

previous chapters.

mentioned above. What

I

have

about ten minutes of dialogue produced near the beginning
of

seems

it

to

in a session

be seen as a series of similar types of moments
which

to the "conceptual lethargy" or "silences"

to

on one particular time

to

me

a particularly significant

example of one of those

silences occurred.

In producing this transcript

be attributed. As Ochs has pointed

I

had great

difficulty deciding

how

the silences will

out, transcription is theory, as the process

transcription imposes an interpretation on speech (1979). In the transcription

limited the attribution of the silences to three possible choices:

(a) the

of

I

have

group (meaning

the group of United Statesian students and faculty facilitators), (b) the facilitators (the
international students), or to both (a) and (b).

In addition,

I

know

that the

way

I

have allocated responsibility for the silences

contradicts the experience of two facilitators.

When

I

interviewed Marie after the

presentation, she took on the problem of the silences as her

For
lot

me
of

it

was a

lot of, I

this silence.

well because

I

I

noticed

was thinking

was

it
it

sort

own

issue:

of uncomfortable and there was a

was, for me,

I

wasn't,

I

wasn't facilitating

should have been thinking about questions and

questions with others and so

I

realized
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I

have

to

work on

how

that. It

to

connect

was my

issue.

At the other extreme

to taktng

on the issue of the silences as
a personal

failing,

located the problem of the silences
with the lack of responsiveness
of the group.
also

him

was concerned

that their behavior

may have

Abad

He

negatively affected the evaluation
of

for his degree credits by the
faculty facilitators:

OK

there were

two or three moments when there when there
were

nobody's saying anything, silences, silencer,
I’m
ot something, you know, say something
but it

like

like sitting

and tiying
was a problem thing if

to think

everybody stops talking and discussing then
(shakes head). The thing is one of
our requirements is we facilitate very
good. I was like thinking of questions
^d throwing it in all the time you know to keep the ball rolling all
the time
that was.

He added

that the lack

of interaction may have had something

to

do with cross-cultural

issues:

It IS

something

when

am

my culture I feel very difficult
think people might laugh at my culture. They
have a
very negative attitude towards what they, because
they have different beliefs
to explain that

and

that

because

basics, think

While

I

I

session

was a construction of

outlined above, from

full text

after the start

particularly key

this silence

the

briefly

relate

whole group.
is

shown

silence

from the

in

Appendix

full transcript

and indirectly acknowledged.

7a." In this chapter,

it

to the

perspective the lethargic quality of the whole

2.

The

of the session. For the purposes of analysis,

Moment

and

my

of the transcript

moment of

was going on was
"Problematic

I

have allocated specific responsibilities for silences according

I

soon

confronted with

have.

schema

The

I

I

I

I

when

transcript begins

have selected a
the

dynamics of what

will call this

moment

will attempt to explore the

to the other silences in this session.

140

meaning of

.

Transcript: prnhi ematic

125
126

Mary

127
128
129
130

Abad

moment

7a

I

non-profit organization

have (...)

Donors
National

donors

And international donors as well

131

132

Is it for profit?

133

134
135
136
137
138
139
140

For profit,

For profit?

Group
Abad
Group
Betty
Abad
Jane

141

142
143
144

yeah.

That was my question.
second silence)
Well thank you for (...) for us.
(10

(Laughter)
The silence

.

.

OK

.

.

.

I thought that all the
presentations fit very well together. I think
each one of them addressed a different
aspects of collaboration of the NGOs,

The genre
The
cluster

task of this "synthesis session"

of presentations. The genre of

Chapter

was a

4. It

this

was

to synthesize the learnings

from the

event was the same as the event described

facilitated discussion which, according to the

way S&E

in

has been

traditionally organized, should have the following features:

An

underlying assumption was that the event would be organized according

to the

principles of experiential learning.

*

In that learning model, participants were expected to risk self-disclosure, to consider

feelings as well as thoughts and behavior, to act without familiar roles, and to live in a

temporary social system
everyday
*

The

in

which the culture was considerably

'different'

from

their

life.

facilitator(s) role

member and

was

to elicit

to use that as data

from the group the different experiences of each

from which

to

141

help the group form generalizations.

* Participants

were expected

on certain subject positions

to take

to participate in this

event, for example, the relationship
between the participants should generally
be open

and non-confrontational, and

all

participants should be responsible for
the learning in

the group.

Analysis of text

Aoki opened the event by pointing out
realized

group.

we

He

are

also

international students." That

all

made

"After

that,

we made

comment prompted

the cluster

we

just

laughter from the

the point that the cluster group facilitators
were "pretty

multicultural" and that as a group they spoke a large

number of languages. By

his

statement "we just realized," Aoki implied that the group
came together by chance. In

an interview with most of the facilitators immediately
after the event,

was

true by asking

how

this division

happened.

I

was

told

I

checked

by Marie that

it

if this

was "a

coincidence" and none of the other facilitators disagreed with her.
After Aoki's introduction,

NGO

The

facilitators called

model.

Appendix 2 picks up what he
model (which he

Abad made
'

It is

a short presentation on what the

shown

in

Figure

said soon after he began talking.

made

in their cluster,

in the presentations

In lines

He

full transcript in

described

how

the

and indicated the relationships between

the different kinds of organizations they had talked about.

economic and

The

called "the diagram") represented an integration of the themes of the

different presentations

themes

7.1.

were collaboration,

He

pointed out that

sustainability, the role

common

of NGOs, and

social development.

48

to

54 Abad

participants to keep the

tried to set the

agenda for the discussion by asking

model he had presented

142

in

mind:

all

Government

Figure

’

Non Governmental

7.1:

The NGO’ Model

Organization.
143

And we

could open the discussion to everybody
you leant about our presentations, and we
can

that, how did you, what did
discuss and see what actually

what happened during our presentations
same time.

Keep

whole thing

this

the

However, Abad continued

in

mind

at

talking and in lines 65-68 he
concluded his

introduction by changing the question he
had previously asked the group from 'What

did

you

learn?' to the

more evaluative one of 'How do you

our presentation as a

like

cluster?':

Abad

65

66
67
68
69
70

:

keeping that in mind, just leaving the
discussion up on, but how do you think that,
how do like our presentations as a cluster'’
(5 second silence)
I ha,
I have a question with your
model.

Group:
Betty:

The group
second
there

did not immediately respond to Abad's question and
there

silence. Betty

was a

between Mary and Abad. The
indistinctly. After that there

transcript

was a long

ten second silence.

..."

brief interaction

The

was bringing

(problematic

After that comment, Jane and Ruth both

now moved

was another

incomplete here as they both spoke very

is

a joke by indicating that he

close by saying: "Well, thank you for

session had

five

broke the silence by asking Abad a question about his model and

brief interaction between them. There

when Abad made

was a

made

silence

was broken

the session to a premature

moment

7a).

evaluation

into a different genre: the genre of the

comments

as if the

feedback session which

occurs after a presentation. There was another long ten second silence after which

Abad

again asked the group what they had learned. Again Betty responded with a

comment about
the facilitators,

the

model

("I

have

Mimi, responded

this

wild desire to play with this model").

to Betty's

comments and

144

this

One of

was followed by

another silence.

Northern

Someone

NGOs

then proposed making a distinction

and Southern NGOs. The transcript ends
soon

Discussion themes that followed

this point

national" and "international", the idea
that

War

"new

into a

in

international

we

model between

the

after this point.

were the meaning the terms

are "emerging

from a polarized Cold

economic order", and what forms of

NGO

collaborations

are likely to be needed as radical changes
in the beneficiaiy population take
place,

such as what happened
facilitators

in

Somalia. In reference to this

where they would put Somalia or Rwanda

did not respond

been presented

to.

to

last point,

in

Maslow's theory, which they

However, by now enough of what happened

show

Betty asked the

in this discussion

has

the "brain dead" pattern of silences referred to
as the

"problematic moment."
Intertextualitv

This was the third synthesis event of S&E. By
chaining required to bring together learnings from
session

was

all

now

the practice of

'intertextual

the presentations in the cluster

familiar to the participants. In this process, the text produced in the

first

presentation of the cluster session was available for use in the second session and so

on
the

until the synthesis session.

meaning of

sessions.

all

The

synthesis session

was an opportunity

the texts produced and distributed to the group in

For example,

in lines

1

to

all

to reflect

on

the previous

69 Abad summarized the main themes of

all

the

presentations in the cluster and in the process linked the texts together; in line 152,

Ruth referred

to

Mimi's presentations; and,

in line

presentation.

145

215, Betty referred to Udai's

Fairclough describes

how

intertextual chains can often

and change, the channels through which

text types are invested

relationships between texts are contested
(1992:131). This

have been using silences

way

facilitators.

lines

of tension

and along which

means

in the synthesis session to contest
the

been ideologically invested by the
the

become

that the

way

texts

group could

may have

For example, they may have objected

to

the organizational units were selected, named,
and put in a certain pattern of

relationship as represented by the diagram in Figure
7.1, or, the

emphasized international collaboration

However, before

way

the presenters

rather than competition.

participants could start interpreting utterances they

arrived at an interpretation of what the context of situation

is.

must have

In other words,

participants must have arrived at interpretations of the totality of the
social practice of

which the discourse
meanings of the

is

texts.

a part, and those interpretations led to predictions about the

Ambivalence was reduced by excluding

certain otherwise

possible meanings. For Fairclough, the two main effects of reading the context of
situation are (1) to foreground or

background aspects of

social identity,

and

(2) to

specify which discursive types are likely to be relevant (1992:83).

Contradictions in this discourse

Using politeness theory
situation

was

students

who were

in the

main

(1) to

I

shall

argue that the group's reading of the context of

foreground the fact that

facilitating the

event^ and (2)

it

was a group of

international

to specify that the situation required

From a Tavistock group dynamics perspective, it is impossible to believe that
way the cluster groups formed at the beginning of S&E was just a coincidence,
^

the

was no coincidence

were
book edited by Obholzer
and Roberts on the application of the Tavistock perspective in work contexts (1994).

just as

it

that all the cultural consultants in chapter 3

international students. See, for example, the collection in a
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the production of discursive types associated
with a facilitated discussion. In other

words, the

United Statesian group members

identity, and, at the

same time

to

engage

in a discourse

was non-confrontational, expressed

disclosure,

to the facilitator(s) attempt to elicit

member, offered
the group.

tried to take

The

on

their

United Statesian

type that encouraged self-

feelings as well as thoughts, responded

from the group the different experiences of each

generalizations, and shared responsibility for generating learning
in

contradiction between trying to accomplish an "American" social

identity in opposition to an "international"

particular discourse type of inclusion

one and

at the

may have been

the

same time
dynamic

try to talk a

that

produced the

silences.

The

facilitators reading

fact that they

faculty,

and

were

of the context of situation was (1)

facilitating a

to

foreground the

group consisting of United Statesian students and

(2) to specify the situation required that they attempt to facilitate the

production of discursive types associated with a facilitated discussion. Foregrounding
the division between the United Statesian group and the 'international' group created an

inter-group event which meant there was a possibility of inter-group conflict, which

may have been

intimidating to them as facilitators. Again the contradiction between

trying to accomplish an "American" social identity in opposition to an "international"

social identity,

dynamic

that

and

talk a particular discourse type

produced the

silences.
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may have may have been

the

Possible sources of inter-group conflict

As

inter-group theory shows,

in thig

in this

^

type of situation groups can take on

conflicts representative of actually existing
conflicts (Alderfer, 1986). In this case,

possible conflicts referred to in the text include:
1.

The

relationship between governments and the
United Nations alluded to in lines

75-76 and 99. For example, the well-documented
and on-going disagreements between
the United Nations and the U.S.

2.

The

relationship between profit

making organizations and other organizations

alluded to in line 132. Examples include the conflict

in

values between multinational

organizations and non-profit organizations, and the struggle for
power between
transnational organizations and governments.^

3.

The

relationship between the "North" and the "South"alluded to in line 210."

Cazdyn sees transnational corporations performing the function on the
international level of mediating the widening the gap between the rich and the poor
(1995:135). He views transnational corporations as coming to serve the interests, not
of particular nation

states,

but of a certain transnational class

bureaucrats, executives, politicians and academics,

all

who

made up of

high-level

identify with the global

capitalistic system. In this scenario, the post-cold

war cultural exchange industry will
be increasingly financed not by governments, but by transnational corporations, since
they provide an ideal training ground for people before they take up roles in the
emerging transnational managerial
In other words, the School

majority of

its

class.

may be

funding sources may

about to enter a transitional state where the

from the U.S. government

shift

organizations. In that situation, the Program
for the
"

new

is

more

likely to

to transnational

become

a training ground

transnational managerial class.

According

War provoke

to Said, the

new alignments brought

and challenge the fundamentally

static

about by the end of the Cold

notion of identity that has been

at

the core of cultural thought during the era of imperialism, the old division between

colonized and colonized has re-emerged
that

North-South relationship we are

in the

now

North-South relationship (1993:xxv). In

seeing a prevalence of ideas suggesting

imperial rule, for example, the codification of difference

in

categories such as

primitive, savage, degenerate, and unnatural (op. cit.:12). For Nandy, the Third
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World

4.

All the relationships laid out in
Figure 7.1 between different kinds of
organizations

contain the possibility of conflict
between their different missions and interests.
For

example, the relations of dependence of
Bangledeshi
the conflict between

NGOs

NGOs

NGOs

and

their foreign donors,

and the government, and the lack of accountability
of

to their beneficiaries are explored in
an interesting

paper by Hashemi (1994).

So, the two groups could be seen as
potentially aggressive parties unwilling to

acknowledge

their differences. Rather than

engage

in the

kind of dialogue that

may

have generated conflict between the United Statesian
group and the international
group, the preferred strategy for most participants
was to remain silent

of the group, with the

facilitators

in the silence

and faculty trying from the perspective of

their roles

to generate discussion.^

Politeness theory

Brown and Levinson

ask the question

between potentially aggressive
to

pay attention

how

is it

parties (1978:1). Their

to the possibility that they

answer

may commit

developed by Goffman (1971:138). The concept of

non-communication of the

possible to have communication

is

that each party needs

a 'virtual offense'

-

a concept

'virtual offense' predicts that the

polite attitude will be read not merely as the absence of that

attitude but as the inverse, the holding of an aggressive attitude. So, a failure to orient

is

what holds

in trust the rejected selves

(1989:73). Could this
Betty's extraordinary

way of representing
comment in line 171

model, and her question, asked

where the
^

facilitators

My

distinction

generated

of the

First

and the [formerly] Second Worlds

World have been at the root of
had a wild desire to play with the

the Third
that she

later than the

time represented

would put Somalia or Rwanda

in

in the transcript, as to

Maslow's theory?

thanks to John Johnson in a personal communication for pointing out this
between the "silents," the people who remain silent within the "silence"

in a

group.
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to the virtual offense counts as a
diplomatic breach. Politeness, like formal
diplomatic

protocol, presupposes that potential for
aggression as
the parties are able to construct a
their aggressive intentions

it

seeks to disarm

way of communicating

it.

In this

way

their peaceful rather than

by making offensiveness as much a loss

to the instigator's

'face' as to the target's 'face.'

Central to

Brown and

Levinson's model

is

of two kinds of desires attributed by interactants

unimpeded
face).

Given

others,

in

in one’s actions (negative face),

it

that face consists of a set of

will

be

to the

the concept of

to

Face consists

one another: the desire

and the desire

wants

'face.'

to

to

be

be approved of (positive

satisfiable only

mutual interest of interactants

to

by the actions of

maintain each other's face. So,

general people cooperate (and assume each other's cooperation) in maintaining
face

in interactions as

Some

such cooperation

is

based on the mutual vulnerability of face.

acts intrinsically threaten face, for example, the imposition of expected ideas or

behavior. These 'face-threatening

acts' (referred to as

FTAs from now

on) are by their

nature contrary to the face wants of the addressee and/or of the speaker. Given the
situation, speakers will generally

choose from three basic strategies

in their

attempt to

maintain face while doing the FTA:
*

positive politeness (expressions of solidarity

sameness between
*

the assertion of

some underlying

interactants)

negative politeness (expressions of restraint or deference

negative politeness
*

-

is

-

the essence of

difference)

off-record politeness (avoidance of unequivocal imposition by using indirect

expressions so the meaning

is to

some degree

150

negotiable).

So, for example, one

way of

selecting an appropriate strategy

power difference between

relative

to

is

pay attention

to the

the speaker and the hearer, and to choose the

appropriate communicative act arrayed on a scale from
lesser to greater risk of face

However, another

way

In this

strategic choice

is

possible; that of not doing the

the speaker avoids offending the addressee with this
particular

FTA

at all.

FTA. Of

course, the speaker also fails to achieve the desired communication.
Early on in their

book.

Brown and Levinson

say that, "as there are naturally no interesting linguistic

reflexes of this last-ditch strategy,

we

will ignore

it

in

our discussion henceforth"

(1978.72). However, more work has recently been done to

start

developing a linguistic

theory of silence.

A

theory of silence

Within

linguistics, silence has traditionally

boundary-marking function,
1995:3).

that

However,

pays attention

sound.

It is

in

to

mark

the beginning and end of utterances (Tannen,

to the structure,

meaning, and functions of silence as well as of

a theory that looks at the relation of these two

attributions of

its

members. She says

of human communication:

to

to the

that the

meaning of silence

grow out of

the

in interaction, like

two overriding goals

be connected to other people, and to be independent,

to the rapport

These goals connect

modes of behavior

community, and the personal emotions and

other features of discourse, can be understood to

which correspond

its

Tannen's book are the beginnings of a theory of communication

social organization of the speech

cit.;97).

been ignored except for

to

and defensive benefits of

Brown and

silence, respectively (op.

Levinson's concepts of positive and
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negative face, and the ways these needs
are served using positive and negative
politeness.

Silence

is

the extreme manifestation of
indirectness. If indirectness

is

a matter

of saying one thing and meaning another,
silence can be a matter of saying nothing

and meaning something. The rapport benefit
comes from being understood without
putting

ones meaning on

having

to confront potentially divisive situations

record.

The defensive value of

Silence can have a positive value

imposing on

others.

It

when

it

serves negative politeness by not

can also have a negative value when

Valbella

is

expected

in Italy silence is a

in a particular

common

comes from not

by saying something negative.

positive politeness (the need to be involved with others).

measured against what

silence

it is

seen as a failure of

The value of

silence

is

context or culture. For example, in

strategy for the

management of

tense situations

(Saunders, 1985:181). In that culture silence helps the individual to control
the

emotion and may also allow the expression of discontent without the dangers of a
direct challenge.

Politeness strateeies in the text

The

facilitators

have the positive face wants of being approved by the group

both for their facilitation

skills

and for having done good presentations. However,

using silence, which also can be seen as blatant non-cooperation

group threatens the positive-face wants of the
care about the facilitators' feelings, wants,

facilitators

in the activity, the

by indicating that they do not

etc.

Acts which threaten their negative face are those which impede their
act as facilitators.

By

ability to

ignoring Abad's question and instead asking a question herself
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(line 70), a question

positions

Abad

which

itself points to the national/intemational
division,

as a student in relation to her as a faculty
facilitator, and so impedes

his ability to take up fully the facilitator
role

when we have

The discussion continues

task, the facilitator(s) bring that fact to
the attention

problem solving.

behavior.

Its

called

They

bald on-record

is

resisting taking up the

of the group and that they engage

Facilitators typically ask a question such as:

on here?" However, such speech
with

it

is

am

"What

acts are intended to be used to confront the

are usually

made with

the

minimum of

strategy) so that they have the

is

going

group

politeness (the so-

maximum

effect.

strategy tends to threaten both the positive and negative
face wants of

group, as

136

until line

an extremely long silence.

Texts on group process recommend that when
a group

in joint

Betty

Such a

members of

the

implied critique of the behavior of group members (offends their

positive face or wish to be seen as

good group

participants),

and

it is

a strong request

that they participate (offends their negative face or, in this case, their wish
to remain

silent).

Politeness theory claims that three factors are crucial in determining the level

of politeness which a speaker (S)
(P) of

H

will use to an addressee (H): these are relative

power

over S, the social distance (D) between S and H, and the ranking of the

imposition (R) involved in doing the FTA. These factors are not to be considered as
sociologist's ratings of actual power, distance, etc., but only an actor's assumptions of

such ratings, assumed

to

be mutually assumed. Let's consider each of these factors

turn for this situation.
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in

P

IS

an asymmetric social dimension of
relative power.

which a person or group can impose

their

own

plans and their

(face) at the expense of an other’s
plans and self-evaluation.

may have assumed

it

was

at

as:

North and the South; as a group they were

norms or language other than

interacting through the

in

The

the relative difference in

medium of

in a

the degree to

own

a relative disadvantage in terms of

Statesians because of such factors

interactional

It is

self-evaluation

international group

power

to the

United

power between

minority; they shared no

common

the ones they used in the Program,

a second language; and the event

the

all

were

was taking place

a United Statesian educational environment which
privileged certain American

cultural

forms of behaving. However,

facilitators they

D

IS

were

in a role

it

should be noted that

in their

formal position as

which has the potential for considerable influence.

a symmetric social dimension of similarity/difference.

It

can be based on

such factors as the frequency of the interaction and the kinds of material
and nonmaterial goods (including face) exchanged between the parties. There
tends to be

strong solidarity between

members of

this educational

program

by the existence of a strong alumnae network. Some, but not

as can be demonstrated

all,

members of

group have gone through the same on-campus phase of the program together
there

is

the

in

which

a focus on intensive group work. However, in terms of difference, the

members of

the United Statesian group were

international group

were

all

all

white, while the

members of

the

colored, and they were Third World' as opposed to 'First
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World'." These factors

may have overcome

the solidarity of being a student in the

Program.

R
to

a culturally and situationally defined ranking of
impositions by the degree

is

which they are considered

to infer with a person's

approval (negative- and positive-face wants).

For

ranking involves an assessment of the amount of

on the discrepancy between
(blatantly or tacitly) in the

hearer's

own

wants of self-determination or of

FTAs

'pain'

against positive face, the

given to the hearer's face based

desired self-image and that presented

FTA. Note again

that this factor is not to

be considered as

a rating of actual power, but only the facilitator's assumptions of such
a ratings.

United Statesian group would have access
impositions. But, as the facilitators

their individual assessment

R

of

all

to a

shared notion of

came from very

how

The

to rank

different cultural background,

must have varied significantly from person

to person.

Abad's joke

We
to take

have already seen

high

risks. In

in

Chapter 6 that Abad was a person

who was

prepared

an interview with him, Ted commented that during the Program

he was able to take "a

lot

of kidding."

He

acted with a high degree of self confidence

Note that the Japanese student was unproblematically included in this Third
World group. One reason may have been his sophisticated notions of his own identity
which enabled him to participate in many different kinds of identity groups. In an
^

interview with him, he talked about his struggle with his

he found that returning

to

longer regarded as "Japanese"

my

in his

own

where

I

appreciate the

reason for his inclusion

identity.

However, he said,
where I'm from or where

country.

identity crisis. I'm really not concerned

rather

own

For example,

Japan with an international perspective meant that he was no

moment where

in the

they see

Third World group

the bi-polar division of East-West,

now

is

me

that

"I've
I

overcome

belong

transferred to the construction of a North-

South division, does not yet allow for the complexity of creating a group of non

Western

First

World

but

to,

as what I am." Another
the discourse derived from

countries.
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-

(my interviews with

the faculty facilitators suggested that
they regarded

arrogant). In problematic

that the

to

comment

moment

comment of thanks and

7a, his ironic

him

as

the laughter

received indicated that he was struggling with
the problem of what

do with the silence of the group. He drew on

phrase to use to bring a group discussion

on as the session which was supposed

knowledge of the appropriate

his

to a close. In this case,

to last for

it

was

far too early

one hour, which was probably the

reason that people laughed.

Abad

FTA

selected the positive politeness strategy of

of confronting the group with

of a joke

is in

the direction of greater intimacy as

act

follows.

By

what they want.

towards the positive face of the group.
the

same outcome

the

same

humbled

It

as the group wanted,

minimize the

D

at

The speaker

the level of interpersonal

form of the comment was as

comment was

indicated in

namely

smaller.

by assuring the addressee that the

In addition, the

using an expression of thanks, the

makes

it

speaker considers himself to be the same kind and
interactions wants

to

of participation. Typically, the function

their lack

minimizes the face-threatening aspects of the

making a joke

some

that the

an additional orientation

respects that

Abad wanted

embarrassing silences stop. At

time, the expression of thanks primarily threatened the speaker's face as
his

own

face.

However, the comment was

it

also the linguistic realization of an

off-record strategy of ironically referring to the problem he was facing. In that form
the

comment

lost the 'sting' that a criticism

silences directly.

To do

that

would have been taken

threatened the group's positive face.

that

from

his

comment of

would have had. He did not mention

It

was

left to

ironic thanks.
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as a criticism

the

which would have

the group to imply

what he meant

In fact, immediately after
Adad's joke, Betty did say the

words "the

silence"

(line 139)

and then

evaluative

comment which perhaps

Abad and

Betty to acknowledge the significance of
the silence for the group. The

dynamics of the
problematic

stops. After a brief

took the group away from an attempt by
both

Abad, Betty, and Jane

triad

moment

pause Abad said "OK" and then Jane made
an

in the

is

a familiar one

from the analysis of the

previous chapter. Could Jane have again been coming
to

Abad's defense?
In retrospect, Abad’s

difficult situation.

By

considered himself

to

comment was one of

considerable sophistication in a

using a positive politeness strategy he indicated that he

be

in

important respects

'the

same’ as the United Statesian group

with in-group rights and duties and expectations of reciprocity.
However, the

comment

did not have the pay-off he wanted, which was to change the behavior
of the group so
that

it

became more vocal and

collaborative.

In contrast, the other facilitators

and did not

try to take

was characterized by

on the

The

pattern of silences continued.

were mainly

facilitator role in the

silent

way

throughout the discussion

that

Abad

did.

Their manner

self-effacement, formality and restraint; strategies that are

oriented mainly towards satisfying the group’s negative face (their basic want to

maintain claims of territory and self-determination). As illustration of their style of

speaking was Mimi’s almost inaudible comments

Can we

link all these specific

particular kind of politeness system

in lines

192-198.

examples of silence together and say

is in

operation here?
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that a

Politeness systems

Brown and

Levinson’s work

is

applicable at the level of the single speech

Scollon and Scollon develop the theory
and apply

which develops some

internal regularity in

its

it

to

act.

any regularly interacting system

interaction patterns (1981:175-188). For

application at these global levels of politeness,
they prefer the terms "solidarity
politeness" instead of positive politeness and
"deference politeness" instead of negative
politeness.

As we have

discussed, the seriousness of an

FTA

is

a function of the social

distance between speaker and hearer, plus a measure
of the power that the hearer has

over the speaker, plus a measure of the degree
imposition

more

in that culture.

Some

to

which the

cultures tend to be

FTA

is

rated as an

more 'warm' because they use

solidarity-politeness strategies than other cultures. In other words, they
have a

subjective ideal of small values of D, R, and relative P which gives them
their
egalitarian, fraternal ethos. Other cultures tend to be

more

'standoffish'

because they

use more deference-politeness strategies than other cultures. In other words, they
subscribe to a subjective ideal of large values for D, R, and relative P which gives

them

their hierarchical, paternal ethos.

In general, then, dominated groups will tend to have solidarity-politeness

strategies,

whereas dominating groups

The world of
distance,

is

built

the upper class

is

will tend to

have deference-politeness

strategies.

constructed in a "stem and cold architecture of social

asymmetry, and resentment of impositions, while the world of the lower

on a

social closeness, symmetrical solidarity, and reciprocity"

Levinson, 1987:245).
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(Brown and

class

However, when we move

more complex. Within

their

own

to international relations, the
situation

becomes much

country. United Statesians tend to
operate in role

relationships of solidarity politeness
(Scollon and Scollon, 1981, 185). But,
our

diplomats, representing "America" as a nation,
will pursue their goals using deference
politeness systems which act to reinforce the

power difference between

the

other countries, and help to resist any
impositions from these countries.

USA

and

As most

diplomats tend to be privileged white males, they are
expected to be familiar with
deference politeness strategies and

on

it

probably does not prove difficult for them to take

their roles.

S&E

In this

event, the United Statesian group

to use the solidarity politeness strategies

mainstream U.S.

^

its

which are the norms of both

culture, or to deal with the division

participants: the division

The United

international group.

was caught between

a preference

S&E

had been created

and

in this

event by

between the United Statesian group and the
Statesian group

was paralyzed and silenced because

it

could not resolve the contradiction of their First World, "American" subjectivity and
the

same time work

The

Abad

or, to

group about

’

more

I

accomplish their internationalist ideals of

am

tried to do, to

their behavior.

to

engage

in

Moreover,

their identity’ as an "international" (a

using the word "identity" not as a fixed property that a person has but

in the sense

footnote

encourage the United Statesians

use bald-on-record strategies in their role as facilitators to confront the

of the way post-structuralist theorists use the term "subjectivity."

Identities are socially constructed
in

solidarity.

international group had the choice of using risky solidarity politeness

strategies, as

dialogue

to

at

6.

and variable

in the

way Aoki

described his identity

In other words, as Said says "cultural identities are understood not as

essentializations (although part of their enduring appeal
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is

that they

seem and

are

euphem.sm

common

for the ••South" or ••Th.rd
World") group

linguistic or interactional
resources to

was

a fict.on.

They had no

draw on other than United

Statesian

ones. So, the international students
were paralyzed and silenced by the
contradiction of
trying to escape the fiction of
an oppositional identity created by
the North-South
discourse, and at the

same time work

to

accomplish their

own

internationalist ideals

within the context of a United Statesian
solidarity politeness system.

Another complication was

that the international students

were from the most

highly educated class of their respective
cultures and hence part of an

where deference politeness systems were probably
development projects attempt

show

solidarity to the

to

circumvent the

poor by targeting

strange perversion of logic,

it

has been

the norm.

elite

An

elite

S.

of Third World countries and

As

a result, by a

experience that some United Statesians do

not respect the international participants because, as

commitment

Now many U

their aid directly to them.*

my

elite.

members of

the elite class, their

to social justice is suspect.

The discourse of
So what relevance may

the

this analysis

development education and how

it

Mogadishu Line

have

to the discourse

of international

operates in the world? In other words, can

I

specify

considered to be like essentializations) but as contrapuntal ensembles, for it is the case
no identity can ever exist by itself and without an array of opposites, negatives,
oppositions" (Said, 1993:52).
that

For example,

have just received an e-mail from a previous manager of the
Program informing me of the post he has taken up in a development project in a
country in Africa. The project is working with a ••hawkers^ association^^ — an
association of women who sell food and drink on the streets and have historically been
I

harassed by the police and exploited by wholesalers. The project
organizations which are teaching basic entrepreneurial skills.
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is

working with

the "social ma.r,x" of which
this discourse practice

consists of the social and

hegemonic

relations

a part,

is

where the

social malrix

and structures which constitute
the

matrix of this particular instance of
social and discursive practice
(Fairclough,

1993:237)?

How

might the "silences" described

relation to particular

hegemonic

above interactions stand

in the

structures and relations, and

what

effects

in

do they

contribute to them in terms of reproducing
or transforming them?

Given the enormous scope of these questions,
focussing only on the experience of the
United States

appendix

which

6, I

in

have summarized some of the key recent

draw on

I

will try to

I

it

answer them by

relations with Somalia. In

historical events in

Somalia

for this discussion.

During the cold war, U.S. security policies were
dictated by the so-called
and present danger" of annihilation, so

its

"clear

moral foundations were self-evident

(Fromuth, 1993:41). And, the rivalry between the superpowers
was sustained by a
densely

woven web of

enemies. Somalia

s

relationships and attitudes that defined

relations with the U.S. fluctuated

depending on which super power
that U.S.

crises

involvement

in

to the

between enemy and friend

aligned itself with.

From

that history,

we

can see

to the

1993 U.S. intervention "Operation restore hope."

there that eventually resulted in U.S. withdrawal has had a significant

effect

on subsequent U.S. foreign

under

fire

(remain

friends and

Somalia during the cold war contributed a great deal

which eventually lead

The events

it

who were

policy.

For example,

in

Bosnia U.N. peacekeepers

from or taken prisoner by Serb forces were expected

silent) for fear

of "crossing the Mogadishu

line."

to turn the other

cheek

This expression, reportedly

coined by Lieutenant General Michael Rose, former commander of the United Nations
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m

Protection Force

Bosnia

(UNPROFOR),

,s

thought

of,

from a

perspective, as "the need to
maintain neutrality in the face of

of becoming an unwilling participant

The end of

the cold

war has

ways people see themselves and

in

all

F.rst

World

provocation for fear

a civil war" (Clarke and Herbst,
1996:70).®

resulted in a multitude of
transformations in the

live their ordinary lives.

United Statesians can no

longer rely on the cold war configurations
of ideas and behavior which defined
loyalty

and subversion, and "American"

identity."

For Enloe, that identity was deeply

militarized, particularly about notions
of masculinity (the strong, silent type)
and

security (1993:3). In the concurrent
confusion over United Statesian identity,

a population that believes

countries.

To draw

between the

rich

Cohen,

m

"the

it

can withdraw from any involvement in the
affairs of other

Mogadishu

line"

can be seen as the act of drawing a boundary

and poor countries (the North and the South) and
abandoning any

a newspaper article in the

He says that the
commanders was how to maintain
this point (1995).

was

we have

central

New

York Times, goes into more detail on
problem facing United Nations military

the "neutrality" or "impartiality" that they believed
essential to a peacekeeping mission in the face of
barbarous assaults. Lieut. Gen.

Philippe Morilion of France abandoned neutrality to
go to the rescue of Srebrenica
early 1993, whereas Gen. Michael Rose of Britain fell
back on the mantra

in

that the

United Nations could not
conflict in the

same way

cross the

Mogadishu

line"

as United Nations forces

—

had

that
in

is

get involved in a

Somalia. The United Nations

ended up "subcontracting" the "peace mission" to a military organization
(NATO).
Cobb and Rifkin deconstruct the practice of neutrality in the context of
mediation (1991). Nevertheless,

I

think their conclusions are also relevant to the

Bosnia context. In their view, neutrality is a discursive practice that actually functions
to obscure the workings of power in mediation, and forces mediators
to deny their role
in the construction

in practice

it

and transformation of conflicts. Neutrality implies detachment yet
requires the mediators' proactive and political involvement. They say that

become visible in cases where one side never tells its
simply refutes or denies the story told by the other. In these cases, one
colonized by a dominant story; the "silenced" remain delegitimized, "frozen

political processes in mediation

own
story

story;
is

it

inside of negative descriptions that impose moral, legal, and perhaps economic
sanctions" (op. cit.:53). And unwittingly, the "silenced" contribute to their own

oppression and domination by arguing on the grounds
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set for

them by

others.

sense of responsibility for those beyond
our boundaries.
politeness system on a vast scale with the
First

It is

a deference (deterrence?)

World remaining deaf

"mighty

to the

noise" of the silenced.

We

can see two others interesting parallels between
the social matrix of

discourse and

S&E.

In Chapter 5,

Somalia was abandoned by the
the

same reasons

that the

US

we saw how

NGO

workers

in "reality,"

military operation

refused to place soldiers under the

much

in

command of

the

not in the role play,

same way and

for

many of

withdrew from Somalia. And, the

U

S.

a Pakistani general just as the United

Statesian group refused to accept the authority of a Pakistani
facilitator in this

synthesis session.

Questions

we need

to ask, then, are

whether

we have any

breaking this silence? What moral foundations will underpin the

How

can

we

stop the

way

the Third

World

is

human beings and

as recipients of the

most basic forms of sustenance necessary

on the lowest

of Maslow's hierarchy?

And
The

days of

last three

sustainability through

S&E

empowering

so to the end of

"When

organizations," which

the population."

the people lead

was followed by

Using scheduled incentives

to

is

Order?

a violent

their object status

maintain their position

S&E

consisted of the final cluster theme: "Ensuring

presentation on "African models of development."

presentation entitled

New World

represented such that there

disjunction between their subject status as fellow

level

strategies for

Bill

-

How

who

On Wednesday
On

(Joan)

made

Thursday, Ted made a

to create leaders in grassroots

talked about "Participation contracts;

to increase beneficiary participation in small scale
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a

development projects
final evaluatton

of

"

S&E

"recognition ceremony"
all

A

one hour

cluster synthests session

was held on Frtday from 10

was held

to 12

for those people in the

the requirements of the.r master's
degree.

noted during these remaining three days.
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No

completed that day.

noon and

,n the

A

afternoon a

Program who had completed

sign, f, cant problemattc

moments were

CHAPTER

8

SILENCE AND THE NEW-WORLD DIS-ORDER
There are

all kinds of stories. Some are bom
with the telling; their substance is
language, and before someone puts them into words they
are but hint of an
emotion, a caprice of mind, an image, or an intangible
recollection. Others are
manifest whole, like an apple, and can be repeated infinitely
without risk of

altering their meaning.

Some

after

being

shadows

from reality and processed through
from the instant of inspiration and become

are taken

inspiration, while others rise up

real

And

then there are the secret stories that remain hidden in the
of the mind; they are like living organisms, they grow roots and
told.

become covered with excrescences and parasites, and with time
are transformed into the matter of nightmares. To exorcise the
demons of
memory, it is sometimes necessary to tell them as a story.
tentacles, they

ALLENDE,

The Slones of Eva Luna

Silence from and about the subject was the order of the day. Some of the
silences were broken, and some were maintained by authors who lived with and
within the policing strategies. What I am interested in are strategies for

breaking

it.

MORRISON,

Playing

in the

Dark

In the writing of this dissertation the idea of "silence"

importance

moment.

in

me

it is

a

work of

is

that silence is a

in

in

some

to

be of central

each problematic

to the

term "silence"

definitions.

One

consequence of ideology. In other words,

norms and conventions

acts to silence other possible

and conventions.
chapter one

on setting up the world

be grasped

in

have made numerous references

naturalizing

social structures, norms,

For example,

I

what was going on

complex term encompassing a multitude of

that stands out

the ongoing

relies

to conceptualize

In previous chapters

indicating that

meaning

helping

came

I

described

how

the discourse of the Institution

as a coherent system, or picture, so that the

whole can

orderly fashion: the world as a structured image of the West. The
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levels of text, discursive practice, and social
practice interact to constitute that

coherent system, and

it

becomes

Moreover, within

difficult to see the

that picture

we come

world

to take

in

any other way.

on certain subjectivities which

are a function of the relations of power. According
to Berman, in the

West

seen as threatening, because

of terribly

frightening void, and what

it

has the potential to disclose

being a voided are questions of

is

are actually doing with each other (1990:19-20). Another

avoid acknowledging, or are

some

silent about, the part

we

all

sort

who we

silence

are and

way of saying

is

what we

this is that

we

play in reproducing

materially, culturally, and ideologically certain relations of domination.

However, inevitably

moments of

certain

tension arise in the process of

simultaneously becoming a speaking agentic subject and being subjected to the

meanings inherent

new

subjectivities

in the discourse.

and thoughts hint

Moments
at

that

may become problematic because

other possible pictures of the world that could

be spoken into existence. Noticing these moments and talking about other possible
realities de-natural izes the ideologies that support the interests

are in the naturalized relations of

power

of certain groups that

called the status quo.

Educational institutions are an important part of the apparatus for talking the
status

quo

into existence.

For example, the mission of the Institution

is

to enable

participants to develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes needed to contribute

effectively to international understanding and global development.

purpose and

change and
Institution.

in

it

As

whose

is

I

interests?

perhaps

why

explained

in

The mission says nothing about

the

Program

is

seen as radical by

chapter one, the Program
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is

But for what

the need for social

some within

the

designed for people

who

want

to effect constructive

to enable leaders to

movement,

make

change

democracy, and

However, investigation
it is

and intercultural

settings. Its

a critical and lasting contribution to
the global

to participatory

reveals that

in international

to just

it

challenge naturalized relations of power.

and sustainable development.

seeks to change by silencing those

One example

which has an analysis of the core curriculum of

is

NGO

into the micropractices of the discourse
of the

reproducing the world

aim

the

is

Program

who

contained in Appendix

Program showing

that

A

some voices

are missing or are not very strongly represented.
These are the voices of people other

than English speaking United Statesian white male academics,
namely people of color,

women, people from working

class backgrounds,

and voices and languages from

countries other than the United States. Other examples are contained in
chapters 3 to 7

and

it

is to

a review of the findings of those chapters that

I

now

turn.

Review of findings
Chapters

7 contains analyses of seven "problematic moments" that

3 to

occurred during one S&E. Each

helped

me

moment

to establish a relationship

illustrated

some

aspect of "silence" that

between the micro meanings of those

interpersonal and group silences with the macro level meanings of changes occurring
at the international level.

international

Each chapter noted contradictions

development education

dilemmas these contradictions posed
In chapter 3,

I

discussed

how

that

in the

were revealed by the

for the Institution

discourse of

analysis,

and the

were explored

the United Statesian students, in their social

relationships with the international students, were willing to take on the interests of

U

S.

industry wanting to export overseas. They
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became

the voices of industrialization

in contrast to the "traditionar’
voices

who

students,

of the Third World, represented by international

are being compelled to increase their
integration within and dependence

on the international market economy.'
because

was assumed

it

that Third

We

saw how

also

World women had

other words, the discourse silenced the possibility
of

other subjectivities that were not
relations of domination

challenge seemed to

me

in the service

were reproduced
to represent a

on

to take

all

was gendered

traditional roles.^ In

participants

from taking on

of U.S. industry. That these kind of

S&E

group without significant

in the

discourse of the Program.

in the

change

that discourse

Two examples illustrate trends related to this point. The
growing hegemonic power of transnational corporations:
'

the
1)

Of

first

example shows

the world's 100 largest economies, 51 are transnational corporations, according

to a report for the Institute for Policy Studies

by Sarah Anderson and John Cavanagh
The top 200: The rise of global corporate power. The study points out, for
example, that Wal-Mart, the world's 12th-largest corporation has sales revenues larger
entitled

than the gross domestic product of 161 countries. The combined sales of the top 200
corporations come to $7.1 trillion, nearly twice the $3.9 trillion in economic activity

generated by the poorest 80 per cent of the world's population, some 4.5 billion
people. The report concludes that these corporations "are creating a global economic
apartheid, not a global village."

The second example shows how

NGOs

U.S.

are beginning to justify the need

for humanitarian action in terms of industrial competitiveness;
2)

Recent

we have

evidence demonstrates that mild undemutrition (the type of hunger
the United States) produces long-term and even permanent cognitive

scientific

in

impairments

in children

{Child hunger said

be endangering U.S. competitiveness,

to

Brattleboro Reformer, October 17, 1996). Dr.

Larry Brown,

J.

who heads

the Tufts

University Center on Hunger, Poverty and Nutrition Policy, said that because of
"[TJhey're not going to be as productive in the

not going to be as competitive as
^

we need

this,

work force and therefore America

is

to be."

This attitude seems to parallel a trend

in international

NGOs. Jonathan

Steele

reports that Western aid agencies in Kabul decided not to confront the Taliban
authorities over the ban on working

agencies bite the bullet
Despite the

crisis,

he

and

its

said, the big agencies say that

cultures of Afghanistan" and

human

women

closure of

girls'

schools {Aid

in Kabu\, Manchester Guardian Weekly, October
it is

best to "respect the local

claim that the gentle approach

rights organization, we're a

human

is

best.

"We're not a

assistance organization," said

Gurtner, deputy head of the International Committee of the
168

13, 1996).

Red

Cross.

Thomas

In chapter 4, the facilitators of the
session

wanted the group

particular kind of silence so that participants
could reflect on their

experience.

One of

have a

to

own

lives

and

the faculty facilitators challenged the right
of the facilitators to

hold that silence, possibly

to disrupt

an activity where people reflect on

and what we are actually doing with each

other. In

making

who

they are

that intervention the

faculty facilitator participated in the reproduction
of unequal gender relations, thus

silencing the authority of

I

women who were

also pointed out in chapter 4 that the attempt to

approach

combine the experiential

to learning together with the School's credentialing
status to

degrees led to a contradiction

commitment of

the

Program

in the

to

Program

to experiential

more academic and expert based
seemed

asking for a particular kind of silence.

discourse. There

award master's

was evidence

education was weakening as

institution.^

Coupled with

this

it

that the

moved

to a

change, the Program

be promoting a particular role for national and international

NGOs

within a

framework of "globalization" and of producing graduates who can manage those
institutions.

These

institutions could easily get

drawn

into supporting a

U

S.

foreign

policy of globalization that has more to do with the interests of transnational

companies than with a
question

how much

social justice agenda.

actual

Within that policy environment, one can

freedom the Program has within the

Institution to

promote

social justice.

Note that I am not proposing here an anti-intellectual stance
from what I have attempted to do in this dissertation. My point has
^

as

must be obvious

to

do with the

creation of the opposition theory /practice, and the privileging of theory as the final

dynamic may be the unquestioned
assumption that the academic qualifications of faculty give them the authority to be
"facilitators" of S&E. As far as I know, very few of them have been trained in the
theory and practice of facilitating an experiential group learning process.
resolution of the opposition.

One example of
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this

In chapter 5,

who engaged

we saw how

in a rational,

technocrat approach

development which

is

is

a "good" development manager

was seen

as

someone

unemotional, universal decision making process.
The

one way of surviving

in the current

U.S. discourse of

stuck between a missionary "helping" stance,
while

at the

same

time advocating that the Third World industrialize
within a framework of
globalization. These

two positions of

self-interested helper

and modernizer come

together in disaster assistance where emergency
relief and rehabilitation has

big business for the West.

It is

clear that the

become

Program needs more appropriate theories

of management for social change that are not taken from
the corporate "human
resources

perspective, and

more

critical

analyses of the missionary "helping" stance

of development professionals.

The

of U.S. industry

efforts

capitalism, the enclosure of the

to export is part

"commons" on

of the globalization strategy of
wide scale. In his article

a world

a commons" Illich distinguishes between the environment as "commons"
and the environment as "resource" (1985). Those parts of a humanized environment
within which people's subsistence activities are embedded and for which customary
law exacted specific forms of community respect are called the "commons." Viewing

"Silence

is

the environment as "resources" places

it at the service of enterprises which by
organizing wage-labor transforms nature into the goods and services on which the
satisfaction of basic needs by consumers depends.

Capitalism

is

used by the system

an ideology where people are viewed as

in

"human resources"

to

be

order to maximize system efficiency, production control, capital

returns, administrative flexibility,

and so on.

When

people are viewed as "human

down as persons become economic individuals
depend for their survival on commodities produced for them. People cease to be
able to govern themselves; they demand to be managed. Any perspectives that
encourage diversity, autonomy, flexibility, and openness tend to be silenced. For Illich,
resources," the political process breaks

that

the

commons of

speech can easily be destroyed by the encroachment of

of communication. Silence, which

away from

is

modem means

necessary for the emergence of persons,

us by the machines used for talking and thinking which

dependent upon.
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is

taken

we have become

In chapter 6,

I

described

how

societies are being transformed

by turning the

poor into objects of knowledge and management.
This "management" of poverty then
calls for interventions in education, health,
hygiene,

and so on by a class of well paid

professional "helpers." These professional helpers
are the products of educational

systems, such as the Program, whose discourse

influenced by Maslow's theories of

is

the self as an immaterial, asocial, thing-like
substance. However, the model of

no longer being

fully

saw how

hegemonic

relationship with the "other"

that

me

that

in

seems

many of

new

international context.

We

the theory builders (Western educational institutions)
maintain a

though they are using
It

is

implemented, possibly because Maslow's fixed notion of identity

can no longer be sustained given the complexities of the
also

S&E

to

same Western
it

However, without group and
to

are not allowed to speak back even

discourse, if transformed.

was no accident

the problematic moments.

encourage the "other"

who

that

Abad played such

Here was an "other" who did

institutional structures

be heard, he was not able

and processes

a significant part

try to

speak back.

in place that

have any significant impact on

to

the discourse.

In chapter 7,

3

I

came

full circle

where the group was divided

into

back

I

many of

the issues discussed in chapter

two groups: a United Statesian group and an

One

"international," cultural informants' group.

two groups

to

called "the discourse of the

aspect of the boundary between these

Mogadishu

Line." During the cold war, U.S.

security policies were dictated by the so-called "clear and present danger" of

annihilation, so the moral foundations for interventions in the Third

self-evident.

Nowadays,

the concern of the

West
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is

to

World were

maintain neutrality

in the face

of

provocation for fear of becoming an unwilling
participant

a civil war. United

in

Statesians can no longer rely on the cold war
configurations of ideas and behavior to

define loyalty, subversion, and "American identity."

To draw

be seen as the act of drawing a boundary between the

rich

"the

Mogadishu

line"

can

and poor countries (the

North and the South) and abandoning any sense of responsibility
for those beyond our
boundaries. In place of the demonized "communists"

come

a

whole range of despised

"others:" immigrants, Muslims, narcoterrorists, and so on
(Der Derian, 1992). There

even appearing a kind of nostalgia for the cold war.
reports that a Nexis search

shows

article in

Rolling Stone^

"new Cold War" was used by various

that the phrase

journalists, congressional funding solicitors, and

An

is

vodka advertisers 290 times

in the last

year.

The dilemma

when
its

the

goal.

Program

It

is

for the

Program

is

how

can

it

commit

claims to have the resources to be able to educate a

culturally appropriate, sustainable, social and

new and more

to

how

on

new

generation of

to mobilize grassroots action for

economic development, and

to establish

equal relations in South-North development cooperation." However, to

that social justice agenda, the

current patterns of

organization, in

U S.

power

society,

Currently, there

is

and

very

Program would need

to

pay more attention

relations are reproduced in the various parts of

at the

little

to the international level, but the

^

agenda

located within an Institution that does not have social justice as

development workers with the "competencies needed

fully take

to a social justice

its

global level.

published that links domestic social justice efforts

Program could be playing

August 22, 1996.
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a significant part in

developing such a theory and practice.^ Then,

Program would need

to find

ways

to

after

doing such an assessment, the

prevent dominant groups from using their

privileged positions to maintain their power
differentials in

other words,

it

would need

to

its

educational events.

In

develop strategies and implement structures and

processes for breaking the silences within

its

own

boundaries.

Implications for theory and practice

When

I

wrote the

first draft

of

this dissertation

I

was not able very well

to

connect the micro and the macro levels of analysis by just applying Fairclough's
theory to the data from the group.

One committee member asked me

information about the Program, the School, and the Institution. Once

to

I

give more

was able

to

contextualize the group in the context of a Program, a School and an Institution, and
to

understand the role of silence

the analysis of the problematic

in the

micropractices produced,

moments and

find

was able

to

deepen

more convincing arguments

linking

I

the micro and macro.

The need

to bring in other levels

of analysis and other theories

possible lack in Fairclough's three dimensional theory.

from the

I

found

it

hard

may
to

institutions.

The

levels of

the leap

group (and intergroup) and organization (and

inter-organization) need to be included in Fairclough's matrix which then

the theory

A

make

interactional to the societal level without paying attention to the intervening

mediating

®

point to a

much more

would make

multidimensional.

literature search

conducted by Mary McClintock on social justice

in

organizations and international issues revealed only one citation: an article by Solomon
(

1994 ).
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While
dissertation,

I

I

have consciously worked theoretical issues of
silence

have not acknowledged the degree

applying the Tavistock theories of groups
except for two brief mentions

work context

The
in

is

to

which

I

in the

was unconsciously

to identify these silences at the

in footnotes.

The

group

level,

application of Tavistock theories to the

well described in a collection edited by Obholzer

&

Roberts (1994).

theories help people to study both the visible and
invisible dynamics experienced

a group by focusing on group-as-a-whole

phenomenon and covert

processes are another kind of silence operating

processes. Covert

in groups.

For example, from a Tavistock perspective, the formation of a human group
seriously and consistently dedicated to a task without fanaticism or
illusion
relatively rare occurrence (Rioch, 1970). This

childishly dependent

upon a leader or a

to unite or to disintegrate in

set

because groups tend

is

of slogans

to seek

an

a

is

remain

to

enemy

whom

against

one way or another.

Tavistock theories are based on theories of psychodynamics which have been
applied to the group and institutional levels.

Tavistock work,

way

it

may

As

the concept of interpretation

be that those theories have the potential of being used

that is compatible with Fairclough's theory of language.

done

to see

used

in

how

key
a

in

More work needs

to

to

be

using that perspective helps produce interpretations of the language

problematic moments.

In retrospect,

theory

is

-

I

can see that Fairclough's theory

is in

fact a sort

of macro level

an umbrella that allows for a multitude of other theories of language

included and applied. In his book, for example, he includes theories

on such themes as interactional

control, cohesion, transivity,
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to

be

at the text level

word meaning, modality.

politeness,

and so on,

at the interacttonal level

on such themes as interd.scursiv.ty,

intertextual chains, coherence,
intertextuality, and so on; at the
societal level on such

themes as orders of discourse, the
political effects

of discourse, and so on. What

have many theories of language
only theory of language
the

social matrix of discourse, the
ideological

I

is

interesting

to bring in at the

(1996), However,

I

that

we do

not seem to

group and organizational

can find that has been produced

work of Roos and Krogh

,s

found

at this level

and

levels.

of analysis

that theory to be

The
is

more

compatible with a corporate "human resource"
approach than with Fairclough's

critical

approach.

The expansion of Fairclough's theory

that

I

propose

one way of

is

deconstructing the opposition theory-practice. Theory
defines or constrains our practice

and unless

we

put out our theory and mix

constraining and old. Another

theory as

need
to

to

it

be asking

how

One example of

or

our theory

new

up with practice the theory becomes very

integrating theory and practice

helps us to see our practice differently. In other words,
well our experience

do that we need a theory of

fits

way of

it

is

fits

or does not

to bring in

is

we

continually

our theory.

fit

new

To be

able

learning.

a theory of learning that helps us ask

how

well our experience

the experiential learning cycle model. In the generalization stage, old

concepts can be introduced. Action research and action learning are

methodologies for the application

and reflection stages of the

from engaging

in this stage.

stage.

cycle. Or, as

Without

However, people often skip the

we have

seen

in

chapter 4, they are prevented

reflection, the expression
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identification

of concepts sounds

disconnected from experience as was
concepts presented

It is

my

experience of

working norms gets the opportunity

work

the educational

to

the theories and

S&E.

in this

not often, however, that a group of peers

present their

many of

to

come

who have

shared theories and

together for an extended period of time to

each other and to get constructive feedback.

S&E

model of

that could be adapted to

many

It

seems

forms the basis for a liberating approach
other professional contexts.

S&E

is

fits

or does not

fit

experiential learning, this

As

I

mentioned

Participants are

experiences.

It

now

in

experience. But, despite their espoused

model was not implemented well
chapter

asked

1,

S&E

to present professional

appears that the design of the event

that

a profound

how

commitment

in the practice

has been superseded by

me

to learning

opportunity for individual participants, the group, and the Program
to ask
theory

to

S&E

of

well the

to

this

S&E.

capstone.

papers analyzing their internship

is

shifting so that the focus

is

more

on individual learning within the context of the genre of an academic seminar. The
question arises as to

how

applicable

my

findings are to this

expect that problematic moments would arise

in the

new model.

discourse which

I

would

would

reflect

similar issues and dynamics discussed here. However, the real challenge for the

Program

is to

investigate

how

alternative worlds, and to learn

as

S&E

language can be used

how

to counteract the silencing

to design participatory

peer learning events, such

Capstone, so that they allow for a medley of voices and silences

international and intercultural contexts.
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of

in

Based on

my

findings,

I

will

now make some

suggestions as to

how

dominant discourse may be changed and how
more collaborative approaches
might be accomplished

the

to inquiry

in intercultural contexts.

Collaborative approaches to inquiry

One
oppressed

strategy for changing the discourse of
oppression has been to look to the
to take the initiative to bring about change.

For example.

Little

&

Painter

critiqued Escobar's Encountering Development
for not discussing the political struggle
that needs to be initiated by the Third

economic oppression

to

World

if

they are to overcome the political and

which they have been subjected (1995).

conclude by saying that the development of a true alternative

paradigm

will

Little

to the

&

Painter

development

be an outcome of poor people "empowering themselves," and a

of

result

"the ability of the poor to change the social and political relations
that control them"
(op. cit.:606).

However, relying on
avoiding joining with others

the "other" to initiate change

in the serious task

is

a convenient

way of

of "jamming the machinery and

challenging the technologies of domination on which the Western project has been
erected and remains in force" (Sampson, 1993:13). Escobar's purpose, which

followed,

the North.

is to

attempt to change the

However, while both

way we

'objects'

talk

I

-

have

about international development

in

and social subjects are shaped by discursive

practices, these practices are constrained by the fact that they inevitably take place

within a constituted, material reality with preconstituted 'objects' and preconstituted
social subjects (Fairclough, 1992:60).

The

then to be seen in terms of a dialectic,

in

constitutive processes of discourse ought

which the impact of the discursive practice
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depends upon

how

interacts with the preconstituted reality.
In other words, any

it

attempt to change discursive practices

in the

in a material reality

Institution,

of the School, the

Program must pay
and

U

S.

attention to

its

location

domestic and foreign

policy.

At the moment,
a crisis,

it

will

networks of

it

does not appear there

probably be

in the relationship

power

intellectual

in

U

S. society.

is

a "crisis' in the Institution. If there

between the

Institution

is

and other

For example, the delegitimation of

higher education, like the delegitimation of pubic education
as a whole, belongs to a

U S.

larger effort to privatize

can pay for

it.

There

is

life

and so

shift the

power over

"culture" to those

who

a transfer of intellectual power from the public sphere to an

alternative intellectual universe of privately funded special-interest
organizations (Jay,

1996 25 ).
:

So what would
to

my

dissertation?

redesign

its

differences.

what

is

it

mean

for

would mean

It

S&E

Capstone

would

produced

at

also

S&E

mean

ways

Capstone

S&E

Program were

to

pay attention

of that event would need

to

to enable dialogue across

closing the educational loop in the Program, so that

is

not just the privatized learnings of individuals,

but has larger significance for the Program itself
discourse produced at

the

that the organizers

structures and processes, and seek

It

if

Capstone

Ways would be found

to enter into a dialectic

to enable the

with the Program, the

School, the Institution, and to enhance an agenda for social change.

The School

is

divided into three programs: the Program (which contains the

pragmatic part of the School's knowledge base), the program for teaching languages

(which contains the

linguistic aspects

of the School's knowledge base), and an
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undergraduate program (which contains the

knowledge

base). In

analysis of

itself,

As

it

my

s

particular,

questioning aspects of the School's

opinion, for the School to be able to engage in
a critical

would

first

a result of change efforts,

Program

critical

require a

new

move

to integrate those three aspects

theories of language

courses which could have a radical effect on
it

may

result in a shift

how

more constructive dialogue

identity.’

itself

into the

they are taught. In

from a Maslow based view of

based on more fluid post-structural theories of
possibility for

may be brought

of

identity to

one

that

is

This shift would open up the

across differences, both international and

domestic.

But, what

to

move

puts

it,

is

the likelihood that the social context will encourage the

in that direction,

the

Program

given the increasing shrinking of "public space" or as

Illich

"commons"?
The shrinking public space

The "triumph" of

the market in the post-cold

commodification of culture, the atrophying of
greater subservience of the

media

to state

war world order means the

political debate

and corporate

and

interests,

further

political options, the

and an increasing

global polarization of income, wealth and power (Herman, 1995). Precisely because

capitalism

is

expansionary and imperialistic, cultural

life in

more and more

areas gets

brought within the grasp of the cash nexus and the logic of capital circulation (Harvey,

The attraction of Maslow's theory could be that it supports the central
humanism; the belief that everyone has a healthy self waiting, intact beneath
’

social conditioning, and that the self

is

distinct

and fundamentally separate from the

view tends to constrain each person to constitute themselves
and non-contradictory and to prevent them from seeing the

social world. This
rational, unitary,

thesis of

layers of

multifaceted and fluid nature of their experience (Davies, 1993:10).
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as

1994.344).

in

ways

As

a result, "economic"

men and women

are positioned in civil societies

that are inevitably mediated at the symbolic
level by the constructs of

markets, production, and commodities. People and
nature are separated into parts
(individuals and resources) to be combined into market
commodities and objects of

exchange and knowledge. (Escobar, 1995:61).

All this

"public space" available

it

social justice

What

agenda

is

shrinking and with

that the

amount of

the potential for organizations with a

to act.

signs are there in the Program that the

shrinking? For example, some that
*

means

amount of public space

have touched upon

I

The Program may be moving from

in

is

preceding chapters include.

a discourse located in paternalistic "do-gooders"

organization to the discourse of an a-political service providing organization.
*

As funding

sources for

NGOs

more alumni may be seeking jobs with

diminish,

transnational corporations.

*

The concept of

a

new

*

Administrators

"sustainability"

may be

starting to

theory of authoritarian development as described by

may be

in a

way

that will support

Illich.

reconceptualizing students as a "market" formed from

subsystems within a population according
*

be used

The School may be using

to their

purchasing power.

a discourse of "needs" to design

"competencies" required for jobs

in a

new world of

global

its

"product" (the

NGOs

which

I

discussed

at

the end of chapter 4).

The success of

international

programs they implement

in the

NGOs

such as the United Nations and the

post-cold war transition period depend on their

awareness of whether a new world order-based on global democracy and the triumph
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of the international ideal actually
Its

exists or

place (Holmes, 1993:323). Most of the
action

the cold

war has revolved around

its

in

However, the United States

wary of any move

is

international organizations.* So, in fact,

to increase the

looks more like the

it

arising in

is

the United Nations after the end
of

the Security Council.

dominates the Security Council and

of

whether a new world disorder

U

power of any
trying to

S. is

create a n ew-world order (a geographical
dominated order rather than a qualitatively
different order) as the U.S.

free markets

is

hegemonic

internationally. But, according to Greider, as

have spread since the end of the cold war the world economy

out of control and

is

heading for a cataclyamic

operating in a risky global climate. For

it

fall

The

(1997).^

to survive,

it

will

have

is

Institution

to

is

the Institution

now

my

Given

And

to

will

mean

faces of operating in the

analysis of the situation,

Institution deal with the

the silences that

do that

may be

talking

new

how

dilemmas of operating

now

make more

sophisticated appraisals of rapidly changing political and social
situations than

ever done before.

spinning

more openly about

the

it

has

dilemmas

global economy.

could the Program, School, and
in the

new

global

economy and break

preventing them from having Institution wide dialogues.
Strategies for breaking the silence

A new
dissertation

I

have pointed

to

ways

in

Barbara Crossette,
In other words, the

New

out of thin

air.

In this

which productive, category breaking

conversations were prevented from happening

^

come

discourse for the Institution cannot

in

S&E;

York Times, October

New-World

Dis-Order.
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the kind that could lead to a

22, 1996.

new

discourse.

As many educators have pointed

explicit hidden structures of

Davies

act

some ways

lists

text (1993.158-9).

power

She says

in

examine the complex
discover the ways

relations

which

in

change

is to

make

(Freire, 1985; Giroux, 1988).

which we can learn

that people

of sense making, of importing

out, the first step to

their

need

to see the constitutive force

be able

to

to discover

own knowledges

memberships

in the

into the text in order to

between lived experience and

their category

themselves

of

(as

text;

they need to

male or female. United

Statesian or international student) lead them to interpret differently
and to be

positioned differently within the text; they need to find the silences and gaps
to question

to

what

it is

in texts,

the author understood as obvious and not in need of saying, and

understand the power of those silences to reinforce the obviousness of what does

not need to be said; and they need to find authors and texts

who

begin to say the unsayable, and

disrupt certainties and open up

Given the

new

to

become

who

break the silences,

writers themselves, creating texts that

possibilities.

potential for the approach that Davies suggests for creating

discourses that threaten the status quo,

it

is

not surprising that there

is

so

new

much

opposition from dominant groups to shifting our understanding of the nature of

language, from the notion that language represents reality towards the notion that

language constitutes

reality. It is also

no wonder

that an experiential

approach

to

learning which integrates that notion of language would be resisted.

In the realm of language, the

through the language variety that

referents

embedded

is

power of

the dominant class

given status and

in the linguistic practices
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in the

is

made

evident

meanings, values, and

and forms. Language represents and

constructs the personal and social reality of

and positions another
in

which

It

exists.'®

reality outside

While language

community, language does not
does
that

in

speakers, but

we

it

also reflects, refracts,

the reality of the overall

itself;

power

structure

unites individuals in a speaking, sociocultural

diffuse the tensions that

equalize the interests of particular classes.

it

may

exist

rather in

It is

between people nor

and through language

see an intersecting of those variously oriented interests
(Walsh, 1991:43). So,

we

language

Looking

me

of

its

can see the expression of race, gender,

class,

and national struggles.

overall at the quality of silences in the preceding chapters,

it

seems

that they point to a fundamental assumption about people. This
assumption

liberal individualist theory

of the person whose

ability to

is

to

the

be a sovereign agent

requires a thoroughgoing detachment from anyone or anything that might define and

so limit

its

ability to set the

Thoroughly voluntaristic
selves

terms for

and well being" (Sampson, 1993:28)."

its life

in character, this

whose values and commitments

theory posits an ideal of "unencumbered"

are entirely the consequence of uncoerced

choice.

Consequently,

democratic form of

liberal political theory

political life

assumes

that

it

is

possible to organize a

on the basis of socio-economic, socio-racial, and

socio-sexual structures that generate systemic inequalities (Fraser, 1990:66). But,

democracy

'®

is

impossible given these inequalities and Fraser argues for a civic

For example, a few years ago

teacher at the Institution.

My

British accent and students

English. For

me

applied for a position as a temporary language

come

was turned down because

to the Institution to learn to

I

speak with a

speak "American"

this event represents the international competition that exists between

two forms of English
"

I

application

in the international

language teaching marketplace

This resonates with the discourse of the Mogadishu Line.
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republican as opposed to a liberal-individualist
public sphere. Her vision

sphere which sees people reasoning together to
promote the
that transcends the

is

common good

mere sum of individual preferences, and

in the

of a public
in a

way

process of their

deliberation are transformed from a collective of
self-seeking, private individuals
a public spirited collectivity, capable of acting
together in the

view,

preferences, interests, and identities are as

much outcomes

public deliberation, indeed are discursively constituted

goes on

to

Institution,

develop a vision of

would come

civil society in

Institution

would

interest. In this

it"

(;72).

In this research,

which organizations, such as the
one

encompass both

that

view of public

(:75). It is a

I

mv

life that

a renewed

findings to other contexts

selected for analysis seven brief problematic

language interactions among a particular group of people,
occurred over a period of two weeks. From that data

moments might mean

for the Institution in the

hope

I

at

moments

for international social justice

have interpreted what those

that

that certain contradictions exist.

It is

may open

in the

a particular location, that

by pointing

to particular

contradictions in their discourse the possibility of the Institution taking on a

agenda

She

support.

Application of

active

to

as antecedents of

and through

in

to take a strong role in public life,

opinion-formation and decision-making

common

m

up.

My

more

study does not "prove"

a product of a prolonged interaction between

myself, the language and interactions captured on video tape of those moments, and

my knowledge

and experience of the

those discursive contradictions

Institution to reflect

.
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on the possible meaning of

Using Fairclough's theory enriched by Tavistock
theories on groups,
produced a detailed analysis of those moments and
contradictions.
indicated specific struggles within the
Institution as

it

I

I

have

have also

attempts to redefine

its

boundaries and relationships since the end of the cold
war. These struggles are
indications of possible larger struggles going on
at social and global levels that

I

have

outlined above.

There are several kinds of
thinking in this dissertation as a

institutions that

way

to critically reflect

example, the Center for International Education

Amherst and other educational

may be

institutions that

at the

need

to

interested in using the

on

their

own

University of Massachusetts

context. In addition,

NGOs

working

at

re-examine their practices of

knowledge development because of the rapidly changing

international

work. For

internationally, especially those

international

concerned with

the development of a "civil society" in an attempt to counteract the negative impact of
the "market," could benefit from a

work supports and how
methodology

I

it is

more

critical

assessment of whose interests their

reflected in language interactions. Finally, the

used to identify and analyze problematic moments

that could be applied

more generally

in the

may be

an approach

study of organizational change.

Concerns about confidentiality
In closing

this dissertation.

from both the

I

need

While

I

Institution

to say that

I

have some concerns about the confidentiality of

have paid great attention
and participants

conceal the identity of those participants,

identify the

name of

the Institution

to getting the

necessary permission

in the study,

and have used pseudonyms

in practice

will

it

be easy for anyone to

where the study was undertaken
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to

as

it

is

so unique.

However,

as Lincoln points out, there

is

a crisis of ethics in qualitative research
as

researchers can no longer be sure of maintaining
confidentiality (1995).
issue of trust

is

up

in the air as the role

of qualitative researchers

The whole

is itself

under

scrutiny.

What more
Looking through the
white

women

can he said?

transcripts of the problematic

participants in the group do not appear

moments,

anywhere

I

notice that two

in the transcripts.

curious about what their silence means and what other significant
events
this

S&E

about

I

may have

we must

missed. However, as Witgenstein says, "What

pass over in silence" (1961). Or, as

cannot communicate, the

least they

can do

is
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Tom

shut up."

Lehrer puts

in the life

we cannot
it,

I

"If

am
of

speak

people

APPENDIX A

ANALYSIS OF A CORE READING LIST FOR THE PROGRAM
To develop

a deeper understanding of the academic content
of the on-campus

phase of the Program,

reviewed the curriculae for the courses given 1993-94
and

I

noted which references were

r equired

shown below was then compiled.

reading for each course.

After that,

I

together with a note asking them whether the

Progam.

I

to include,

a

phone

asked them

to

list

list

list

Program's faculty

to all the

captured the "spirit" of the academic

propose what other references they would regard as essential

and which references should be

call,

sent the

The reference

deleted.

I

followed up two weeks

later

with

mostly leaving messages on voice mail.

Three faculty, who know

me

well, responded to this request.

The

rest

were

silent.

Essential reading for the program (Listed under cnnrs;p.

Economic Development:
Gillis,

M., Perkins, D. H., Roemer, M. and Snodgrass,

of development. Third Edition.

W.W. Norton &

D R.

(1992).

Economics

Co.

Financial Management:

Droms, William G. (1990). Finance and accounting

for nonfinancial managers.

Reading: Addison-Wesley Pub. Co.

Human

Resource Management:
Adler,

Boston:

Nancy

PWS-Kent

J.

(1991). International dimensions of organizational behavior.

Publishing Co.

Weisbord, M. (1988). Productive workplaces. San Francisco: Jossey Bass.
International Student Services:
Althen, Gary. (1993). The handbook of foreign student advising. Yarmoth:
Intercultural Press.

Reid, Joy

M. (ed

).

(1988). Building the professional dimension of educational

exchange. Yarmoth: Intercultural Press.
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Project Design and Planning.

Nolan, Riall W. (1991) Project Design:
planning community change. Pittsburgh PA:

A

problem-solving approach
University of Pittsburgh.

to

Training of Trainers.
Coover, V., Esser, C., Deacon, E. and Moore, C.
(1984) Resource manual for
a living revolution. Philadelphia: New Society
Pub.

Lynton and Pareek. (1990). Training

for development. Connecticut:

Kumarian

Press.

Research methods and evaluation.
Neuman, W. Lawrence. (1991). Social research methods. Boston: Allyn
and
Bacon.
Organization behavior.

Bolman, Lee G. and Deal, Terrence E. (1988). Reframing organizations:
and leadership. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.

Artistry, choice,

Social Change.
Albert,

M.

et al.

Bobo, Kim.

(1986). Liberating theory. Boston: South

et al.(1991).

Organizing for social change:

A

End

Press.

manual for

activists

in the 1990s.

Washington: Seven Locks Press.
Brecher, Jeremy et al.(1993) Global visions: Beyond the
Boston: South End Press

New World

Order.

Cross-cultural counseling:

D'Andrea, Vincent and Salovey,

Peter. (1983).

Peer Counselling: Skills and

perspectives. Palo Alto: Science and Behavior Books.

Policy Advocacy.
Berry, Jeffrey. (1989) The interest group society, 2nd edition.
Scott,

Kelman, Steven. (1987). Making public
government.
Strategic

New

IL:

Paul:

policy:

A

hopeful view of American

York: Basic Books.

Management.

Barry, B.
St.

Glenview,

Foresman.

W. (1986)

Strategic planning

workbook

for nonprofit organizations.

Amherst A. Wilder Foundation.

Managing

Diversity in Organizations.

Loden, M. and Rosener,

J.

(1990)Workforce America.

Professional.

Intercultural Communication:
(I

was not able

to find a

curriculum for this course)
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Chicago; Irwin

What does

My
essential

there

is

this referpnrp lief rr)Af|n9

original intention in producing the

list

was

academic discourse of the Progam. However,

no such thing

as an "essential

how

It

then occurred to

professional researcher

about the identity of the authors of these works. So,

what she can say about the representation of authors
observations from what she found out. Here

is

my comments

information about the race, gender,

of the authors of the above

list

My

in

and

is

a

is.

I

to obtain

to write

to see

some

brief

report

of required readings.

to the project

their

I

of seeking

and professional background

knew

that

James was curious

backgrounds would inform the

reactions to the research are informed by

my

experience

graduate school, library research, bookselling, editing, social justice education, and

multicultural organizational development.

understanding of

my

social

They

are also informed by

class,

subordinate/not-privileged groups— female, lesbian.

be sensitive to what

is

my

group memberships which include both memberships

dominant/privileged groups— white, upper middle

to

Program

asked Mary McClintock

class, national origin

how

it

to that this list

would be able

in this list

and reactions

about the backgrounds of the authors and
content of their writing.

me

-

her report.

Mary McClintock's
are

I

of the

to realize that

international the core reading load of the

wondered how much information a

The following

have come

I

academic discourse" of the Program

composite of a number of different discourse.
could be used to check

to try to get a sense

able-bodied— and

These varied viewpoints lead

said and not said about the authors.

189

in

me

In trying to track

looked for information

down

in the

brief search on the

information about the authors of the above books,

I

following sources:

World Wide Web

the biographical statements, prefaces/introductions
of the books themselves

Contemporary Authors
Who 's Who in America
Faculty Directory of Higher Education
I

chose these sources based on

the reference librarians at the

my

past research experience as well as the advice of

W E B.

DuBois Library

at the Lfnversity

of

Massachusetts, Amherst.

found both the process of searching for information and the

I

search

illuminating.

One

one faces trying

difficulty

While gender, professional
biographical sketches

find.

all

in

results of the

obvious, but nonetheless significant observation,
to get this kind

affiliation,

is

the

of demographic information about authors.

and sometimes nationality

clear

is

books, any other demographic information

is

from authors’

very hard to

This seems especially true with the more traditionally “academic” books where

that

seems

to matter is credentialling the author as an “expert”

through

of

lists

degrees and work experience.
think that the

I

that the author

otherwise.

is

norm with academic books published

being a

United States

is

a white. American-born, male, academic professional unless stated

This norm developed from white. American-born males holding the

majority of college and university faculty positions

dynamic

in the

in the

United States and the

that people in the agent/dominant social groups don’t

member of

have

to

“come

out” as

a particular social group because they are the norm, just

“individuals”, while the “others” are the ones with “culture” or “identity” (see Katz,

190

1978; Hardiman, 1982; Chesler, 1976 for discussion
of

phenomenon of members

this

of dominant groups being unselfconscious of themselves
of members of such groups).
Supporting the above norm of the “invisibility” of authors’
social group identity
is

the traditional scientific/positivistic view of the
world which has been dominant in

academics

United

in the

known, and knowledge
the author

is

States.

is

In this world view, the

presented as “fact” or “objective”.

sometimes acknowledged

“viewpoint” seem

to

knower

in social scientific

books, the salient parts of

be professional experience as opposed

from which academic degrees were received and

separate from the

While the viewpoint of

to social

Hence, authors’ biographical statements most often

nationality.

is

the related

list

work

group identity or
the institutions

that the author has

done.

Most of

these books

seem

to

“professional” experience “abroad”.

be written by Americans,

I

make

not get demographic data from the book

who

authors

itself or

assumption

in the cases

other sources.

where

I

could

The majority of

the

are identified as being from countries other than the United States are

from the book. Global

Visions.

If

you take them out of

One

exclusively an American group of authors.
the Global Visions authors:

their country

named

thing

I

the pool,

name

it

is

almost

noted about the descriptions of

Authors from countries other than the United States have

as part of their biographical sketches,

the United States just

United

this

many of whom have

the institution for which they

where authors working

work and

in

the state in the

States.

In terms of gender, there

authors.

I

is

a greater than 2:1 male:female ratio in the group of

find this ratio indicative of

who

is

191

on the faculty of American colleges and

who

unversities and

is

being published by academic presses.

Most of

the female

authors are from the books published by smaller,
more “politically progressive”
publishers.

Not including

the authors from Global Visions, the majority
of the authors are

faculty or administrators in higher education in
the United States.

It is

impossible to determine definitively the class of origin of the
authors.
can assume the current class status of the majority of the authors
university faculty

Whose
present

if the

from working

voices are missing?

What information and

authors included more people of color and

backgrounds?

Economics of Development (3rd

men

However, one
are college or

professional class or higher.

is

class

who

almost

I

was

edition).

perspectives might be

women,

particularly struck

as well as people

by the cover of

The cover photograph shows a group of

with very dark skin (perhaps African?) doing manual labor, using shovels or hoes.

The authors of

the

Rice University

in

book

Houston/former faculty

given their academic

origin,

to say

are three professors at

status.

and professional

at

Harvard and one current President of

Duke,

The perspective of

status.

What might

the

about the economics of development?

192

the

all

of

book

men from

whom

I

presume are white

reflects their race, national

the cover of the

book have

APPENDIX B
TRANSCRIPTIONS
Chapter

Problematic

moment

3

1

The transcript begins half way through Laura's introduction
to the small group
She is giving examples of the kinds of questions the groups
could explore when
designing their advertising campaigns taking into
account cultural factors.
task.

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Should photographs be used? Or, should there
by a photograph of the mother, a woman with a
big belly or a mother, a baby in the arms or
are drawings more appropriate? Now, along
with that the portrayal of women, is, are the
women working women, are they into health and
fitness and that would be something that they
would choose to have some sort of supplement?
Or are they the traditional housewife and
mother? And one question of testimonials,
should the mother stand up and say "yes, this
is a good product, I used it and I have
twenty healthy children" or whatever? Or
should the doctor recommend it, you know, "I
have twenty patients who've used this and
it's really, really good."
If it's a doctor
should it be a male or a female? That's
another question. And any other points that
you think of. There are so many other issues
that you might come up with just in your
discussions. Are there any questions about
this? .... I think what we'll do is break
into groups for about twenty minutes and you
can choose your groups but just make sure
there's one cultural consultant in each
group.
And then we'll come back together and
you report on your findings and then we'll
talk about it a little bit more, what issues
came up and, and what was challenging.
There's one thing about Janeway, there isn't
an extra room, it's a darkroom ... right now
so we might have to move maybe outside or we
can split up in this room, or, you can go
upstairs and use our room if you want to
spread out a little bit. Any other
questions? ... Okay, then I guess we'll be
back here about twenty till and I'll be
193

::
::

40

45

Group
Laura
Ted

:

Laura
Ted

:

Laura

55

60

circulating to see if you have any other
guestions. And let me give you some, ah
paper and markers.
(the group is "stuck" for 15 seconds)
Everyone looks so (...)
How many, well, isn't
there any [specific market
[Woah

50

Ted
Laura
Ted
Laura
Ted
Laura

!

Isn't our mark,
isn t the market already laid out here in
the middle of (...)...
Right but you, I mean
the specific geographical

geographical

:

:

Right,

nv
Okay

What country or what city
Okay,

:

Group
Tracy:
Laura
Tracy:
Laura
Tracy:
Laura

65

I

see

what
cultural group or groups
(7 second silence)
I’m just looking at the instructions again
Oh

Get into groups of four

Yah
One person be
the cultural expert

Tracy:
Laura

Yah
and what you're
supposed to do is try to go through this list
of things.
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:

Problematic

noise.

moment

!

?.

With four groups talking at once in a small room there
is a
The transcript begins in the middle of a series of questions

lot

of background

that

Ted and David

are asking Abad.

Ted

:

Well, do you think these, ah .. these ah
ah magazine ads should be, sort of, around
the the based on the television ads?
.

Abad

,

be.

Ted

Abad
David
Abad

It should

:

5

10

.

:

It should be.

The same same frames from
the television ads
It should

:

[Put into the
:

into the print media.

Ted

:

15

Abad

[be.

:

Put

What about, it (...) we
were talking about doctors actually
encouraging women to use this. Shouldn't they
have some sort of pamphlet or something?
People
don t (....)
Really?
'

Ted
Abad
David:
:

:

20

Abad

:

25

30

Ted
Abad

:

So there's no prenatal,
there's no prenatal, ah, visits?
There are but
it's just for, I don't know ... what I have
found was that my sister (...) so it's like
at home.
It's not that she went to the
doctor but female doctor first of all not the
male doctor (...) and then there are only
very few female doctors who are (...)
Yah
So,

:

keep that in mind (...) people don't use
(...) female (...) don't depend upon her.
But
that would be the preference of most females
to have a (...) to be seen by a female
obstetrician, right?
It is but there are some
cultural, umm, old women who have been
dealing with (...)
Oh! Midwife!

err,

David:
35

Abad
40

:

David:
Ted

Midwives
Midwives (...) then it

:

Abad

:

had to do with (...)
Ted

:

Abad

:

45

Shouldn't midwives be
getting this information?
Exactly, if you use
195

:

that

Ted
50

Abad

55

Susan
Abad
Susan

Abad
60

:

:

(...)

or we need somebody to tell the
midwives, huh. Right?
You can target female
doctors too but its better to target the
midwives but not the male doctors at all Do
not
Do not target the male doctors?
Do not.

:

:

Because of the cultural setting (...)
they will, they say don't go to male doctors.
Some of, some of the people won't even go to
the male doctors who are right there (...)
they don't go to female doctors and (...)

196

.

Chapter 4

Problematic

The

moment

1

transcript begins near the end of an introduction
to the session by the four

facilitators (Betty, Susan, Tracy,

and Mary). They have reviewed what each of them
did for their presentations and have introduced
two models which they want to use as
integrating frameworks for the discussion. We join
a brief discussion about the
models:

Betty:

5

10

Well,

these are just, these are just ways of
taking a model and, you know, and, and, and,
and expanding it and doing more theorizing
around, you know, the model and the way that
models can be expanded by looking at, you
know, what's missing out of there and is
there a way,
you know, to put that in.
Some
people, some linguists and some
anthropologists, for instance, say that
language is culture, that that is culture,
you know, when you talk about culture there's
nothing else because it's all tied up in
words
Wouldn't you say it's also
(...) and
again, it's the entrance of the, of some
words (...) I remember (...) there was a
world cup of cricket going on in Australia
and somebody, Pakistani was in the finals,
and so somebody has this sign over (...) in
his hand saying "Pakipower", you know, "Paki"
(...) is not a good word, anyway.
So, it is
like "Pakipower" and what, what does it
actually mean? It meant from that person's
point of view, probably "Pakistan power, " but
he actually confused the word
"Pakistan"/"Paki" and it sounded very, you
know, he had used the word and some people
asked "Why is he doing this?" To me it was
very, I felt very bad about it. How would
people think (...).
So it could be the
inference of the words that you get and it
could be the influence from the culture, or
the background that you've had before and, at
that particular moment how a person, the tone
of the person.
So it could be lots of, it's
lots of things. That's how I see it.
(22 second silence)
At this point I guess we (...) we wanted to
ask another question to the group. Urn, how,
how is this relevant to, to you all in your
.

15

20

25

30

35

Group:
Susan:
40

197

::::

45

Tracy:
50

Susan
Ted

:

.

.

:

own experiences? Ah, this model, ah,
how can
you relate this to your own experience
in
your work or institution or your own
experience in the bigger picture? And we
were thinking that we'd just take a couple
minutes of just silence to think about that.
And if you'd like to think by drawing or
writing (...)
Are we ready to (...)?
Are we
ready to what?
,

Group
Susan

(Laughter)

55

Group
Group
David:
60

Susan
David:

65

Mary
Group
Susan

:

70

The relevance of this
model to you and your own experience and
applications
(Laughter from 2 or 3 people)
(85 second silence)
May I ask a question?
Yes
Do you see this as a
predictive model or a descriptive one? ....
Predictive in the sense that this will help
us predict what's going to happen, or, is it
a model that we use to find out what there,
what exists right which would then give us
insight into what we need to do.
I guess
(...)

(Laughter)

That's what I think. Or both maybe, that's
what I was thinking, in that it helps me see
the dynamics of my school system as it is

David:

As
it is

Susan
75

Betty:

Susan
Betty:
80

Susan
85

Betty:

90

Tracy:
Betty:

and yet I feel like I could make
predictions based on
Plug something into one
of those
Yea plug something into
Plug something
in, could you say how that would affect the
others?
I can guess how it might affect the
others. I mean I feel like if I have enough
information about those spheres in the
context of the school system I could predict
what might happen
Does this model have a
name?
Complementary holism
Complementary
What about [the
holism.

Tracy?
Betty:

Right,
198

and what

.

::

Tracy:

Betty
Tracy:
100

115

Betty:

:

Group
Betty:
Tracy:

135

David:
Tracy:
140

145

the whole concept is

[Okay

From the verbal
description (...)
they have their own
diagrams (...) deeper level (...) if we had
more timeframe so.
.

[right
:

125

Jane

the other two that

(Light laughter)
Cause the reason I asked is, ah, one way to,
to, to figure out how things have changed
is
by taking a sort of a snapshot for doing this
sort of analysis in the beginning and then
over time deciding consciously to take
another snapshot and see how each of these
spheres, the weights of the influences of
each of these spheres have played out on, ah,
factors, outcomes, conditions in the other
spheres and then to try to draw, err,
possible relationships between them or the
result of communication having taken place
because of them. So these arrows could also
represent causal relations, cause-effect
relationships as well [as

Ted

Susan
Ted

.

(...)

110

130

about the other ones
you showed us
Oh well,
complimentary [holism
,

Mary
Group

120

.

.

95

105

.

ah, you know,
the communication, the communicative
functions that take place between
Ah! Sorry.
(She changes her chair as it had been making
a noise)
Now why is she communicating with that that
action was that you were unhappy with the
chair?
(Laughter)
I was just clear that it was
squeaking every time I moved, quite bad.

Any
questions (...) wondering, I suspected you
were in the middle of doing that and this
question came up. So should we go on with
that or?
Go on with, umm
We were kind of
sitting here quietly thinking about how this
applies to our own work and the things we do
and then you came up with that question so
I'm making an assumption here that that
question came out of a thought you were
having about your own work, that's all

199

::

David
150

155

160

Tracy:
Ted
:

165

175

180

Group
Betty:

190

195

Well, I think it's, this is a very
model and I was just thinking, well, useful
you
know, maybe like applying it to my
own work I
would do, ah, the analysis that the, that
the
model asks us to do over time, starting
at
the beginning and then doing it perhaps
every
SIX months or every year as a way of seeing
how things change in the year and then,
ah,
you know figuring out why things have changed
because of this and that that would give us
insight into what we need to do more of, how
we need to refrain what it is we're doing to
have different consequences in others of
these spheres.
So umm.
Umm.
Ah, (cough)
of^ the work that I've done in community
organizing, ah, in the process of

some

strategizing and thinking of what tactics
people are going to use to empower themselves
and gain more power over decisions that, that
effect their lives; one technique that is
used is doing what's called a power analysis.
When you look at who holds power, who, what
individuals and what groups hold power in the
community and I think this would be useful
for taking a look at particular individuals
who are perceived to have some power and
taking a look at where their power is derived
from according to things and how, and also,
maybe placing particular individuals in
groups (...) and see how their communications
between each other solidifies and, ah, their
power, and so that communities will have a
better idea of how to deal with this
situation

170

185

.

No, I, I don't think that you
can do that within that kind of a model
because that's really a systems model and a
systems model are only, what systems models
look at is not issues of power, it's,
it's
systems models look at the linkages between
the system. How does, you know, how does this
relate to this, relate to this, and make this
whole system work. And, and, and, that a
system is not complete if it doesn't have all
of its pieces. You know when, when you talk
about systems theory you say something like,
you know the easy way to talk about it is,
you know, a car is a system. You know, the
engine by itself doesn't make the car, the
car does a certain thing. You know, each of
200

t

.

200

205

Ted
210

:

Betty:

215

Tracy:

220

225

Betty:
230

the pieces of the car unless, until
it's put
together, you know, is not going to be
the
system which is the car. They're each
valuable on their own but they don't make
the
thing that makes the car which makes it
go.
You look at, you know, you're looking at
society through, through something which is
systems theory.
Would, would not that work for
a power system in a community?
You can'
establish, you can't establish that within
systems theory, it's really hard to, when you
are using systems theory, it's real hard to
establish issues of power, you have to use a
different kind of a theoretical framework.
(...) in that particular model, not knowing
formally about systems theory, in this
particular model, it's talking about the
(...) introduce the political realm we talked
about the fact that (...) creating your own
(...) talked about the political realm as a
separate piece, uhm, because it has a (...)
political system but that political power
issues are going on in the whole system
because within each one of us there's, there
are power questions.
But, but you've got to
remember that systems, you go from macro
systems down to micro systems.
Like wherever
you look at, look at it it becomes a system.
And if for instance (the Program)
(The
Program) is a system within (the School)
which is a system within (the Institution)
which is a system within the United States, I
mean, you know, then you look at those
[linkages
[Right, so in (Ted's) piece, if you're doing
a power analysis and you're looking at the
power system which is perhaps inside what,
who knows, the economic system or which is
working in conjunction with other systems,
uhm, that would build back out to the whole
social system, right? Have I gotten (...)?
Do you follow me? I guess I don't know enough
of the specifics of that but it, it seems to
me it could still be put there.
No, well the
reason I'm saying that that the system, that
power, where you see the power, won't work if
Power
you don't have the rest of the system.
in the car is the engine. If you don't have
the rest of it it's not going to go and
.

235

Tracy:

240

245

Betty:

250

201

::

that s why you have trouble looking at, at,
at, at, at, at, at, at power in that kind
of
a way of looking at it through, through
a

255

David
260

Tracy:

critical, through, through a critical
theoretical viewpoint because it's all part
and parcel of it.
[Well I think
[(...) what you are saying
(...)

David:
265

Ted

:

270

Mary
275

280

Group
David
285

290

295

300

305

:

Well I think (Ted), as though, he's
looking at analyzing power in a system, in a
particular system.
I'm not just saying elected
officials. I'm saying that like clan leaders,
how a group of families, a family might have
power in the community, has an effect on the
decisions which affects the system of the
community and people who have a lot of
economic resources would affect the
community, interact with a lot of the
political and clan forces.
What strikes me in
listening to all these comments is that here
again we used, are seen through different
lenses and people can make sense of all these
different ways, perhaps there is a right and
a wrong way to go about using a theory but if
it helps people conceptualize (...) then it
is useful, you know, to all of us (...).
(4 second silence)
Well, I think that I think what we all want
is to, uhm,
to, to be able to increase the
amount of certainty that we have over
investing either, whatever kind of resource,
it might be financial resources, it might be
human resources, it might be political
resources, it might be knowledge, you know.
And so we're all looking for strength of
influence. What's going to work? How are
people going to be engaged by all this and so
we use theories to, to reduce the uncertainty
and to increase the amount of insight and the
certainty that we have of applying knowledge
to a particular circumstance, whatever that
is, uhm.
So that just takes off a little bit
because
from what you were saying and, ah,
we've come-up in the kind of intellectual
scientific background that we, that we've all
been brought up in, we're taught to believe
that if, if we can quantify this influence
somehow then, you know, we can, we can
manipulate the resources so that we can
optimize the amount of impact or influence
202

:

that we have on something and much
of this
has been quantified and submitted
into
formulas, I mean that's the whole basis
for
economic theory is that you can apply that
you can apply differential equations
to
figure out what kind of influence, ah,
a
change in the, ah, in, ah, (laughs) interest
rates going up have on investors, you know,
l
mean, they have those kind of formulas and
some of that trickles down into the social
sciences where, you know, we want to really
be sure about, umm, the, the kind of, ah,
programs that we watch, ah, and I think we
all realize at this point that those kind of
formulas are, are useless, ah, because you
can never predict with certainty human
character and energy, ah. But it's, it's
sort of part of our thinking when we, when we
adopt a model that that will optimize our
chances that, ah, you know, the kind of
interventions that we want to make are going
to succeed somehow because we've thought
through these things and that there are some,
you know, direct and inverse relationships
between cause and effect.

310

315

320

325

330

Group
Abad

;

Tracy:

I'd like
to come back to

335

Group
Tracy:

340

345

(laughter)
I actually,
it's one
of the things I like engage with you about,
well, I'm thinking of ten things but I'm
realizing that our discussion's not getting
very large and that, I think, that we were
working on a question that really can be
exciting to (...). We were trying to think
some about, ah ... how all of us, including a
theories discussion, applies to your own
(...) useful in all of our (...) in our
presentation to this discussion and at least
you can go back to our own situations (...)
only way of looking at it using this theory.
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Chapter

Problematic

moment

Two

or three students attending the on-campus
Because of this and my location in the group, it
was not
the speakers in the transcript below.
Where I am uncertain

all

I

initial "S." for "student."

Udai
Ruth
Udai

:

Have you reached

:

Ruth

Yes,
(...)

Mm-hmin

;

a

Udai
Ruth

So,

manager

[

.

.

can you tell us
what the decision is? Where are you gonna go
from here?
The decision is that we stay
here and continue our work.
.

Udai

:

Ruth

:

you go back to Somalia,
Nairobi right now.

15

Oh!

:

.

'

cus you are in

Ho ho,

Yah.

OK.

:

(...)

nice weatheir
20

Udai
Ruth
Group
Ruth

as

.

[Yes

:

:

10

Udai
Ruth

decision?

a

:

yes
5

5

to this session.

possible to identify

have put the

.

4

he transcript begins with.

Progam came

.

(...)

:

:

OK (...)

and [(...)
(laughter)
so you're gonna go back, as
[

:

(...)

So,

an organization.
25

Udai
Ruth

Yes

:

:

Udai

:

Ruth

:

Abad

:

30

35

OK
As a
manager, how did you fee:l about the process,
the decision making process?
(...) they
hesitate t:o defect from the others. Uh, and
even they have many good ideas, they even
come up (...) pin point
and
here he was very (...) very natural and
(...) easy for
(...)
easy for the manager to- to fe:el what was
the re:al feeling of the team (...)
Abad, do
you feel comfortable going back?
.

40

204

.

.

Yeah,

yes

.

:

Bill

:

.

feel like we spent fifteen minutes
a guilt trip.
(group laughter)
T.
It
wasn t even fifteen minutes, so
I

putting Mary on

Ruth
45

:

Bill:

Ruth
Bill

Well OK.
:

[We can put Mary under a bit more
pressure.

:

Huh

huh
50

Ruth

Mary
Ruth
Mary

:

:

How do you feel Mary?
[going
[I-

back?

:

Umm

:

55

Are you
^

back when I
that I didn

t

go,

Ruth

they convinced me to go
in a way I feel guilty
[not that I made an excuse.
[Yeah

for the observers
going back
t:o the theory umm
did
Udai as a manager, umm, make sure
that all their individual needs were being
met in this group, umm, a:s individuals
coming together as a team? Were the group
needs met? And with this decision, uh, will
the organizational needs be met .... and ....
and what are the implications of, of this,
decision to return when you have grenades
going off, when you don't even have a vehicle
to do your outreach programs so you're stuck
in the town in your compound. Umm
but uh
I mean,
maybe
actually before we get into the discussion
you guys could read the, the role that you
had to play
so people know (...) where
you (...)
...(...) number one
(...) you
realize the security risk, that you (...) no
viable alternative (...) will not have access
to (...) you have never been (...) that the
security (...) just a few bad apples (...) so
you came to Somalia to save lives and that is
what you are going to do. You respect the
(...) for this, but you (...)
OK,

60

65

70

75

Abad

:

Udai

:

.

80

You must keep (...) from your mind at all
times. You are the representative leader of
(...) nation You have a binding agreement
with your government (...) and the punishment
(...) You must be responsible for the (...)
security of your (...)

85

.

90

Bill

.

:

You have enjoyed your work in Somalia
but it's becoming tiring. You're sick of the
205

:

security problems but thus far you haven't
had any incidents. You only have three
left on your contract, you would like months
to
finish, but you realize it may not be
possible. Field staff one and two have
become
personal friends and (...) pregnant.
[Ooh, ouch

95

100

S.

Group
Mary

[laughter)

Field staff number two. We came
to Somalia to help with the crisis but
you
realize the dangers outweigh the benefits.
You are not willing to risk your life. You
have decided that due to the increase in
security incidents over the past several
months that we cannot continue with
the (...) You feel your personal safety is
first and foremost, feel some sense of guilt,
because you're (...) team.

105

110

Ruth
115

:

And then you were coerced
into going back.
Yes she was.

S.

Mary
Ruth

Yeah,

125

Ruth
Group
Ruth

[(...)
[So Udai,

how are you going to feel if, if Jill goes
back and u:h
she's attacked
and u:h
maybe even dies?
She didn't wanna go back.

120

Udai

.

)

:

As a manager

:

[
:

[

(laughter)

how

are you gonna feel?

Udai

:

I'd feel
130

to come

Ruth

:

Group
Ruth

:

135

140

(

.

did my duty

..

.

.

But i, as a manager is it
where, I mean this gets into
maintaining the equilibrium, because you have
to get the work done but (...) it's part of
your job to convince your field staff who,
who wanna go home to the comforts of North
Carolina (said to Mary in a southern accent.)
(laughter)
and umm
that they
should go back
for the interest of
th- the group, umm, I mean what needs
surfaced
most here? I think Bill and Abad
were really uh
pushing her that the
needs came before her individual
group
needs, and t:hen kinda the organizational
.

145

I

to u:h convince her

.

.

206

.

150

S.

:

155

Ruth

S

,

.

165

Ruth

,

I

:

;

,

Mmm.

:

160

.

needs came in but what came out of it was
certainly, I thought the, the group needs.
But what did,
what did the observers note
about the
the process of decision making
and .... and was there an equilibrium between
umm [... the needs of the, the (...)
Well she
did decide to go back (...)
,

S.
S.

.

.

mean,

that situation

you
haven't worked in a group during these last
eight months or whatever, where someone has
given in to peer pressure just because it was
easier to give in?
Yeah but
giving in to peer pressure here
is different than [(....)
[yeah,

S.

it's safe. Yeah.

(...)

Ruth

But, I mean, how do you
eh- I
mean eh- e- everyone has responsibility but
as a manager
do you think it
wou- it was OK with the process they went
through?

170

Mimi
175

S.
S.

Yeah,

you wanna talk about, we should talk about
this
No, [I don't.

Udai
180

S

[(...)

Ruth
Mimi
185

[(...)
[Do

OK.

I'd like to
say something (...) most times the individual
needs come first (...)

Tracy:
I think in the,
in the whole conversation
there was maybe one moment when she's really
given permission, (...) granted s:he's in
charge of herself so maybe she really wants
to, but she was really kind of looking for
that permission from the group and I think,
ah, at one moment said, umm, "We've worked
well as a team and we're gonna miss you if
you go (...) it's OK." But that was just one
moment ... [in the

190

195

Mary

:

Tracy:

Mary

:

[Right

conversation. She (...) It
(...)
would have helped me even
I think
207

:

200

.

you have a really lonely situation. An
individal can go all the way to Somalia to,
to work as a relief worker. I mean
(...)
really believe that, committed to the*'
organization (...) struggle (...) society. I
can t imagine .... it's hard to imagine what
(...) in the situation because I think would
be committed to that, that organization goal
of helping to save people's lives at the same
and weighing out th:e ris:k, my
own personal risk, (...)
Sitting
here now it's easy to say, "0:h, I would want
to stay." but, I don't know what I would do,

205

210

(...)
S

I think
from a
manager's point of view, I
umm
there's a lot of denial. There's a lot
of commitment
you're right, I mean
t)y the people there
and there's
a lot of denial about the
the
dangers on one hand is
a lot to
face. But there's, sometimes that commitment
overrides that
(...) "OK I can do that."

.

;

215

220

.

but
225

Mary
Ruth

:

230

235

240

245

250

Group
Ruth

:

.

Yeah,

:

just

(...)

Umm
Bill had said something about umm
"Well that's the risk you take." and
Jim said the same thing: "Well [that's the
risk you take. "We, you know. We knew this
wasn't going to be a country club."
umm, now keeping in mind that Mary is the,
the helper in the middle of the circle with
a smiling face, do you have a smiling face?
(laughter)
All these stresses, umm, and- and
she is committed but
I mean is it,
eh,
for one thing is it a healthy attitude that
they have: "Well this is the risk we take." I
mean have, have they become so desensitized
to the situation umm, are they able to make
decisions, and especially when you're, you're
doing team management which Susan made some
comments to the, to the pros in team
management, you have to be able to trust and
respect all the members that they are able to
Mary
make sound decisions, umm
because she's maybe good friends with, with
the rest of the team, umm, and because she's
thinking of the original commitment when she
came over decided that she would go back,
even though originally she didn't want to go
back. As a manager do you let that go because
208

.

255

Betty

:

it was her decision?
or do you
explore a little bit more (...)
I'm just
curious what the manager would lose if
you
didn^t go back. I know you made a commitment,
but if you didn't go back what would
thewhat would the donor agents, would you
lose
something, would the donor agency
be
upset? Would they never work with you' again’’
Uh- eh- if you can [wait
,

260

Ruth
Betty
Ruth

[Hm.

265

Betty:
270

S.

Ruth
275

[OK. All

right.

:

:

S.

280

Ruth

until we're finished
processing then I'm gonna tell you actually
what, what we did, and we didn't go back, so
I'll let you know, inform you of the
implications [(...)

:

285

I

Group

[

S.

[I

(laughter)
know, I know.

Ruth
know but it's, it was
emotional than (...)

290

Jane

:

Mary

:

295

300

305

was

surprised that there was no discussion about
how to how to increase the safety, o:r, umm,
and there was no discussion about logistics.
Mm hmm.
(...) but mostly it surprised that
there was (...) sort of feeling and this
idealism or
it seemed to be like an
emotional decision versus a discussion, but
what could we do to counteract some of these
things or to, to make a (...) situation or
how long you function with three people
versus (...)
Yeah, and without a vehicle, I
mean they're so committed they're gonna walk
through (...) [(...)

(...)

workers. You
much more

Yeah, (...) same things
like Ruth and Abad were saying, that's what
the risks that they take, everyone
establishes their own level of risk that
they're willing to take, and it seemed like
the two of them, in the course of
conversation were putting their level of risk
they wanted to take onto Mary, and I don't
think that they allowed her to say, "Well,
how far do I want to go?" and I think we all
decide our own boundaries when we put
ourselves into those types of situations, and
umm, she said to
I think that's what led,
her, her feeling like she was guilty [...
[Right
209

.

Jane

tricked into

Mary

.

[

.

.

.

[Yeah.

Jane

agreeing to go back.

S.

310

Also the question, I mean
would have felt isn't there an
oranizational standard in terms of how much
risk is (...)
Well in reality I
would set a policy, umm
the
;
I

Ruth

:

Mimi

:

315

320

325

330

Abad

:

Mimi

:

335

I think also it's,
it's up to the
management to, to be aware this is a war
zone, and as much as we have all these
ideals, you know, going to Africa and all
this, but there are specific areas which have
been declared a war zone and at that time
that was the Somali-USA conflict. And, as a
manager one has to be aware of what one is
getting
and, umm, dealing with emm
with umm
local people who
might have
emotional feelings who
might be resisting, who might b:e rejecting
assistance, outside assistance, all of that
(...) I think a manager needs to
to,
to reassess ones', umm, commitment to, (...)
assistance
of looking at
it, I mean (...) what would happen and (...)
new ways of (...) umm, what will happen with
all those people (...)?
(

.

•

.

)

Well,
ye [ah

340

Abad

:

mean there are two ways of looking at
and uh
and for my life, I (...)
people, four persons I probably would go.
[I

it,

Mm.

S.
345

Abad
Ruth

(...)

Abad
Ruth
Abad
Group
Ruth
Abad
Ruth

[you're
[So-

the manager,

OK?

(laughter)
(

laughter)

And I'm your worker, OK?
OK.

Umm,
it comes down t:o
beneficiaries living

355

Abad
Ruth

(...)

OK,

Abad,

350

so it depends upon the

and

these three
[

[Mm-hmm.

:

OK?

:

me dying

[

210

And

.

360

Abad
Ruth
Abad
Ruth

.

[Mm-hmm.

:

or

:

beneficiaries living

^

370

Abad
Ruth

you would be OK
These are peo[ple

:

:

:

in the helping profession, remember that, I
mean we've left our homes to come help in, in
this situation.
[Well

:

[As a

:

comfortable
risk
[

Abad
Ruth

:

:

.

.

putting your expatriate out

:

there

Abad

.

[

[Mm-hmm.

because to save more than one
life i- is worth sacrificing your worker?
Umm,

:

380

not my worker.

Ruth
Abad

manager you would feel
with a high degree of

[Mm.

:

375

Abad
Ruth

and these

[Mm-hmin.

:

.

Abad
Ruth

dying,

[

with that?
365

)

:

:

385

390

395
S.

:

Abad

:

mean,

this is my team.
Mm-hmm.
There are two ways of looking at it. I mean,
I know what's been going on in Somalia,
(...)
I've been in (...) fighting with (...) I know
my- my, my friends (...) what happened over
there, every single person from my home. I
wanted to go live with them (...) and uh, we
needed permission from the (...) But the
important thing is the commitment, the basis
that you have
what I've been
hearing from A- from Americans (...) "How
many people are going to kill over there, and
(...) all these people? How many Americans
will be?" almost like that. But there are
Pakistani soldiers too over there.
Mm-hmm.
Do
you know how many people
Mm- hmm
[(...)... .but
back home there was (...) but they were doing
something better for these Americans. They
did something, back home everybody (...) I
mean I think everybody (...) But the
important thing is that all that you're doing
i:s the life more important, or, I
what exactly are you in, what
mean
level are you in? What do you want to do? I
mean, do you want to be just, live for sixty
didn't do
years and die and then
anything for anybody else, you know? Is that
I

(

S.

400

405

410

Abad:

:

[

211

.

•

•

.

415

420

425

.

it? Is that what you (...) So I would say
It's a very critical decision in a sense,
that what are you going to do with your, with
your life and your team? It's a very
difficult decision, (...) and you have to
decide that. So either way it's going to
be OK but
but I'd say if, you have
to- I mean, if I would have been there,
because of my values, because of my values
that I have, back home, I would have gone to
save all those people. I mean, if I would

have said
I'm gonna say (...)
instead of (...) It's the different culture,
it's a different
values and (...)
That's (...) I mean that's, uh, that's, uh,
that s why I (...)
Umm ... I'm not sure this
is a war zone ... and th:e ... problems that
all are coming up are from local citizens
public communities ... a:nd .... the health
of the community, it is increasing and no one
is dying, generally, from ..famine ...
drought
war
direct conflict and, and
armed war ... so it's not exactly the same as
a war situation where you need to go
sacrifice
'
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Chapter 6

Problematic

The

moment

transcript begins about thirty minutes into Abad's
presentation.

Abad

5

10

15

Aoki
20

25

S

Abad

He said that most of the societies are in the
self esteem stage now (...) by the end of
1983 most of the Western countries will be in
the self esteem. They have their (...) they
have everything now (...). So every single
individual in the whole organization, in the
whole society (...) "Who am I?, "l am trying
to be different." He, he explains, it is
like, ah,
ah,
you know, the torn off jeans. He said this is
what it represents. It represents that I'm
different. Look at me. I'm different
There are so many other things too .... Men
having long hair ... I don't know .. it is,
it is so many, this is what he explained.
I'm not trying to make you (...) or but it is
like, they want to be different. And they
want to have their own identity.
Abad! What,
what's the criteria to be used as to in which
stage the society is in now? What, how you,
how you, how you assess that the European
society is in self-esteem and that Somalia is
in survival? What's the criteria?
The criteria
for that is to see (...) eh, to go through it
step by step. See if the survival stage is
met in majority
Not like every single
person in society.
No. What kind of
measurement do you use to, to, to see that
survival needs are met? What's that, what's
the measure?
The major thing is ... if you
breathe, if you drink, you have food, you
have shelter, you have just survived.
So
that's the individual level, but what's the
societal [level?
[Societal level, I'm talking
[about (...)
[But how, how do you measure, how do you
measure that each [individual
[Per capita income.
has [survival
.

30

Aoki

Abad
35

Aoki
40

Abad
Aoki

45

Abad
Aoki
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Abad

:

50

55

Aoki
Abad
Aoki

:

.

[Very good
source to use that. Per capita income in the
United States is (...) thousand dollars as
compared to Switzerland which has the highest
per capita income of (...) thousand dollars
........... per person, per year, as compared
to the less developed countries like
Pakistan, 375 dollars. This tells you that
what survival is and how to (...) how to
[(•••)
[so is it

then again,

:

Is it GNP

then? Is it GNP [or
60

Abad

the law thing.

:

:

Susan
65

(...)

[It could be that, there are
so many factors to look at into it. I think
economist might differ with that to. Yes?
I was just going to say,
it seems like those
factors
one might conclude that they
would lead to
to saying that
those people (...) state of self-esteem when
in actuality, I mean we can see the, the, ah,
what, what industrialization,
•

•

•

70

Abad
Susan
Abad
Susan

making society more technologically [oriented

:

75

Abad

[Umm,

:

:

80

Betty:

85

Abad
Susan

(...), what those,
to [people.
[Umm

what that's actually done

It's pulled people apart. It's
made people less connected to other people,
umm, materialism has made people, umm,
perhaps has distracted them from being able
to, umm, being able to know themselves better
Umm
and love their own selves. So it seems
like the factors that you're looking at, are
on, might, one might conclude that by looking
at (...) looking at those things on paper but
in actuality
Uhuh,

:

there,

I

see something else

happening

Abad
Susan

:

Uhuh [and
what we call

90

Abad
Susan

:

[in advanced societies (...)
[(...)
[Can you give me an example?
In

the United States?
95

Abad
Susan

Uhuh

:

Ah, right now I
in the school system we're

think that in,
stuck
looking at kids who are
feeling
even
not
they
are
But
in, in safety.
in,

214

.

:::

.

safe
100

Abad
Susan

Uhuh

:

they live

Abad
105

110

Uhuh

:

Susan:

Abad
Susan
Abad
Susan
Abad

in their environments where

and so when they come to
school they certainly are not able to have
healthy social relationship with, with others
and, and they're so, there's so much work
to
be done before they can reach that staqe of
Uhuh
of loving themselves and who they are.
Okay. I, I understand your point
Ahuh
Okay,
go back after maybe twenty years before
from now. Do you think that there will be

let
115

s

more safety?

120

125

Susan
Abad
Susan
Abad
Susan
Abad
Susan
Abad
Susan

Abad
Susan
130

Abad:

135

140

145

150

Yes

That is from now?

:

Yes
Okay.

:

(...)
:

Oh,

there's something

Before now
ya

:

ya,
:

and there were more [communities
[communities
that where
people connected to each other and people
knew who they were and felt good about who
they were in the context of their community.
No, what happens is, it is, it is something
that you have to look at it, I mean in a
large scale but at the same time you just
cannot say that, okay
hundred percent
of the people's needs are met, okay.
Now
what happened thirty years ago, that, society
was, this society was in its crucial stage,
you know, the 60s, I mean, well, before the
60s actually. And after the 60s things got
pretty (...) and change in the terms of
what's, you know, you know all those things.
What's happened is when the society enters
the self esteem, it puts us go into extreme
to do certain things. And when (...) go into
extreme to do certain things that as an
individual they cause safety for other
people, unsafe for other people, and they
cause non societal for other people. They,
they don't become very social in that. This
is what the cause of it is. But, if you want
215

155

160

Betty:

165

Abaci

:

Betty:
170

Abad

:

Betty:
175

Abad

180

185

190

Mary:

:

to look at in a society as a whole and
see
what the, what, really it is coming from,
the
whole society, then it might be easier, I
mean, the time period. Start from probably
200 years ago and see step by step, you know,
75 years, 100 years, 50 years, those ideas
change. And it has changed for the past
thirty years [again.
[Sta, statistically you might
find people, a lot of people in self-esteem
you look at the anomalies, you know,
and look at the variations in statistics, you
know, you might, you might three years ago
have found more people, you know, more in the
middle but now it's very spread out and
Uhuh
and I think that you have to, that, one of
the things that you can't, I mean you can't
even take the QL level
Uhuh
and put it in
there because there are too many people on
the periphery.

Uhu. But,
I understand the fact,
the situation you're pointing out, they're
there. But the cause of it is different of
what you see actually. It's not that you are
still in the survival stage or were coming
back to it. It's not like that. The cause of
it is something different. That's what he
actually pursued in the theory. But he
reviewed it in 1983. And he said there are
other factors that might be explained, that
might be, ummm
that might
tell you that this happened because of this
because we are going back into the survival
stage. No, this is, this happens because of
certain other things. There are other things
involved with that, umm, yes?
Do you think
these stages can co-exist?
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:

Chapter 6

Problematic

The

moment

transcript begins about ten minutes into Abaci's feedback session.

Aoki

:

Abad

:

5

10

15

Aoki
20

6

:

Abad
Ted
Aoki

1
I could see that,
that, that you're trying
to say that international NGOs should not go
to the country and do some work, but I didn't
see the connection between the collaboration
between profit and non-profit in what you are
trying to say about international NGO going
to developing countries that sustains
connection between these two.
No, I was (...)
,

trying to, ah, eh, ah, ah, (...) profitable
organizations (...) for example, let's take
Bangladesh. Profitable organizations in
Bangladesh should donate some money for the
NGOs in their to .... because they think that
there is some work going on (...) going on,
but if it is not, they [should
[Don't lend money to
international NGOs working in Bangladesh
[engaging as NGOs.
[No.
No. National NGOs
I don't see how that exercise leads to
[that
[yeh.

yeh,

that's what

I

(...)

Abad
25

Ted
Ted

30

Abad

:

Whatever, (laughter)
[(...) feedback
That's, just, just take that
as, ah, as, as feedback ah, you don't have to
explain that. (Laughter)
Okay, I understand. Can I clear the air up
(...)?

Ted
Mary

:

:

35

Ted
40

Group
Betty
45

Okay,

okay,

(laughter)

And I would be
interested to know more about what, how
you've been involved in all this? I realize
that at the end you started to tell but that
just made me want to know more how that tied
into what we have just been through.
Yeah,

:

I

wanted to know what your family business is?
(15 seconds of silence
I, I'd like to say that I, that, you know, I
thought there was not a continuity to it and
I, and I think that, you know, I'm not, eh,
looking back from that and I can't tell.
)
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:

50

55

60

65

70

Abad

:

Betty:

Jane

:

75

Betty:

80

Jane

.

because I didn't know your topic nor your
goals and so I, I didn't feel, I didn't feel
a connectedness through the different
phases
of the program and, I feel that, you know,
even though you put Maslow's model up there
and, and, and tried to justify it, I think
that Maslow's model, and the way you tried to
use it is inadequate for the goals, and I
think that it comes out of, of a certain
historical, cultural thinking of the time of,
of, you know, it's a little bit like, ah,
like, ah, Rostow's, ah, five stages to
modernization. I think that at one time it
was a useful model to make sense out of
things and I'm not sure that it still fits
today, except maybe at the individual level
and I'm not even positive about that, but I,
umm, was very uncomfortable with it, and I, I
felt myself holding back because I, I really
wanted to argue with you because I think I
could disprove it and, and you know, I also
feel that I probably have a little bit more
knowledge to do it with and so I, I really
was holding back,
Uhuh
and I don't think it's an adequate
model
I don't want to rebut that but I
see the flip side of that because I actually,
I did see the way it fit in,
so it worked for
me in that.
No, I saw how he was presenting it
but I think that what I am saying I, if we
had had more time and really gotten into a
discussion that I think that I could have
I saw what he was presenting.
(...)
But,

:

85

Abad

:

Jane

:

Group
Jane

:

90

95

.

I

guess what I, I'm going on with that in that
I did see the flow maybe because I know what
your title was.
Uhuh.
Umm, but for me it did
connect things and I don't know (...) what it
does (laughter) but I did see it and I
actually kind of liked and I tended to lean
towards more env, environmental activities
and things like so your talking about
something, even though I questioned how, how
your lions face each other off
(laughter)
(.

.

.)

not the meat part of it was the self esteem.
I wasn't sure about that one.
I questioned,
218

But,

100

105

Betty:

I
followed your logic in that
and
sort of, even though I didn't think (,,,)
you were
er, verbally saying how that tied to
the
NGOs, the profits and the non-profits, I kind
of made that connection so maybe for
(...)
overall it could be more explicit I guess.

K
eh,

Abad
110

115

:

Betty:

Eh,

u X
yeah
I ]ust got one more thing to
say is
that, err when you put that other model up
green, was it called green [(...)
[green signal
(...) oh, I really wanted you to talk about
that and I, and I, you sort of implied that
with what was done here but I, I felt very
uncomfortable that it, that it, that it
wasn't talked about and released, by, you
know, fully because that looked to me very
interesting and I was very frustrated with,
with that you didn't explain, you know,
the
thinking behind it.
•
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Chapter 7

Problematic

The

moment

transcript begins soon after the start of the session.

•

5

10

7

The cluster (...) the goal was institutional
collaboration, and, err, the interest in the
different parts of it and we just reviewed
the whole diagram of what we intended to
present today, and err, we just, we all had
different segments of this diagram with us;
what we're representing and focusing on the
NGO. That's a common theme there, umm
Starting with Aoki, who
actually umm (...) say that, that, that's how
that NGO and an NGO, they can collaborate,
it's the, the thing over there and the
beneficiaries at the same time in there. Umm
,

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

Looking
into the international perspective and
the local perspective. It's like, ah, an
international NGO collaborating with a
national NGO or the local NGO, in, in that
sense (...). Japan and the U.S. Okay? And, urn
afterwards, urn, Marie
umm, her,
actually, her presentation was on, err,
government to NGO (...) collaborate. Why did
they collaborate? What are the, how can they
collaborate? Different ways of it. You know,
so it still focusing on the NGO but from the
government side. Ah, thinking of mine. Mine
was into, the, international donor to
national donor to NGO and coming back to the
LNGO at the same time. So I was focusing on
this part here
and, ah, then ah,
ah,
uh, I mean, she
explained it, mostly upon the, umm, grass
roots level of organizations which are more
people oriented, people (...) organizations
and beneficiaries at the same time. So. But,
then again contending with the NGO and coming
back to the government, but focusing on that
part of the whole cluster. And, err, Udai
with the
actually came with ah, ah
effectiveness and the effectiveness,
ineffectiveness of the NGOs and LNGOs at the
same time, it's like how well (...) affect
that.
So (...) focus (...) in that sense.
This is what our whole cluster was all about,
focusing on, on the institutional
collaboration or, ah, sustainability, as it
at,

,

220

.

:

were, on the topic that we had. Ah, as you
can see that now our
And we
could open the discussion to everybody that
how did you, what did you learn about our
presentations, and we can discuss and see
what actually what happened during our
presentations
Keep this whole thing
in mind at the same time. Umm, (...) one more
thing, which is,
excuse me .... which is
the common things that we have in our
presentations, all of us, individually, were
actually, err, the building institution (...)
but it is the collaboration, that we thought,
that development for sustainability, and then
we have the role of NGOs just focusing on
NGOs, and (...) economic, economical and
social at the same time.
These are the
common things that we had, ah, during those

50

55

.

60

65

70

.

Group
Betty:
Abad
Betty:

:

75

Abad

.

.

presentations. So,
keeping that in mind, just leaving the
discussion up on, but how do you think that,
how do like our presentations as a cluster?
(5 second silence)
I ha,
I have a question with your model.
Umhuh
And, and this is
not a criticism
of it just a question I'd like to have
addressed. Yeh, under the 'government' do you
just, do you just put the national government
or, you know, where does, where does the UN
fit on that, is that the international donor,
you know, where [do
[Yeah.

:

It's an

international [donor

80

Betty:

85

Abad

:

Betty:

90

[Then it seems to me that, that,
that you also need to have an arrow from the
government to the international, do, donor
and perhaps an arrow from the government to
the national donor.
Umhuh
Cus they give, they
give money and they have RFPs that, and, and
so I'm asking if you see that that way too?
I'm just curious.

Abad:

95

This is just the use of
(...) like ah, ah, a national, international
government too? Like other govern, other than
that
[Well, it's, if international
[

Betty
Abad
Betty

[

[(...)

[governments
also included things like the [UN
221

.

::

100

Abad

.

.

)

.

:

Betty:
that, that, that their, their governments
that both donate money to those and, and,
and, and develop plans that they want to
have
done and then the other thing is that
oftentimes, you know,
the government, say if
the national donor or someone like Save the
Child, there might be USAID money that comes
to the national donor also, and, err, so that
there needs to be an arrow there too.

105

110

Yeah
National and government.
Betty:

Yeah, [and,

[Background comments
115

Betty:

120

Group
Mimi
Betty:

and I 'm ask, I 'm
asking you if you guys agree with that or
[not?
[(...)

We talked about that

:

[Because
that that helps to,
model better.

Abad

:

Mary

:

Okay,

.

125

[(...)

to,

think

I

to complete your

thank you
I

have

(

.

.

.

non-profit organization

Abad

Donors

:

National
donors

And international donors as well

130

Is it for profit?

For profit.

yeah

For profit?

That was my question.
second silence)
Well thank you for (...) for us.

135

140

Group
Abad
Group
Betty
Abad
Jane

(10

(Laughter)
The silence

.

.

OK

out of it.

Abad
Group

.

.

I thought that all the
presentations fit very well together. I think
each one of them addressed a different
aspects of collaboration of the NGOs,
different relationships, different things so
in that sense I think that, umm, that they
all linked very easily and very naturally and
a cluster
I can see why all of you made a,

145

150

.

:

Unhuh

222

:::

Ruth

:

Ruth

:

155

160

165

Jane
Group
Abaci
170

Betty:

Group
Betty:
175

180

Abad

:

.

.

.

I think in one of the presentation
someone, I
think it may have been Susan, asked, umm, or
in feedback thanked the person, I can't, umm.
Oh, Mimi.
Mimi, about really explaining the,
the development, grassroots development, for
those of us who are not really in that
development track. So that helped build, ah,
for the, the rest of the presentations and I
also though she did a good job on, on, ah,
recapping what the former presentations were
before she started her own which certainly
helped with the, the synthesis of the, the
whole cluster.
(leaves the room)
(10 second silence)
So, what are the things that you, that you
learnt, new or something that definitely
renewed your experiences. What kind ...
I have this wild desire to play with this
model
(Laughter)
No, it's serious you know and use it as a
system and, and, you know, plug things into
it and see if those are all of the things
that, that are really, in there, you know,
because if, I mean, I, I, I'm always
fascinated with, with models that are systems
models and see how, you know, because they
are sort of shorthand for reality.
Uhuh

Betty:

And,
and, you know, so, I'm looking at this, you
know, I'm, I'm, I find my head is really
engaged in that model and trying to see if,
if everything is there, things that have been
left out and, and, I always find models
intriguing because of that.

Abad
Group
Mimi

Uhuh
second silence)
ah, one of the things we discussed
I think,
was the fact that in some instances you have
(...) some of the (...) overlaping (...) and
some of the relationships. Umm, this model
tries to bring out (...) try to come up with
but it doesn't really take into consideration
all aspects of the collaboration now.
I almost
wish it were three dimensional
(laughter followed by 4 second silence)
(...) institutions and the government too.
Yeah
Yeah

185

190

. .

:

(6

:

195

Betty:
200

Group

223

.

.

205

Yeah
Yeah.

Group
210

Abad

:

Betty:
215

220

225

Abad
Group
Abad

second silence)
then, you could, ah, make a distinction
with NGOs and make another circle,
one is
northern NGOs and another is southern.
Southern
NGOs
And [then that whole dynamic.
[Right, right, right and then what
Udai was saying that, you know, to work in
Nepal, an NGO, you knew, may have money from,
say, the US government or something like that
but, before they could work, that they have
to, have to either face with the Nepalese
government's, so I mean, there, there are
these other kinds of ... of linkages that,
that's, you know, is not quite adequate to.
Uhuh
(6 second silence)
There are so many things that you can fit
into the
ah, cluster of these
collaborations that we had, ah, it is, it is
pretty clear, I mean, just to give you in one
glance, you know, this gives you a pretty
good idea of how many collaborations are
actually the NGO involved in and, and, err,
how many outside organizations are actually
watching NGO in that sense. It could be the
beneficiaries, the donor, the government, and
all those things. So, we thought that a very
quick, quick model. Just looking at. Once.
Give you a pretty good idea.
(4 second silence)
Who do [you see
(6

,

230

235

Group
Betty
240

[(...)

Betty
Betty

I'm sorry.
No, go ahead.
Who do you see fitting into the international
donor?
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APPENDIX C

S&E SCHEDULE
18 TO APRIL 29,

APRIL

Monday

1994

4/18/94

8:30-12:30

Welcome, opening remarks,

introduction of faculty facilitators, group introductions and

re-entry to the Program, review of

12:30-4:30

S&E

objectives

PM

Review personal

learning path, goals and expectations of

S&E,

initial

ideas for

presentation topics and themes, logistics

4:30-5:30

PM

Social hour

Tuesday 4/19/94
10:30-5:00

PM

Review of

presentation and synthesis guidelines, evaluation criteria, review giving

effective feedback, continue cluster caucus and
clusters, scheduling

commit

to presentation topics

and

of presentations

Wednesday 4/20/94
8:30-3:00

PM

Participants schedule individual meetings with their

review learning progress and

on-campus academic advisors

to discuss objectives for

requirements.

10:00-NOON
Finance office open for participants
1:30-3:00

to settle

accounts

PM

Training tutorial on giving a presentation (optional)
2:00-4:00

PM

Finance office open for participants

to settle

accounts

225

meeting the remaining

to

Thursday 4/21/96

CLUSTER THEME: COMMUNICATIONS

PM

1.00-2.45

Presentation

(problematic moments

PM

3:00-4:45

1

1:

Cultural considerations in international advising

and 2 analyzed

Presentation

2:

in

Medical barriers

chapter 3)
to quality

family planning services

Friday 4/22/96

NOON

8:30-12:00

Presentation

3:

Multicultural societies

-

Education and social

change
2:00-3:00

PM

3:00-3:30

Cluster synthesis

moment

(problematic

PM

3 analyzed in chapter 4)

End of week

evaluation

CLUSTER THEME; MANAGEMENT/LEADERSHIP STYLES
3:15-4:45

PM

(problematic

Monday

Presentation

management

task oriented

moment

4:

Maintaining an equilibrium between people oriented

vs.

styles in disaster assistance.

4 analyzed in chapter 5)

4/25/96

8:30-10:00

AM Presentation

11:00-12:30

PM

5:

Managing

in

times of transition

Cluster synthesis

CLUSTER THEME: INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT ADVOCATING
INSTITUTIONAL COLLABORATION FOR SUSTAINABILITY
-

1:15-2:45

PM

settings

The case of US-Japan

-

3:00-5:00

PM

Presentation

Presentation

6:

7:

Building institutional collaboration

NGO

Advocating

institutional collaboration for sustainability

Tuesday 4/26/96
8:30-10:15

PM

Presentation

(problematic moments 8

&

8: (Title

in cross-cultural

partnership

not given)

9 analyzed in chapter 6)
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10:30-11:45

PM

Presentation
grassroots organizations?

1:15-2:45

PM

9:

How

can international

NGOs

enhance the work of

Presentation 10: Effectiveness and ineffectiveness
of

NGOs

3:45-4:45 Cluster synthesis

(problematic moments 10

&

11 analyzed in

chapter

7)

CLUSTER THEME: ENSURING SUSTAINABILITY THROUGH
EMPOWERING THE POPULATION
Wednesday 4/27/94
1:00-3:00

PM

Presentation 11: African models of development

Thursday 4/28/94
9.00-11.00 Presentation

12:

When

the people lead

-

How

to create leaders in

grassroots organizations

1:00-3:00 Presentation 13: Participation contracts - Using scheduled incentives
to
increase beneficiary participation in small scale development projects

4:00-5:00 Cluster synthesis
Friday 4/29/94

10:00-12:00

NOON

Final evaluation of

S&E
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APPENDIX D

TRADITIONAL BIRTH ATTENDANTS IN PAKISTAN
An overview

of the situation of giving birth

from an abstract of an

extract

article

by

Woods

Pakistan

in

is

described in this

(1991):

Efforts to improve health status in Pakistan are hindered
by rampant
communicable diseases, malnutrition, inadequate sewage systems, and
a
scarcity of safe drinking water. The infant mortality rate
is 90/1000, while the
maternal mortality rate is 4-6/1000. Further impediments to change
are an 87%
illiteracy rate (95% among women), the subordinate
status of women, and
absolute submission to the will of Allah. Access to prenatal care is
severely
limited, and the majority of rural births are attended by local
dai
To

improve infant and maternal

survival, the Government of Pakistan has
established a national midwifery training program and seeks to encourage
contraceptive use. Many of these programs have enountered resistance from
Muslims, and cultural practices such as arranged child marriages,

consanguinity, purdah, and mandatory fasting continue to endanger the health
of mothers and infants. Improved access to education for women, another

may be

government

goal,

context of a

Muslim

the key to increasing access to health care within the

culture.

50-80,000 "dais" or traditional birth attendants carry out
Pakistan (TBAs) (Bashir, 1991). In 1955, a Pakistani

England returned home and resolved
in the next

50 years no developing country

the entire population;

stupid; 3) not

the

all

TBAs

TBA

community than

entry to

to get rid

will

woman

a hostile

in

cover

are illiterate but not

TBA

enjoys greater trust within

TBA

TBA

can provide

can undo months of efforts by

the trained health care provider; 6) if properly trained and supervised, the

valuable

to

1)

TBAs

registered midwife; 5) a friendly

homes and communities, while

in

trained as a midwife in

have enough health personnel

will continue to exist; 2)

modem

of deliveries

of the TBAs. She soon learned that

practices are dangerous; 4) the

the

80%

TBA

can be

reducing maternal and neonatal morbidity and mortality (Kamal, 1992). In

228

another

article,

Kamal

describes a course that prepared health
visitors for the maternity

cycle but did not prepare them to deal
with

(

women and

their sociocultural

background

1992 ):

These trained health visitors were regarded as
inconsiderate, did not read from
the Koran, did not permit the protective
black dot to be placed on the infant's
forehead, came to ask questions then left, and
offered the newborn stale milk
(colostrum). On the other hand, TBAs came and
stayed, massaged the mother
and bathed the newborn, cooked and cleaned, prepared
the milk butter
beverage, and gave the newborn amulets from the holy
man in the shrine or
mosque.
It

seems

been unable

that the medical profession in Pakistan has
disregarded the dai, yet has

to replace her with a scientifically trained

medical worker able to provide

maternal-child health services to poor rural and urban populations.
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APPENDIX E
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING AT THE (SCHOOL): ONE
(Name of

director of the

The (Program) and

Program and
the (School)

experiential learning" approach

-

FISH’S

PERSPECTIVE

the undergraduate program), February 1995

more generally

partially

due

are perhaps best

to a strong institutional

known for our
commitment to

recognizing direct experience (work, intercultural living, etc.)
as a powerful source of
and setting for learning, and partially due to the fact that the phrase
is a simple and
appealing way to distinguish the School in its outreach and
marketing.

However, I believe this simple term sometimes leads us to oversimplify what
are really striving to achieve in our unique approach to
education. In fact, I have
heard students complain that we were not living up to the school's philosophy
because
every session of every course does not involve some identifiable "experience" -

we

be it
simulation, role play, group work, etc.— or because some sessions involve
theoretical
lectures and seminar, discussions not directly linked to the students' own
experiences.
While I don't think this extreme perspective is very common, I do think that we all

must be on guard about oversimplification.

Thus it is very helpful for us to occasionally pause and engage in a more
nuanced and comprehensive discussion about what the (School's) educational approach
is and what it should be. Since I will be in Bangladesh, helping set up a new
(experiential learning)

Community Meeting,
way of these notes:

— As we

all

program during the "fishbowl" discussion in the (Program)
I would like to make a few contributions to the discussion by

know, "experience"

learning cycle, which

is

is

one of the four stages of Kolb's model of the

preceded and/or followed (depending on where you begin) by

reflection, abstract conceptualization,

we sometimes

and active experimentation. While

afford this model the status of a religious mandala,

I

I

worry

do think

that

it is

very

useful in giving us terminology and concepts for thinking about the (School's)

approach
spiral)

frame

to learning.

That

is,

for.this process

Sometimes

move

(or

it

should depend on the content and level of the learning.

can and should be completed during a several hour training or course

session, but at another level

academic degree program
the

the (School's) approach seeks to help a learner

through the cycle, with various types of feed-back loops. However, the time

on-campus phase;

it

can also require the

full

length of a several year

(prior experience; reflection/abstract conceptualization during

active experimentation/experience during the internship;

reflection/abstract conceptualization in the capstone).

— Given
is

all

four stages of learning

usually called "experiential."

why

in this

model,

I

have never

fully

understood

why

it

not "reflective" or "abstract conceptual" learning?

These stages are of equal importance. Personally,
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I

prefer "comprehensive" or

some

similar phrase which indicates that what

become

skilled at each of the stages

-

we

are really seeking to

do is to help students
including but not limited to experience - in

order to develop the competencies needed
change.

to affect positive, sustainable

and just social

Another way of thinking about the (School's) learning
approach is imbedded in the
terms and concepts of "theory" and "practice" and their
integration. In the 1960s the
term "praxis" was commonly used to describe this integration
(usually in political
--

The term seems

action).

can understand

why

However, the term or
should

be basic

is

it

to

have fallen out of favor

now

at least

in educational discourse, and thus
not so helpful for outreach and marketing purposes.

concept

—

of theory enriching practice and vice versa

I

—

our internal discourse

among the (School's) staff and students.
In the context of Kolb's model, reflection can be
understood as the process of
translating practice into theory, and active experimentation as
the process of translating
still

to

theory into practice. However,

I think these concepts - theory, practice and
praxis
help us to think about aspects of our educational approach which are not well
illuminated by his model. In particular, theories are understood as something far

-

greater than the abstract concepts which result from the learner's experience.
Again
the context of Kolb, theories can be understood as basically the consolidated and

in

shared (through dialogue, literature and other media) product of many persons'
experiences transformed through reflection and abstract conceptualization. But, once
consolidated, theories evolve through theoretical dialogue as well as through new
syntheses of direct experience or practice, and theories provide us access to a level of
rigor and depth of thinking which few if any of us will ever attain through reflection

on our own experiences

alone. Effective learners

must

fully

understand these benefits

(as well as corresponding limitations) in relation to different types

and

how

we do

each can be tested through or translated into practice.

I

and levels of theory

worry

that, at times,

not give serious enough attention to this element of the learning process

at the

(School).

” Most

of the terms and concepts noted above come from Western thinking (though

Paulo Friere

employ

(sic)

and many other Southern scholars/activists often and effectively

the concept of praxis). Especially at the (School),

we should

actively seek out

other terms, concepts and models about learning which emerge from the world views

and practices of non-Westem cultures and incorporate them

into discussions

of

this

sort.

—

In the

end

I

don't really care if

we

call

"comprehensive" or "praxis" or something

our approach "experiential" or
else, as

faculty and administration) are clear about what

educational process. Thus
flexible

and responsive

I

do care very much

to the content, level

long as

it

that

is

we

we

(students as well as

are really

committed

our educational approach be

and time frame of what
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to in an

is

being learned.

I

much

care very

that students

well as the content of what

become

is

increasingly aware of the process of learning as
learned, and in doing so become more and more skilled

learning to learn." In this sense, our educational approach is,
most fundamentally,
not about experience, but about students becoming self-directed,
lifelong
in

learners.

Anything

less than that will not serve us in a

desperately needs persons

suppose,

if I

had

my

way,

who
I

complex, rapidly changing world which
can manage and direct change in positive directions. I

would therefore

call

learning."
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our approach "empowerment

APPENDIX F

THE SOCIAL MATRIX OF SOMALIA
Obituary of

Somalia began

by fragmentation and
It

was

a time

the country

when

its

Mohammed

long slide into chaos

tribalism,

in

Frah-Aideed
1969.

The Somali Republic was

was

still

mechanism of

the Somali Revolutionary Socialist Party. At this time Aideed

dictator's intelligence boss. It

was an uneasy

With the Somali invasion of Ethiopia

Moscow had aimed

its

in

vogue. Thus

the Soviet sphere of influence, thus did the country

the Somali Democratic Republic, and thus did Siad Barre's

become

rent

which climaxed by the seizure of power by Siad Barre.

the rhetoric of Soviet-style modernization

swung towards

*

become

control

was

the

relationship.

in

1977 the Soviet

link

snapped

money, influence and weapons towards Ethiopia

-

-

and by 1980,

Siad Barre had signed a defence agreement with the United States. In 1989 Siad Barre
recalled

Aideed from

where he and other

his post as

ambassador

Hawiye

dissidents from his

Congress (UCS); Aideed was the

to India, but

clan

Aideed chose

formed the United Somali

chair.

But then military catastrophe, the end of the cold war, a refugee
famine were rocking Aiad Barre's regime. Coming out of Ethiopia, the

way

to

Mogadishu, and eventually Siad Barre was chased out of the

But troops loyal
within the

USC

to the dictator fought

and the Hawiye

erupted. Somalia, rich with cold

'

Italian exile,

clan,

crisis

USC

and

fought

its

capital in 1991.

on and a power struggle between other factions

between Aideed and his arch

war guns turned

rival Ali

into a wasteland.

Edited article taken from the Guardian Weekly, August 11, 1996.
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Mahdi

In 1992 the United Nations organized
a brief ceasefire. During that year,

despite blocking tactics by Aideed and the raging
war,

humanitarian

Hope"

But

crisis.

that Aideed’s

month, 30,000

US

it

was

name

UN

and

in

its

December 1992 with

featured in the international

presence grew. So did the

the

US-led "Operation Restore

news pages. By

troops from 21 other countries had

moved

the end of that

into Somalia.

Reconciliation talks were promoted, the Americans pressed flesh with
Aideed.

he would disarm but

didn't. In

June 1993 Aideed's

contingent killing 23 Pakistani soldiers. The

seemingly indiscriminate violence by

October some 200 Somalis, 18

US

UN

UN

USC

forces

forces declared

later,

US

One

night in early

for Aideed's arrest

rivals.

alliance fractured again. His death, on August 11, 1996,

in a battle

was one more

in a

bom

cataclysm

in a

were

forces withdrew from Somalia. In 1995 the last

UN

The war between

Aideed and Mahdi never ended. And when he declared himself president

had received

UN

Rangers and one Malaysian soldier were killed

forces pulled out leaving the country to Aideed and his

own

said

him an outlaw. But

forces increased friction.

US-led attack on Aideed's supporters. Subsequent demands
dropped. Seven months

ambushed a

He

last year, his

from gunshot wounds he

of economic collapse,

regional and clan conflict and the catastrophic after-effects of East-West rivalry on the

southern hemisphere.

The next generation

^

Bizarrely, his clan elders selected his 33-year-old son, Hussein

Farah, to replace

^

him

as the

new

Mohammed

president of Mr. Aided's self-proclaimed republic.

Edited from an article by James C. McKinley

1996.
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Jr.,

New York

Times, August

12,

Until a year ago, Mr. Farah

was

living an obscure

and mundane

suburb, going to school part time and working as a clerk

engineering department.

He

much of

has spent

Mahdi who

inexperienced.

controls north Mogadishu.

We

don

t

know how

Weheliye, a freelance journalist

in

"It's

Los Angeles

United States,

impossible

-

to the international

a

34 or 33 years old and

Osman Hassan

Somalia, said, "there were some people
that

is

surprised even us," said Mr.

"It

he can lead the country." However,

Aided but are now more hopeful. Some think
he will be more open

.

a

West Covina

his adult life in the

corporal in the Marine reserves, and a U.S. citizen
Ali

in the

life in

because he

is

educated

who
in

hated

America,

community."

UNOSQM

I

Security Council Resolution 751 of 24 April 1992 authorized the establishment

of a peacekeeping force
this force later

to provide security for humanitarian activities in

became know

as the first

UN

Operation

resolution also approved the deployment of fifty

in

unarmed

Somalia

Mogadishu;

(UNOSOM

The observers,

Pakistani General Imtiaz Shaheen, arrived in the Somali capital in July 1992.

group was drawn from Austria, Bangladesh, Czechoslovakia, Egypt,

had a strength of 564 including a 500-member
24 November 1992
that

UNOSOM

measures

I

was not

to secure

force under

UN

to the president

fulfilling

Fiji,

led by

The

Finland,

1992,

UNOSM

from Pakistan. In his

letter

I

of

of the Security Council, Boutos-Ghali indicated

its

purpose and there was a need for more forceful

humanitarian operations.

command and

By December

battalion

The

military observers to monitor

the ceasefire on both sides of the demarcation line in the capital.

Indonesia, Jordan, Morocco, Pakistan, and Zimbabwe.

I).

He would have

control but the United States
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preferred an enforcement

would not agree

to this.

Accordingly, Security Council Resolution 794 of
Unified Task Force under Chapter VII of the

December 2992 authorized

3

UN

a

Charter. Authorizing enforcement

under Chapter VII, the same terms under which the United States organized
Operation
Desert Storm, avoided the prohibition

domestic affairs of a sovereign

against interference in

7,

state.

Operation Restore

UNITAF was

paragraph

in Article 2,

Hope

code-named Operation Restore Hope.

was a

It

multinational;

force which included thousands of troops from more than twenty other nations.

Leadership of the Unified Task Force appeared

War world

of the post-Cold

commander on
Somalia,

it

had

to

have been associated with leadership

the ground, the United States insisted that if

to

command

them. Also,

it

seems

that

it

contributed troops to

which was

S. to

new world

was now characterized by

identified with U.S. leadership,

U

part of the wish for the

intervene was because President Bush was embarrassed by the fact that the

order,

UN

was already a

order. Despite the fact that there

mass

the

starvation of Somali children.

The departure of

the Unified Task Force

second United Nations operation,

UNOSOM

leadership of a Turkish general, Cevik Bir.

II,

was completed
took over

Army,

still

the U.S.

For the

behind

to

A
the

The
first

time

be

a non-American (Enloe, 1993:34). However, combat units of the U.S.

under U.S. command, formed part of

fatal firefight

left

1993.

month under

state institutions.

U.S. history, a small group of noncombat soldiers were

commanded by

in that

who was nominated by

mission was expanded to include the rebuilding of

in

May

in

October 3-4, 1993.
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UNOSOM

II

and were involved

in a

The Mogadishu
Clarke and Herbst claim

that, in part, the

Somalia, announced after the deaths of 18

respond to the genocide

S&E

in

Rwanda

that

U

S.

began

line

Clinton administration's retreat from

Army

Rangers, lead to

in April

its

refusal to

1994 (the same month as the

events described here) (1996:70). The refusal to respond to such
international

provocation" has become
In

over the

known

as the refusal to cross "the

Bosnia U.N. peacekeepers under

last

Mogadishu

two years were expected

line."

fire

Mogadishu

from or taken prisoner by Serb forces

to turn the other

check for fear of "crossing the

This expression, reportedly coined by Lieutenant General Michael

Rose, former commander of the United Nations Protection Force

(UNPROFOR),
in the face

war" (op.

of

is

all

line."

thought

of, in First

World

in

Bosnia

terms, as "the need to maintain neutrality

provocation for fear of becoming an unwilling participant

cit).
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in a civil

APPENDIX G
INTERVIEW WITH ABAD
James:

Abad:

So the Maslow model. When did you
appeals to you so much about it?
I learned about it when I was in high

James:

What

Abad

:

I

in the

explained

it

eleventh grade and

me.

to

very materialistic
kids are
that.

it

and what

school.

of class?

sort

was

learn about

first

I

was going

at that critical

you looking

Umm. My

friend of mine.

for

respect

father actually

was

the one

time you

know

I

mean

I

who

was

like

that usually like

good

father gave
I

my

into the materialistic time.

cars, clothes you know. So I was into
me, you know, actually he's a very close

him

very close, he's very close

as a teacher as a father. Everything, he

is

him everything I feel inside. He
two hours and he said there are some things in
life which are more important than the things that you see you have to
look what it is. I've done some very extensive work about the
philosophy in college. I had a minor in philosophy and err I have great
explained this to

me

think

I

I tell

in

interest in the subject in the sense that philosophy, psychology,
I really into what could I do to know who I am to help
know who I am where I am. What is very important to me is
that you know where you are then you can go where you want to. But if
you dont know where you are you cannot go.
So the Maslow model helps you?
It helped me in a sense. The background, let me explain a little about
my background and how I learnt it. I think to me but this is feeling for

literology (sic)

myself

James:

Abad

:

me
do

to

sense that

in the

in certain cases

explains very clearly

it

and

er

feel that for

I

esteem and self-actualization
just cannot cross that line to

err. It's

go

time. I'm trying to and err err

something
explain

about

it

it

people

I

I

book how

everyday and

know

it

my

have criticism of
it's

between the

self-

last five years.

that too but this

clearly logical in a sense.

father explain

that is a family this

I

it

is

and

how we

is

How we

discuss

not an organization

that so

Abad
James

He went

to

the behaviors that people

lie in

been so hard the

How did your father come to study it?
My father actually was invited to Harvard

James

all
I

into the self-actualization stage all the

really believe in, err,

in the

me

Business School.

Howard!?

Abad

Harvard Business School.

James

In the United States?

Abad

In

do some seminar in economic development
in less developed countries and because he's one of the businessmen
there so they sent him an invitation that join us for three weeks or
something from Pakistan. It was a kind of (...) seminar I would say and

Cambridge

err to actually
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and

err and hes a high school graduate. He couldn't afford
study he's a
self-made man. he's been every single night that I have seen in my life
reading very much like from ten at night to seven in the morning he is

reading. Every single night for the past years

books he give me
most of all how it

How

James:

Abad

:

does

it

of books read

lots

relates to the religion

it

have seen him

new

this is

lots

of

new and

relates to the religion.

relate?

All the four parts of Islam.

The

I

this this a

fifth part

of Islam.

The

And

first

four parts are the

the fifth part of Islam

is

Laws of

Islam.

actually err the

psyche, the spiritual thing. Self actualization
part of

God and

who you are says you are a
and all the spirits are made between heaven
things before God and err there are promises

err all the

and earth and all these
which were taken from

all the spirits and before sending it over here
onto earth and they were kind of brain washed and now they are
looking for all these things to to (...) something to mind something but

know what

it is so sometimes we find it in money sometimes
form of girls sometimes we find it in the form of the
person we choose but we are never satisfied. There is something in in
that (...) I want something else you know something more than that

they dont

we

find

it

in the

something more than

And

that

I

found

it

in the

sense that there

is

no end

to

when you self-actualize. And the selfactualize stages, stages you find you find the God. Out of your creator.
Who is naming it, I don't care. It's a big thing the creator and er if you
find the end then you have the true satisfaction. That is the reason this
philosophy has that too. Logically I can understand it you know the
it.

the only end to

idea. Is that

Jams

:

Interesting!

it

is

OK?
Thank you very much.
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APPENDIX H

GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED
Activity _ty^

is

activity type.

An

IN CRITICAL

a particular genre associated with a particular 'compositional
structure'
activity type can be specified in terms of the structured

actions of which

it

activity

the set of subject positions

-

that

recognized

in

DISCOURSE ANALYSIS

is,

is

composed and

in

sequence of

terms of the participants involved

which are

in the

socially constituted

and

connection with the activity type. For example, the activity of buying

goods from a shop involves 'customer' and 'shop

assistant' as

designated subject types,

and a sequence of actions, some of which may be optional or repeated.
Discourse (abstract noun)

is

language use conceived as social practice.

Discourse (count noun)

a

way of

for

is

signifying experience from a particular perspective,

example by constructing a subject-matter such

as the discourse of international

development or the techno-scientific medical discourse,

knowledge constructed from a technological and

(i.e.,

medicine as an area of

scientific perspective, in contrast with

the discourses associated with various "alternative" medicines). Discourse

particular

way of

is

a

constructing a subject-matter. Areas of knowledge only enter texts in

the mediated form of particular constructions of them.

Discourse (an order off

.

An

order of discourse

is

the totality of discursive practices of

an institution, and relations between them.

Discourse practices are the production, distribution, and consumption of
Discursive event

and

.

An

texts.

instance of language use, analyzed as text, discursive practice,

social practice.
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Discursive practice

is

one analytically distinguishable dimension of discourse
which

contributes to reproducing society (social identities, social relationships,
systems of

knowledge and
Element (an)

belief).

part of an order of discourse.

is

The boundaries between elements may

be lines of tension. There are different types of elements such as genres,
activity types,

G gnre

is

styles,

and discourses.

a relatively stable set of conventions that

is

associated with, and partly

enacts, a socially ratified type of activity, such as informal chat, buying

goods

in

a

shop, a job interview, a television documentary, a poem, or a scientific

article.

A

genre

implies not only a particular type, but also particular processes of producing,

consuming

distributing and

Ideology

is

texts.

located in the structures which constitute the outcome of past events and

the conditions for current events, and in events themselves as they reproduce and

transform their conditioning structures.

which

is

built into

norms and conventions,

and denaturalize such orientations
Interdiscursivitv

Style

.

A

.

It is

The

an accumulated and naturalized orientation

as well as an

from diverse discourses and genres.

genre tends to be associated with a particular

(e.g. written,

to naturalize

in discursive events.

constitution of a text

main parameters according

ongoing work

style. Styles

to the 'tenor' (e g. relationship

spoken), and 'rhetorical mode' of the text (e

vary along three

between participants), 'mode'

g.

argumentative, descriptive,

exposition).

Text
as a

is

traditionally understood to be a piece of written language

poem

or a novel, or a relatively discrete part of a
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work such

-

a whole 'work' such

as a chapter.

A

rather broader conception has

may be

become common within discourse

analysis,

either written or spoken discourse, so that, for example, the

conversation (or their written transcription) constitute a
contrast, texts

do not need

building, a piece of music

to

be linguistic

at all:

can be seen as a

-

words used

-

its

dangers;

can obscure important distinctions between different types of cultural

artifacts,

make

becoming

necessary

in

discourse analysis to

understanding

because texts

it

in

as written

move towards

this

it

too

view of

and spoken language produced

far. It is

text, rather

and

than just

in a discursive event,

contemporary society are becoming increasingly multi-semiotic.

Note

The above

definitions have been taken from Fairclough (1992
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&

by

a picture,

This view of text has

the concept of text rather nebulous by extending

text

in a

text. In cultural analysis,

any cultural artefact

text.

where a

1995).

it
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